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Preface
The “URSI Commission B School for Young Scientists” is organized by URSI Commission B and is
arranged for the first time on the occasion of the “2013 URSI Commission B International Symposium
on Electromagnetic Theory” (EMTS 2013) in Hiroshima, Japan. This School is a one-day event held
during EMTS 2013, and is sponsored jointly by URSI Commission B and the EMTS 2013 Local
Organizing Committee. The School offers a short, intensive course, where a series of lectures will be
delivered by two leading scientists in the Commission B community. Young scientists are encouraged
to learn the fundamentals and future directions in the area of electromagnetic theory from these
lectures.
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Program
1. Course Title
Fundamentals of Numerical and Asymptotic Methods

2. Course Program
Lecture 1
-

Date and Time: 9:00-13:00, May 20, 2013
Venue: International Conference Center Hiroshima (ICCH), Hiroshima, Japan
Lecture Title: The Method of Moments (MoM) Applied to Problems in Electromagnetic Scattering,
Radiation, and Guided Waves
Instructor: Professor Donald R. Wilton (Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering, University
of Houston, Houston, Texas, USA)

Lunch: 13:00-14:00

Lecture 2
-

Date and Time: 14:00-18:00, May 20, 2013
Venue: International Conference Center Hiroshima (ICCH), Hiroshima, Japan
Lecture Title: A Summary of Asymptotic High Frequency (HF) Methods for Solving
Electromagnetic (EM) Wave Problems
Instructor: Professor Prabhakar H. Pathak (ElectroScience Lab., The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, USA)
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Lecture Abstracts
The Method of Moments (MoM) Applied to Problems in Electromagnetic
Scattering, Radiation, and Guided Waves
Donald R. Wilton, University of Houston, Dept. of ECE
Houston, Texas 77096, USA
E-mail: wilton@uh.edu
The Method of Moments (MoM) is the name given by Harrington to a general procedure for
converting linear operator equations (e.g., linear partial differential or integral equations) into
approximating systems of linear equations. MoM and the Finite Element Method (FEM) are
essentially equivalent, though they have come to have slightly different connotations due to their
different origins. Thus, the former is usually associated with integral equations, and the latter with
partial differential equations. However, we minimize any distinctions between them, employing
similar approaches to discretize both integral and partial differential equations, and to hybrid
formulations in which the two are coupled.
Radiation and scattering problems are generally open region problems involving piecewise
homogeneous regions. Such problems are often efficiently formulated by introducing surface currents
on region boundaries via the equivalence principle. These equivalent currents are then solved for using
integral equation approaches, where the Green’s functions used ensure that the radiated or scattered
fields are outgoing at infinity. Integral equations arise from the imposition of boundary conditions on
fields represented in terms of induced or equivalent currents on the boundaries. The equations are
converted to matrix form by discretizing both the surface geometry and the equivalent currents. On
conducting surfaces, the most common formulations are the electric and the magnetic field integral
equations (EFIE and MFIE, respectively). Since one or both of the associated integral operators
appear in almost every integral equation, their careful study is warranted. The EFIE is the more
restrictive, requiring so-called divergence-conforming current representations (bases) with continuous
normal components across element boundaries. However, both operators appear, for example, in the
PMCHWT and Müller formulations for scattering by dielectric objects.
For interior problems or those involving extremely inhomogeneous regions, it is often more
efficient to seek direct numerical solution of the vector Helmholtz wave equation. In three-dimensions,
the solution domain is generally subdivided into a mesh of cubic or tetrahedral cells, with tangential
vector components defined at the cell edges. The fields are then expanded in terms of interpolatory
bases whose coefficients represent these tangential components; the same bases are also typically used
to test the Helmholtz equation, enforcing its equality in some average sense. For the Helmholtz
equation, the bases should be curl-conforming, i.e. producing field representations with continuous
tangential components, even across material boundaries.
Both integral and Helmholtz equations suffer from low-frequency breakdown problems. In
addition, integral equations must deal with the evaluation of singular integrals, interior resonances, and
the solution of dense systems of equations. On the other hand, the solution of Helmholtz equations
involves issues with preconditioning, and, for open region problems, mesh truncation. Recent
advances in dealing with these issues will be discussed briefly.
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A Summary of Asymptotic High Frequency (HF) Methods for Solving
Electromagnetic (EM) Wave Problems
Prabhakar H. Pathak, The Ohio State University ElectroScience Lab., Dept. of ECE
1320 Kinnear Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43212, USA
E-mail: pathak.2@osu.edu
The geometrical optics (GO) ray field consists of direct, reflected and refracted rays. GO ray paths
obey Fermat’s principle, and describe reflection and refraction of HF EM waves, but not the
diffraction of waves around edges and smooth objects, etc. Consequently, GO predicts a zero EM field
within shadow regions of impenetrable obstacles illuminated by an incident GO ray field. Early
attempts by Young to predict edge diffraction via rays, and by Huygen, Fresnel and Kirchhoff to
predict diffraction using wave theory will be briefly reviewed. Unlike GO, the wave based physical
optics (PO) approach developed later requires an integration of the induced currents on the surface of
an impenetrable obstacle illuminated by an external EM source in order to find the scattered field. The
induced currents in PO are approximated by those which would exist on a locally flat tangent surface,
and are set to zero in the GO shadow region. If the incident field behaves locally as a plane wave at
every point on the obstacle, then it can be represented as a GO ray field; the resulting PO calculation
constitutes a HF wave optical approach. PO contains diffraction effects due to the truncation of the
currents at the GO shadow boundary; these effects may be spurious if there is no physical edge at the
GO shadow boundary on the obstacle, whereas it is incomplete even if an edge is present at the GO
shadow boundary. In the 1950s, Ufimtsev introduced an asymptotic correction to PO; his formulation
is called the physical theory of diffraction (PTD). PTD = PO + ∆, where ∆ is available primarily for
edged bodies. In its original form, PTD is not accurate near and in shadow zones of smooth objects
without edges, nor in shadow zones for bodies containing edges that are not completely illuminated or
visible. At about the same time as PTD, a ray theory of diffraction was introduced by Keller; it is
referred to as the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD). GTD was systematically formulated by
generalizing Fermat’s principle to include a new class of diffracted rays. Such diffracted rays arise at
geometrical and/or electrical discontinuities on the obstacle, and they exist in addition to GO rays.
GTD = GO + Diffraction. Away from points of diffraction, the diffracted rays propagate like GO rays.
Just as the initial values of reflected and refracted rays are characterized by reflection and transmission
coefficients, the diffracted rays are characterized by diffraction coefficients. These GTD coefficients
may be found from the asymptotic HF solutions to appropriate simpler canonical problems via the
local properties of ray fields. Most importantly, the GTD overcomes the failure of GO in the shadow
region, it does not require integration over currents, and it provides a vivid physical picture for the
mechanisms of radiation and scattering. In its original form, GTD exhibits singularities at GO ray
shadow boundaries and ray caustics. Uniform asymptotic methods were developed to patch up GTD in
such regions. These uniform theories are referred to as UTD, UAT, spectral synthesis methods, and the
equivalent current method (ECM). The pros and cons of wave optical methods (PO, PTD, ECM) and
ray optical methods (GO, GTD, UTD, UAT) will be discussed along with some recent advances in PO
and UTD. A UTD for edges excited by complex source beams (CSBs) and Gaussian beams (GBs) will
also be briefly described; the latter may be viewed as constituting beam optical methods. A
hybridization of HF and numerical methods will be briefly discussed as well.
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Biographical Sketches of Course Instructors

Donald R. Wilton received the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, in 1964, 1966, and 1970, respectively. From 1965 to 1968 he was with Hughes
Aircraft Co., Fullerton, CA, engaged in the analysis and design of phased array antennas. From
1970-1983 he was with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Mississippi where he
attained the rank of Professor. Since 1983 he has been Professor of Electrical Engineering at the
University of Houston. From 1978-1979 he was a Visiting Professor at Syracuse University. During
2004-2005 he was a visiting professor at the Polytechnic of Turin, Italy, the Sandia National
Laboratories, and the University of Washington. His primary research interest is in computational
electromagnetics, and he has published, lectured, and consulted extensively in this area. He is listed at
ISIHighlyCited.com as one of the most cited authors in the computer science area.
Dr. Wilton is a Life Fellow of the IEEE and received the IEEE Third Millennium Medal. He has
served the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society as an Associate Editor of the Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation, as a Distinguished National Lecturer, and as a member of its
Administrative Committee. He is also a member of Commission B of the International Radio Science
Union (URSI), in which he has held various offices, including Chair of U. S. Commission B. Dr.
Wilton is a member of the Applied Computational Electromagnetics Society (ACES) and recently
received the Computational Electromagnetics Award.
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Prabhakar Pathak received his Ph.D (1973) from the Ohio State Univ (OSU). Currently he is
Professor (Emeritus) at OSU. He is regarded as a co-developer of the uniform geometrical theory of
diffraction (UTD). Currently his interests are in the development of new UTD solutions, as well as fast
Beam and Hybrid methods, for solving large antenna/scattering problems of engineering interest. He
was an IEEE (AP-S) Distinguished Lecturer from 1991-1993. He received the 1996 Schelkunoff best
paper award from IEEE-AP-S; the ISAP 2009 best paper award; the George Sinclair award (1996)
from OSU ElectroScience Laboratory; and, IEEE Third Millennium Medal from AP-S in 2000. He is
an IEEE Life Fellow, and a member of URSI-commission B.
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Lecture 1
9:00-13:00, May 20, 2013

The Method of Moments (MoM) Applied to
Problems in Electromagnetic Scattering,
Radiation, and Guided Waves

Professor Donald R. Wilton
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering
University of Houston
Houston, Texas
USA

Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Method of Moments and Finite Element
Methods
Donald R. Wilton
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineeering
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77096 USA
wilton@uh.edu

Method of Moments and the
Finite Element Method

Integral
Equations (IE)

Method of
Moments
(MoM)

Partial Differential
Equations (PDE)

Finite
Element
Method
(FEM)
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Linear Operator Equations
x A linear operator equation is represented symbolically as
$u f
where $ is a linear operator,

(1)

u(r ) = unknown field or current, r  
f (r ) = known source, incident field or other
forcing function, r  
x Operator $ is linear if it satisfies
u
f

$(au1  bu2 )

a$u1  b$u2

x $ is generally a differential, integral, or integro - differential
operator on  relating sources f to fields u in or on
its boundary, w. Matrices are also linear operators.

Linear Operators in Computational EM
x $V

d 2V
 k02V
2
dx

x $ qS

qS (rc)
³+ 4SH r  rc d + c, r  +

x $J

jZP ³ G (r, rc)J (rc)d + c 
+

x $J

 BC's, x  (0, L)


G (r, rc) c  J (rc)d + c  BC's, r  +
jZH ³+

J r
 nˆ u PV ³ G r, rc u J rc d + c, r  +
2
+

x $)

 2 )  k02H r )  BC's, r  .

x $E

 u Pr1 u E  k02H r E  BC's, r  .

x $ [ xm ]

> Lmn @ [ xm ]

Operators are also defined by the
characteristics of the functions to which
they may be applied.

In statics :
G (r, rc)

1

R r  rc , (3D)
,
4S R
ln D

, D ȡ  ȡc , (2D)
2S
In dynamics : ( e jZt assumed)
G (r, rc)

e  jkR
,
4S R
H (2) (kD)
 0
,
4j

(3D)
(2D)
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Inner Products
x Numerical solution methods are projection or moment methods
involving inner products.

x Inner (dot or scalar ) product between pairs of N - component vectors,
u (u1 , u2 , . . . , u N ), v (v1 , v2 , . . . , vN ) :
 u, v !

N

¦u v

u ·v

n n

[un ] t [vn ]

(3)

n 1

u

As with ordinary vectors, we
may think of the inner product
as a projection of “u
on v” or “v on u.” If the dot
product is zero, the vectors
are said to be “orthogonal.”

v

Inner Products, cont’d
x Inner product between two scalar functions u and v :
 u, v !

³ uv d 

(4)

D

domain  , +, .
(Note : Often v appears conjugated in inner product definitions!)
 - line or curve (1- D )

+
+ - surface (2 - D )
.
. - volume (3 - D )
x (Bi-) linearity of inner product :
< au1  bu2 , v ! a  u1 , v !  b  u2 , v !,
 u , cv1  dv2 !

c  u , v1 !  d  u , v2 !

(5)
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Inner Products: Examples
x u and v vector functions, u
 u; v !

u and v

³ u (r )  v (r ) d  ,

v:



, + , or . .

(6)



x Scalars u and v "convolved" with scalar Green's function
G (r, rc) ("kernel" of integral equation) :
 u, G , v ! {  u,  G , v ! !

³ ³ u(r)G(r, rc) v(rc) d cd 

(7)



x Vectors u
G (r, rc) :

u and v

v convolved with scalar Green's function

³ ³ u(r )  v(rc)

 u ; G, v !

G (r, rc) d cd 

(8)



x Vectors u

u and v

 u;  ; v !

v convolved with dyadic Green's function  (r, rc) :

³ ³ u(r )  (r, rc)  v(rc)

d cd 

(9)



x In general,  u , v !

 v, u !

In EM, an unconjugated inner product is
often used because the vector quantities
often satisfy the reciprocity theorem.

Weak and Strong Forms of Operator
Equations
x

Strong form (equality holds at every point in  ):
$u f
(10)

f

x Weak form (equality holds in a weighted average sense ) :
 w, Lu !  w, f !
(11)
where ^w` is a set of weighting functions.

$u
w
$u z f

 w, $u !

Notes :
 If continuous, solutions u of (10) and (11) are identical

 w, f !

 For differential operators, integration by parts is often used
to transfer differentiability requirements from u to w.
 If u is infinite dimensional, then so is the set of functions w
x In numerical solutions, w's are often chosen from a finite set of weighting
or testing functions {wm( N ) }, m 1, 2, . . . , N .
14

Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Bases and Unknown Representations
x Approximate u as
u |u

N

¦U u

n n

[U n ]t [un ]

(12)

n 1

where coefficients U n are unknown and un , n 1, . . . , N
are known basis functions.
x un must be "independent" and capable of approximating u.
x Independence of bases is measured by their "projections"
onto one another,
 um , un ! { Gram Matrix

(13)

Independence of Basis Functions
x Ideal are orthonormal bases un , for which
1, m n,
(14)
®
¯0, m z n,

(G mn is the "Kronecker delta") but are difficult to discover for arbitrary 
 um , un !

³ um un d 

G mn

x Instead, first approximate  by subdividing into subdomains or elements
(e.g., line segments, triangles, rectangles, tetrahedrons)  e , e 1, 2, . . . , E.
Then  | 
x

*

E
e 1

e.

Then interpolatory polynomial bases are usually used.
They satisfy the property um (r j ) G mj where r j ,
j 1, 2, . . . , N are interpolation points on  . In addition,
they also satisfy the following "approximation" to (14) :
N

¦u
j 1

m

(r j )un (r j ) G mn

(15)

f (x0 )

f ( x1 )
f (x2 )

u0 ( x)

u1 ( x)
u2 ( x)

f ( x)
x

x0

x1

x2

2

f x | ¦ f ( x n )u n ( x )
n 0
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Method of Moments
x Substituting representation for u into operator
equation and testing with {w wm , m 1, 2, . . . , N } yields
N

¦ w

m

, $un ! U n

 wm , f !, m 1, 2, . . . , N

(16)

n 1

> Lmn @ is a matrix

or in matrix form,
[ Lmn ][U n ] [ Fm ],
 wm , $un ! and Fm

where Lmn

 wm , f ! .

(17)

approximate
to operator $ !

x Solving the linear system yields unknowns [U n ]
that provide an approximation to u in . The result
can also be written as
u | u [U n ]t [un ] [un ]t [U n ],

(18)

where [un ]t denotes transpose of [un ].

Abstract Vector Space Interpretation of
the Method of Moments

u1
U1 u 1

u

u

u2
U2 u 2

Gu

w1
$ u
U1$u1

f

U 2$u 2

f  $ u

w2

x The unknown is approximated in the "subspace of basisvectors un "
as u | u

¦Unun
n

x Both $u

¦Un$un and f are projected onto the "subspace of

testing vectors wm "; equating the projections determines ^Un `.
n

x The projection both "minimizes" the residual error f  ¦Un$un and
makes it orthogonal to the testing vector subspace.

n
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Linear Functionals
x A linear functional I [u ] is a scalar physical parameter
or figure of merit that depends linearly on u (e.g., I [au ]
Examples :

aI [u ]).

 Capacitance where u is surface charge
 Input admittance where u is a surface current
 Vector component of far field where u is a surface current
 Value of u(r ) at point r (may be unbounded at edge or corner!)
x Riesz representation theorem : For any bounded linear functional,
a function g exists such that I [u ] can be represented as an inner product,
I [u ]   u , g !
x For u | u ,
I [u ] | I [u ]

N

 ¦ U n  un , g !

  u , g !

 [U n ]t [ un , g !]

(19)

(20)

n 1

x Note : Sampled values of the unknown involve unbounded functionals :
J (r c)

³

J (r ) G (r  r c) d +



g (r )

 G (r  r c) is unbounded

+

Summary of Method of Moments
x Subdivide  into E subdomains or elements  e ; approximate the solution
domain as  | 

*

E
e 1

e.

x Choose (usually interpolating) basis functions {un } and approxim ate u as
u | u

¦U u

n n

[U n ]t [un ].

n

x Choose weighting (testing) functions {wm }. (Galerkin's method : {wm } { {um })
x Substitute u into operator equation and test with wm . (For differential or
integro - differential operators, integrate by parts to reduce differentiability
requirements on un and incorporate boundary conditions.)

17

Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Summary of Method of Moments, Cont’d
x Solve the resulting linear matrix system
[ Lmn ] [U n ] [ Fm ]
where
Lmn

 wm , $un !,

Fm

 wm , f !

for unknown coefficients U n . A direct or iterative solution procedure may
be used.
x Compute desired figure - of - merit (linear functional) I [u ] as
I [u ] | I [u ]

  u , g !

N

 ¦ U n  un , g !

 [U n ]t [ un , g !] .

(21)

n 1

The Variational Approach
x Variational and MoM approaches appear to be quite different, but
really are equivalent, as we'll show.
x As a first step, we define an adjoint operator $† such that
 w, $u !  $† w, u !

(22)

for arbitrary u and w.
x Adjoints exist and are unique; to find :
 Differential operators : Successively integrate by parts
 Integral operators : Interchange source and observation points
in the kernel
 Matrix operator : Simply transpose the original matrix

18

Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

The Adjoint Problem
x The variational approach to solving $u

f begins by considering the

linear functional
I [u ]   u , g !
x Next define the adjoint problem,
$† w

g.

(23)

where g plays role of source or forcing function, w is solution of adjoint problem.
x Physical significance of w may not always be clear, but note it does provide
an alternative means to compute the functional :
  u, g !   u, $† w !
(24)
  $u, w !   f , w !
In electromagnetics, this dual representation is usually a consequence
I [u ]

of reciprocity , which also often implies that $

$† ($ is self - adjoint )

Adjoint Operator Examples
x $†V

d 2V
 k02V
2
dx

x $† qS

³ 4SH r  rc d + c

 BC†s

qS (rc)

+

x $† J

jZP ³ G (r, rc)J (rc)d + c 
+


G (r, rc) c  J (rc)d + c
jZH ³+

 BC†s

x $† J

J r
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)nˆ c u J (rc) d + c )  BC† (see Appendix)
2
+

x $†)

 2 )  k02H r )

x $†E

 u Pr1 u E  k02H r E

x $† [ xm ]

 BC†s
 BC†s

> Lmn @ [ xm ]
t

Most of the above operators are "self - adjoint!"
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Bi-Variational Functional
x Define the bivariational functional **
I [u, w ]  $u , w !   u , g !   f , w !

(25)

 $u, w !   u , g !   f , w !

Note that I [u, w]

I [u ] .

We regard u and w as approximate or trial solutions to the
original and adjoint problems, respectively.
x Define solution errors in the original and adjoint problems as
G u u  u , G w w  w .
(26)
Then we can easily show that
I [u , w ]   u , g !   $G u , G w !
(27)
or G I [u , w]  $G u , G w ! with second order error in G u and G w.
(Functional is said to be stationary or to have only a second
order variation about the functions u and w.)
**

Other, less general functionals often restrict the form of the resulting linear system,
e.g., to Galerkin's method!

Rayleigh-Ritz Procedure
x Approximate u and w in terms of basis sets {un } and {wm } as

¦U u

u

(28)

n n

n

w

¦W w
m

m

.

(29)

m

x Substitute above expansions into the bi - variational functional,
I [u , w ]

¦ ¦W U
m

m

n

 $un , wm !  ¦U n  un , g !  ¦Wm  f , wm ! (30)

n

and set wI [u , w ] / wW p

n

wI [u , w ] / wU p

m

0 (stationarity condition).

x Replace dummy index p by m in first set, p by n in the second.
The surprising result is that . . .

20

Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

. . . One Obtains Independent Moment Equations
for Both the Original and the Adjoint Problems!
x (Moment equations for original problem, which are independent of g )

¦ w

m

 wm , f !, m 1, 2, . . . , N  (> Lmn @>U n @

, $un ! U n

> Fm @)

(31)

n

x (Moment equations for original problem, which are independent of f )

¦  $u

n

, wm ! Wm

 un , g !, n 1, 2, . . . , N .

(32)

m

(recall  $un , wm !

 un , $† wm ! )  (> Lmn @ >Wn @
t

>Gm @)

(33)

x Note also the independence of equation sets (31) and (32), and the
reversed roles of basis and testing functions in the adjoint problem.
Idea : Why not insert the resulting u, w into the variational form possibly
yielding more accurate results than substituting into the non - variational
form of the functional?

Evaluation of Functional
Write bivariational functional as
I (u , w )  $u , w !   f , w !   u , g !
 $u  f , w !   u , g ! .

(34)

The first term on the right hand side vanishes :
 $u  f , w !

ª

¦W «¬¦  $u , w
m

m

n

m

n

0. (by (31))

º
t
! U n   f , wm ! » = >Wm @ > Lmn @>U n @  > Fm @
¼
(35)

Hence
I (u , w )

  u , g !

 ¦ U n  un , g !

(36)

n

i.e.,
I (u ) I (u , w ),
(37)
so we obtain the same result using either the (bi-)variational or
non - variational forms of the functional!
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Equivalence of MoM and
Variational Approach
x u can be determined from the MoM equations independent of w and g.
The solution is same as that obtained by the (bi-)variational approach.
x

I [ u ] I [ u , w ] independent of g.

x The variational approach (and adjoint problem) is useful in proving
stationarity, but seems otherwise largely superfluous in arriving at a
numerical formulation. The moment method yields the same solution
but is generally simpler to apply. The variational problem tells us...
 Moment method solutions are automatically stationary .
 Error in I [ u , w ] ( G I [u, w]  $G u, G w ! ) is proportional
to that in both u, w; so to reduce error, choose wm to
well . approximate w, the solution of the adjoint problem.

End of Note 1
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Note 1 Linear Operator Equations

Appendix: Derivation of MFIE
Adjoint Operator
J r
 nˆ u PV³ G r, rc u J rc d + c
2
+

x $J

nˆ u H inc

We first write the MFIE in the non - standard form
J (r )
nˆ u $J nˆ u
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)J (rc)d + c )
2
+


nˆ u§¨ nˆ uHS ·¸
©
¹



 HStan

nˆ u nˆ u H inc

1
 lim  u A

P rn+

Then for a tangential surface testing vector M (r ) , we have that
J (r )
 M, nˆ u
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)J (rc)d + c ) !
2
+
which is of the form  M,  lim H[J ] ! and which can be interpreted as a reaction intgral.
rn+

Hence, by the reaction theorem, we have
 M,  lim H[J ] !
rn+

 J, lim E[M ] !
rp+

 J , nˆ u


M (r )
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)M (rc)d + c ) !
2
+

 nˆ u§¨ nˆ uES ·¸
©
¹


1
EStan  lim  uF

H

r p+

Appendix: Derivation of MFIE
Adjoint Operator, cont’d
Thus,
 M, nˆ u

J (r )
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc) J (rc)d + c ) !
2
+

J (r ) ·
§
and even though M  ¨ nˆ u
¸
2 ¹
©

 J, nˆ u

M (r )
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)M (rc)d + c ) !
2
+

M (r ) ·
§
J  ¨ nˆ u
¸ , the operator  nˆ u $is non - self - adjoint.
2 ¹
©

For the original operator, set M =  nˆ u w and the above becomes
 w,

J (r )
 (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)J (rc)d + c ) !
2
+

 J,

w (r )
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)nˆ c u w (r ) d + c ) !
2
+

and the adjoint operator is
$† w

w (r )
 nˆ u (nˆ u  u PV³ G (r, rc)nˆ c u w (r ) d + c )
2
+
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EFIE in 3-D:
Rectangular and Triangular Surface
Patch Modeling
Donald R. Wilton
Michael A. Khayat

Features of the 3D Electric Field
Integral Equation (EFIE)

Estan

Einc
tan

 jZ A  ),
1
P ³ G (r, rc) J (rc) d + c,
)
³ G(r, rc) q(rc) d + c
Es

A

+

 c  J (rc)  jZ q (rc)

H

G (r, rc)

+

e  jkR
, R
4S R

r  rc
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Representing Electric Current
on a Conductor
x For simplicity, assume a PEC flat plate at z
J (r ) J x xˆ  J y yˆ

0, :

x Subdivide plate into rectangular
elements or cells.

J

x For the scalar potential, we also need the surface charge density :
wJ x wJ y

 jZ q (r )   J (r )
wx
wy


J (r ) must be differentiable along the current direction!

 < J x is piecewise linear in x , constant in y ;
< J y is piecewise linear in y , constant in x ;
< q (r ) is piecewise constant

On Rectangular Elements, Rooftop Bases
Provide Good Compromise Between Simplicity
and Effectiveness
x-directed basis/
testing function

• Normal current components
are continuous, even at
bends (div-conforming)
• Tangential current
components are
discontinuous

y

x

y-directed basis/
testing function • Piecewise constant charge

representation
• Charge, current qualitatively satisfy
edge and corner conditions

• Current vanishes at plate
edges

25
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Rooftop Bases Model Surface Charge
Density as Piecewise Constant
x-directed
basis function
ȁ n (r )

y

x

yn 

'y

y-directed basis
function

  ȁn

+n

yn

'y


yn +n

For y - directed bases, for instance :
ȁ n (r )

  ȁn


y  yn r
, r  +nr
° yˆ
yˆ / n ( y ) ®
'y
°
¯ 0, otherwise
 r1
, r  +nr
d /n
°
ˆy  / n
y
'
®
dy
° 0, otherwise
¯

Interpolation properties
of y - directed bases :
yˆ  ȁ n (r ) x

G mn

xˆ  ȁ n (r ) x

0

xm
y ym

xn
y yn

But Modern Problems Require the Flexibility of
Triangular Surface Patch Modeling
Cyclone Class Patrol Craft, PC-1
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Definitions of Geometrical and Electrical
Quantities for Current on a Surface
(Magnetic) Vector Potential :

P ³ G (r, rc) J (rc) d + c,

A(r )

+

+

 jkR

e
(Green's function)
4S R

G (r, rc)

n̂
J (r ), surface
current density

R

r  rc

n̂

rc

r

(Electric ) Scalar Potential :
1
) (r )
³ G(r, rc) q(rc) d + c,

H

1
  J (r ) (continutity eq.)
 jZ

q (r )

'

+

Surface Discretization
1

 *E + e
+ | +
e 1

33

17

16 2

J

•

•

r317
N

r23
N

local

global

A Global Node list defines vertex
locations
Node #

x

y

z

…
23
…

…

…

…

x23
…

z23
…

y

… 23

An element list contains both
global node and DoF numbers

Element e

Global node number/
DoF number
local node1

#
17
#

Note :

47

3 23

13

DoF’s are current density components
normal to triangle edges!

36

#
36 /
13
#

local node 2
#
16 /
47
#

local node 3
#
23 /
33
#
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Area Coordinates Are Used to Represent
Bases and Parameterize Element Geometry
1

A1  A2  A3

Ae

e


[i

, i 1, 2,3
Ae
 [1  [ 2  [3 1

A3

A2

r

Ai

A1
2

3

r

re

[2

re

'

1

[re  [  re  [ re

r

1
0

rie

rn for some e, i, and n

local

[1

All elements mapped to
“parent element”

global

An Area Coordinate Is Also the Fractional
Distance from an Edge to the Opposite Vertex
1
1
2

[1

A1 u height of A1
1
2 A 1h1

height of A1
h1

h1
A1

3

A1

[2 1

[3 1

1

2

A2
A3

3
Ae

2

[1 1
1

[i linearly interpolates node i

2

h 2 h1

h3

A1

3

It is convenient to define edge vectors
associated with each edge and height
vectors associated with each vertex.
28
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Local Geometry Parameter Definitions
i
Edge vectors

h i 1

A i 1

A i 1
Area

h i 1

hi

i 1

i 1

Ai

Height vectors

Ae

Ai

ri 1  ri 1 , A i

Aˆ i

A i A i ; i 1, 2,3
A i 1 u A i 1
; i 1, 2, or 3
2

hi

i 1, 2,3
A i 1 u A i 1
2 Ae

nˆ

hi
Coordinate
gradients

Ai ,

[ i

2 Ae ˆ
, h i Aˆ i u nˆ ,
Ai
hi hˆ i ; i 1, 2,3


hˆ i
hi

; i 1, 2,3

Integration over Triangles Using
Area Coordinates

³ f (U) d +

Ae

2 Ae ³
K

1 1[2

³

0 0

f ([1Ue  [2Ue  [3Ue )d[1d[2

| 2 Ae ¦ wk f ([1( k )Ue  [2( k )Ue  [3( k )Ue )
 k1
Numerical integration

Or evaluate analytically using
1 1[2

³³

0 0

[1D [2E [3J d[1 d[2
D !E !J !
D  E J  2 !
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Triangular Surface Patches
2
x EFIE has the form
 Estan (J ) Eitan

1

r
e
1

r

3

e
2

x Expand the current in div - conforming
bases / n (r ),

r

N

r3e

J (r )

¦I /
n

n

(r )

n 1

x Also use ^/ m (r )` as testing functions,
m 1, 2,! N .

r [1r1e  [ 2r2e  [3r3e

3D EFIE Formulation
 Estan jZ Atan   tan ) Eitan , r +
ª
º
1
 « jZ P ³ G r rc J(rc)d +c 
³ G r rc c  J(rc) d +c »
+
jZH +
¬
¼ tan

Eitan 

Test with /m r (as yet undefined!), to obtain the weak form
jZ  /m ; A !   / m ; ) !

 /m ; Ei !

where
A

P ³ G r rc J(rc)d +c,
+

G r rc

e jkR

4S R

)

1
G r rc c  J(rc) d +c ,
 jZH ³+

 A; B !

³

+

A r  B r d+

or
jZP  /m ; G, J ! 

1
 /m ; G,   J !
 jZH

 /m ; Ei !
30
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Integration by Parts
jZ  / m ; A !   / m ; ) !
Using   (/ m))

³   (/

m

)) d +

 /m ; Ei !

)   / m  / m) 

divergence
theorem

³ )/

m

 uˆ d 

m

+


w+

+

³ )  /

d +  ³ / m) d +
+


/m ,)!

  / m ; ) !

    /m , ) ! 

³)

w+

Hence the weak form becomes
jZ  / m ; A !     / m , ) !

/m ;)!

/  uˆ
m

d+

0 on w+ & cancels on
w+ e if /muˆ is continuous

 ^/ m ` must be div - conforming

 / m ; Ei !

or
jZP  / m ; G, J ! 

1
jZH

   / m ; G,   J !

 / m ; Ei !

EFIE MoM Formulation
Setting J(rc)

¦I

n

/ n (rc) , and substituting yields

n

> Zmn @> In @ >Vm @
where > Zmn @

Lmn
Smn

Vm

P³

+

1

jZ > Lmn @ 

³ G r rc
+

H ³+ ³+

1
> Smn @ and
jZ

/ m (r)  / n (rc) d +cd +

{ P  / m ; G, / n !

  / m (r) G r rc c  / n (rc) d +cd + {

 / m ; Ei ! G r rc

 jkR

e
, R
4S R

1

H

   / m , G,   / n !,
x divergence of / n must exist

r  rc

x / n must be div - conforming
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Basis Functions for Surface Currents on
Triangular Elements (Global Representation)

n

ȡ

n


Tn r Tn


n

r

Global basis definition :


n

ȡ

rn

/n r

'
r
n

r
n

 ȡ rn
r
° r , r  Tn
® hn
°0,
r  Tnr
¯

ȁ n is linear in the radial direction,

r
n

ȡ ([) r r([)  r , r T

constant in the angular direction

[ ([1,[2 ,[3 )
• Rao, S.M., D.R. Wilton, and A.W. Glisson, "Electromagnetic Scattering by Surfaces of
Arbitrary Shape," IEEE Trans. Antennas and Propagation, AP-30, No. 3, pp. 409-4l8,
May l982.

Interpolation and Divergence Properties
x

Tn
ȡn A

ȡn

n

ȡ

hˆ n

hn

hˆ n  ȡ nA
hn

n

ȡn &

An

xxˆ  yyˆ

y

Interpolation property :
hˆ n  ȡ n
ˆh   /
n
n
r  edge n
hn

hˆ rm  / n

r  edge m

hn
hn

1,

0, m z n

Divergence property :
  /n

  ȡ rn
hnr

r  xxˆ  yyˆ
r
n

h

r

2
, r  Tnr
r
hn
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Local Representation of Basis Functions for
for Triangular Elements
Note :
/
r /ei , r  + e
Nn N

Tnr

Local basis function :

local

global

i 1

/ r
e
i

+e

r

r

(1  [i 1  [i 1 )rie  [i 1rie1  [i 1rie1  rie

i 1

rie 1

e
i

hi
hi
e
[i ri  [i 1rie1  [i 1rie1  rie
hi

ȡei

i

r  rie

ȡei

[i 1

e
i1

r

 /ei r

r [i rie  [i 1rie1  [i 1rie1

hi
r  r  [i 1 rie  rie1
e
i 1

e
i

hi
[i 1A i 1  [i 1A i 1
,
hi

r  + e , i 1, 2,3

Local Basis Functions
on Triangular Elements
Global Current
Reference Directions
3

A2
n

m

+
1

A3

V ie

p

e

A1

2
Local Current
Reference Directions

Local basis functions:
[i1A i1  [i1A i1
/ei r
, r + e
hi
  /ei r

2
, r + e
hi

1, Global reference direction
° for i th DoF is out of element e
°
®
° -1, Global reference direction
°̄
for i th DoF is into element e
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Element Matrix for 3D EFIE
1

Element matrix :

2

1
ª¬ Z º¼ jZ ª¬ L º¼ 
ª¬ S ijef º¼ ,
jZ
ef
e
f
Lij
P  / i ; G, / j ! ,
1
   /ei , G ,   / fj !,
S ijef
ef
ij

3

e

ef
ij

H

i, j

2
1

f
3

1, 2, 3

Matrix assembly :
V ieV jf Z ijef o ª¬ Z mn º¼

Element excitation vector :
 /ei ; E i ! i 1, 2, 3
Vi e

Excitation vector
assembly :
V ieVi e o ª¬Vm º¼

Matrix Assembly
Matrix Assembly Rule:
Element V V Z of the element matrix is added to row m and column n of the
system matrix if m is the global DoF corresponding to the i th local DOF of
element e and n is the global DoF corresponding to the j th local DOF of element f.
e
i

f
j

ef
ij

3
4
Test
triangle
1

6
2

1

3

1

0

3

1
1ª 0
« 3,5
2 « Z 2,1
3,5
3 «¬ Z 3,1

3,5
add ( )()Z 2,1
to Z1,7 , etc.

System
matrix, [Zmn]

5

Matrix assembly :
V ieV jf Z ijef o ª¬ Z mn º¼

Source
triangle

7

2 2
2
0
3,5
Z 2,2
3,5
Z 3,2

1
1 ªx
«
2 «x
3 «x
«
4 «x
5 «x
«
6 «x
7 «x
«
# «¬#

3
0 º
3,5 »
Z 2,3
»
3,5
»¼
Z 3,3

Excitation vector
assembly :
V ieVi e o ª¬Vm º¼

Element
matrix
V ie

 1, local and global DOFs similarly directed
®
¯1, otherwise

2

3

4

5

6

7

"

3,5
( )( ) Z 2,3
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

3,5
()() Z 2,2
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

3,5
( )( ) Z 2,1
x
x
x
x

"
"
"
"
"

3,5
x
()() Z 3,2
x
x
#
#

x
x
#

3,5
"
( )( ) Z 3,1
"
x
#
%

3,5
x
( )( ) Z 3,3
x
x
#
#

º
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»¼
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The Global Basis Form Can Be Extended toLine
Segment, Rectangular and Tetrahedral
Elements
Un


n

U

Un
h


n

hn

hn


n

Un

hn

Un U 
n
hn

h

/n r

 Un
°  , r  n
° hn
° 
°° Un

®  , r  n
° hn
°
°0, elsewhere
°
¯°

/ n r

 dim Un
°
, r  n

hn
°
°
°° dim Un
, r  n
®

hn
°
°
0, elsewhere
°
°
¯°

Un
Un
h n

1,
varies in 1D
°
°
r
®2, Un varies in 2D 
°
r
°̄3, Un varies in 3D
Unr

dim Unr

h n

Numerical Integration to Form
Element Matrices
x Typical element matrix has the form
 /ei ; G, / fj !
x For e z f use the result

³ f (r) d +

Ae

2 Ae ³

|"


K

e

1 1[2

³

0 0

¦w

k

f ([1re  [2re  [3re )d[1d[2

f ([1( k )re  [2( k )re  [3( k )re ), " e

2 Ae

k 1

Numerical integration

x For e f use a singularity subtraction or cancellation
scheme to handle the 1/ R singularity
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Singularity Subtraction vs. Singularity Cancellation
Singularity subtraction :

³

 jkR

+

f r'

e
d +c
4S R

N ,M
§
 jkR
f
r
'
e
P n (rc) R m

¦
¨
n t 0, m t 0
³+ ¨¨
4S R
¨
©
Integrate numerically

·
¸
N ,M
P n (rc) R m
¸ d + c  ¦
d +c
³
+
¸
S
4
R
n t 0, m t 0

¸
Integrate
analytically
¹

Singularity subtraction has been used very successfully, but has drawbacks:
• Accuracy of numerical integral limited by non-analytic form of
difference integrand (i.e., R
"polynomial-like" at x, y, z

x2  y2  z 2 is not "smooth" or
0,0,0 ).

• Method is sometimes unsuitable for nearly-singular integrands
• Occasionally a singular expression cannot be analytically integrated
• Analytical integrals are complicated, difficult, and must be performed for
every separate combination of basis, element, and Green's function.
Hence the approach is poorly -suited to object oriented programming!

Singularity Subtraction Methods Appear in
the Following References
• S. Järvenpää, M. Taskinen, and P. Ylä-Oijala, “Singularity Subtraction
Technique for High-Order Polynomial Vector Basis Functions on Planar
Triangles,” IEEE Trans. Antennas and Propagat.,54, 1, pp. 42—49, Jan.
2006.
• R. D. Graglia, “On the numerical integration of the linear shape functions
times the 3-D Green’s function or its gradient on a plane triangle,” IEEE
Trans. Antennas Propag., vol. 41, no. 10, pp. 1448–1455, 1993.
• Wilton, D.R., S.M. Rao, A.W. Glisson, D.H. Schaubert, O.M. Al-Bundak,
and C.M. Butler, "Potential Integrals for Uniform and Linear Source
Distributions on Polygonal and Polyhedral Domains," IEEE Trans.
Antennas and Propagat., 32, 3, pp. 276—28l, March l984.
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Singularity Cancellation
Observation point

z

A max
Near field

1

x

2

3

IL

1

A max

x2  y 2  z 2

R

3

y

IU

• We wish to evaluate potentials of the form

2

e  jkR
³  ȁ rc 4S R d c


I

H ( r c)

• Subtriangle integral has the general form
h

³³
0

y cot I U
y cot I L

vU

uU

vL

uL

³ ³

H x, y dxdy

>

@

H x u ,v , y u ,v " u , v dudv



" cancels singularity of H

A Singularity Cancellation Approach
h

y cot I U

0

y cot I L

³³
³

uU

uL

1

0

uU

vL

uL

³ ³

H x, y dxdy

(vU  vL ) ³ H > x

vU

>

@

H x u ,v , y u ,v " u , v dudv

@

u ,v (K ) , y u ,v (K ) " u , v (K ) dK du ,

v vL (1  K )  vUK

wx
wv
wy
wv

dr dr
u
du dv

Reverse the order of integration
and normalize the interval on the
inner integral

TRANSFORMATION
Radial-Angular

wx
wu
" u, v {
wy
wu

u ln tan
v

R

I
2

 sinh 1

x
y

" u, v

INTEGRATION LIMITS

R
cosh u

uL,U

ln tan

vL,U

z,

IL,U
2
z 2  h cosh u

2

• For more possible transforms, see M. M. Botha, “A family of augmented Duffy
Transformations for near- singularity cancellation quadrature,” IEEE Trans.
Antennas Propagat., 2013.
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Radial-Angular Integration
Integration

uU

domain, z ! 0

u

1/ R
Radial-Angular:



7 Integrand = const.
for const. source,
Z 0

v

uL
Integration
domain, z 0

• Integrates static kernel with constant bases exactly
(rectangular integration domain needs one sample pt.
only; more sample pts. needed to handle variation of
bases and exponential phase factor)
• Integration domain insensitive to z variation of obs. pt.
• Above features suggest this as the method of choice

Several Singularity Cancellation Schemes
Have Been Analyzed in Detail
• Khayat, M. A., D. R. Wilton, and P. W. Fink, "An Improved Transformation
and Optimized Sampling Scheme for the Numerical Evaluation of
Singular and Near-Singular Potentials," IEEE Antennas and Wireless
Propagation Letters, Vol. 7, pp. 377 – 380, July 2008.

• M. M. Botha, “A family of augmented Duffy Transformations for nearsingularity cancellation quadrature,” IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat.,
2013. (Of several schemes tested and compared, the radial-angular
scheme was found to be the most effective for both singularities and
near-singularities of the form 1/R.)
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Singularity Cancellation Approach for Self and Near
Terms
Possible observation
points

z

Source

z

x2  y 2  z 2

R

3

C
1

A

x

h

2

y

B

Radial Transformation Removes Singularity, But
Leaves a Non-Rectangular Domain
h y cot I U

³ ³I
0

y cot

U

IL

³I

contours

h
sin I

U

x

y

h

U

z2  U 2 , R

I

IL

R

150q

IU
B

60q

z

1  K z  K z 2  h 2 /sin 2 I

z 2  h 2 /sin 2 I

R

A

C

h

90q

150q

z

U dU
P
/ r ' G r, rc R dR dI
e
j

ª§
º
·
«¨
»
1
¸
e
2
2
2
c


/sin
I
'
,
K
z
h
z
/
r
G
r
r
R
d
«¨ 
» dI ,
¸ ³0 j
«¨ o h /sinI ¸
»
zo0
¹
¬©
¼

where R 2

I U 60q
IL

z 2  h 2 /sin 2 I

L

1
R

A

³I ³

/ r ' G r, rc dxdy 
C

Constant

IL

e
j

A

R
B
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A Second (Angular)Transformation on I
Regularizes the Domain
IL

³I

ª
¬«

U

³

|

z 2  h 2 / sin 2 I  z

1

r ' G r, rc R dK º dI
¼»

³/

e
j

0

I

° u ln tan 2 ,
°
1
®
sin I
cosh u ,
°
° R
z 2  h 2 cosh 2 u
¯

ª§ z 2  h 2 cosh 2 u  z · 1
º
e
«¨
¸ / r ' G r, rc R dK » du
¸ ³0 j
cosh u
«¨©
»
¹
¬
¼

uL

uU

§ u u
U
L
e
| 2 A ¦¦ wi w j ¨¨
i
j
¨
 ©

z 2  h 2 cosh 2 u (i )  z ·
¸ R (i , j ) /e r (i , j ) G r, r (i , j )
j
(i )
e
¸
2 A cosh u
¸
¹
D om ain is insensitive
Wk

I

IL

z

R

z 

h

2

R

A

to z for small z h !

2

sin I
2

u
C

IU

R

h

A

60q

ln tan

uL A

150q
90q

dI
sin I

Let du

I

2
C

Integrand is constant for
static kernel, constant
basis function, and z = 0!

1.0 K

uU

B

B

A

The Radial Transformation Introduces Branch
Points into the Basis Functions
Transformation results in a "branch
point" singularity in the basis functions :

z
A

R

edge j

U

j

hej /ej r '

h ej /ej r '

x

A  xˆ U cos I  yˆ U sin I


x

y

y

A  xˆ R2  z 2 cos I  yˆ R2  z 2 sin I ,
3.5

but

R z

2

z

2

R z  1 R z 1 .

non-smooth
as Ro z

The non-polynomial -like behavior as
R o z implies that Gauss -Legendre
quadrature will be ineffective.

Sqrt(R/|z|Ͳ 1),
Sqrt(R/|z|+1)

3

2

2.5
Sqrt(R/|z|Ͳ 1)

2

Sqrt(R/|z|+1)
1.5
1
0.5
0
1.000

6.000
R/|z|
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A Special Quadrature Scheme or an Additional
Transformation Handles Branch Points in the Basis
Functions

x Branch point singularity in basis functions :
h / r'
e
j

e
j

Weights and sample points
for integrating the function set

A  xˆ R  z cos I  yˆ R  z sin I ,
2

2

2

2

^K , K K ` , n

A  R  z xˆ R  z cos I  yˆ R  z sin I

n

N

x Let K

R  z t 0, and develop special

quadrature rules for
Note

R z

n
K2

K2 z

n

Nodes

0,1, 2, ! , N

Ki

Weights wi

0.12606123086601956

0.3639172365120473

0.7139387691339825

0.6360827634879527

0.045088504179695364

0.13965395980291434

0.34872938419346483

0.45848221271917206

0.8306719075452189

0.4018638274779136

0.019532819681463730

0.06236194190019799

2

(c.f., table at right)
2 z K (2 z )  1

3

x Or make the substitution K 2 R  z and
use Gauss - Legendre quadrature

0.17339692801497078

0.25969509521658130

0.522956026924229700

0.40692913602039693

0.88905249698491430

0.27101382686282377

4

The Same Subtriangle Approach Can Also Be Used to
Handle Singular and Near-Singular Integrals on
Rectangular Domains
Only the Subtriangle-to-Rectangle Mapping Eqs. Change

4
3

2
1
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Distribution of Sampled Points in
Example Triangle
Rossi & Cullen Triangle: Obs = (0.25,0.5)
1

(0,1,0)

Triangle 1
Triangle 2
Triangle 3
0.75

Robs
0.5

(0,0,0)

edge length

O

(1,0,0)

0.25

10
0
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

* L. Rossi and P.J. Cullen, IEEE Trans. AP-47, pp. 398-402, April 1999

Calculation for Near-Singularities with
Projected Obs. Pt. Outside Triangle
Rossi & Cullen Triangle: Obs = (-0.5,0.5)

Near-singularity

1
Triangle 1
Triangle 2
Triangle 3

(0,1,0)
0.75

Robs
0.5

0.25

(0,0,0)

(1,0,0)
0
-1.00

-0.75

-0.50

-0.25

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

• Note that the contributions from the integration domains of subtriangles 1 and 3
that lie outside the original triangle are completely canceled by the (negative)
contribution of subtriangle 2
• Note also we’ve introduced a ficticious singularity at the obs. pt. from each of the
three subtriangles, but the singularity cancels when contributions are summed
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If the Projected Obs. Pt. Falls Outside a Triangle, at Least
One of Its Area Coordinates is Negative
[ 20 , [30  0
Projected Obs. Pt.:
r0

ˆ ˆ  (r  r je ), j 1, 2, or 3
r  nn

Area Coords. of Projected Obs. Pt.:

1

[30  0

r0

[ 20  0

[20
[30

[10 , [ 20 , [30 ! 0

2
[10 , [30  0

If area coordinate [i0 is negative, then

3

A1

r2e

A 1 u (r0  r2e )
2 Ae
A 2 u (r0  r3e )
nˆ 
2 Ae
1  [10  [ 20

[10 nˆ 

[10 , [ 20  0
r0

the contribution to the integral from
subtriangle i must also be negative.

[10  0

Scheme is Efficient and Essentially Arbitrary
Accuracy Can Be Obtained…
z = 0.0

½ identical, enhanced
¾
¿ performance for z 0
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… Including the Nearly Singular Case
|z|=0.01

Number of Significant Digits

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
Legend
Radial-Angular (Polynomial-Root Quadrature) ` enhanced
performance, z ! 0
Radial-Angular (Gauss-Legendre)
½
¾ similar performance for z ! 0
ArcSinh
¿
Extended Duffy
Extended Radial (Polynomial-Root Quadrature)

3
2
1
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Number of Sample Points

Example: Current Induced on Sphere by a
Plane Wave Incident along the Negative z-Axis
z
Einc

Einc
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Note 2 EFIE in 3-D: Rectangular and Triangular Surface Patch Modeling

Example: Current Induced by Plane Wave
Incident on VFY-218

Courtesy of John Schaeffer

Voltage Sources
x Eitan

0  Estan

0 except at voltage source

x J must produce a potential difference between
triangles at source terminals :
u ( z ) on +
) = V0 N

z

y
6


V0


unit step
function

 Estan

  tan )

zˆ V0 G ( z ) on +

jZ A tan ( J )   tan ) ( J )
   / m ; Es !

V0 ³
+

Estan
/  zˆ
m

G ( z )dzdy

1 at z 0, m 6
®
¯ 0, otherwise

 V0 A 6 , m 6
®
¯0, otherwise

  / m , Ei !

ª0 º
«#
»
«
»
«V0 A 6 » m row 6
«
»
«#
»
«¬0 »¼
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Note 2 EFIE in 3-D: Rectangular and Triangular Surface Patch Modeling

Impedance Loading
x Load is equivalent to a voltage
source V0  Z L I 6
x Replace voltage vector by

 / m , Ei !

x  > Z mn @> I n @

ª 0
º
« #
»
«
»
«  Z L I 6 A 6 »  I 6 ª¬ Z L A 6G m,6 º¼
«
»
#
«
»
«¬ 0
»¼
I 6 ª¬ Z L A 6G m,6 º¼  voltage / and or Ei terms

z


ZL Z L I 6


y
6
I6

x Transfer load terms to other side of matrix :
ª
º
«
»
usual voltage / and or Ei terms
Z
Z
G

A
« mn
L 6 m ,6 » > I n @

«
»
add load to
«¬
matrix diagonal »
¼

End of Note 2
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Note 3 The 3-D Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE)

The 3-D Magnetic Field Integral
Equation (MFIE)
Donald R. Wilton

3D MFIE Formulation
EFIE:  Estan Eitan ,

Ei , H i

+ (PEC)

MFIE (two approaches):

J

n̂

1) J nˆ u Hi  lim nˆ u Hs ,
r p+ †

Es , H s

+

r +

(eq. source condition)
rp +

2) nˆ u Hi  lim nˆ u Hs

Ei , H i

r n+

rn+

0, 0

0,

(null field condition)
Since J lim nˆ u Hs  lim nˆ u Hs

J

r p+

r n+

the approaches are equivalent!
Es , H s

n̂
†

r p +  r approaches + from the exterior ,
r n +  r approaches + from the interior
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Null Field MFIE Formulation, Limiting Process
MFIE: nˆ u Hi  lim nˆ u Hs

'+ is a very small, flat
circular disk of radius a

where

removed from +

lim nˆ u Hs

'+

P

r n+

lim nˆ u  u ³  A r, rc  J rc d+c
r n+

J

+

lim nˆ u ³  u  A r, rc  J rc d+c
r n+

+  '+

'

+

§
·
lim nˆ u ¨ ³  ³ ¸  u  A r, rc  J rc d +c
r n+
© '+ + '+ ¹

J

r

Es , H s

1
lim nˆ u  u ǹ

r n+

n̂

0, 0

0,

r n+

Recall that in homogeneous media,
e jkR
 A r, rc G r, rc !
! m identity dyad
4S R

n̂

 nˆ u  u  A r, rc  J rc
homogeneous
media

o

(layered
media)

nˆ u J rc u G r, rc

Evaluation of nˆ u H ' { lim nˆ u ³  u  A r, rc  J rc d + c
rn+

'+

Dominant integrand behavior for small R :

'+

nˆ u  u  A r, rc  J rc
nˆ u  u ª¬G r, rc !  J rc º¼

J

d

a

'

n̂ r
Uc

R

rc

ª
º
e  jkR r  rc
nˆ u « 1  jkR
u J rc »
3
4S R
¬
¼
nˆ  r  rc
d
J rc
J rc
, R 2 d 2  U c2
3
4S R
4S R 3

nˆ u ª¬G u J rc º¼

1

o  nˆ u ª¬ (r  rc) u J rc º¼
kRo0

4S R 3
r rc nˆ J J ª« r rc nˆ º»
¬

d 2  U c2

R

¼

Asymptotic evaluation of integral :
nˆ u

³

 u

A

r, rc  J rc d + c 
oJ r
kR o0

'+

J r ª d º
2 «¬ R »¼ R

2S

³ ³
0

d 2 a2

d

d

d
RdRdI c
4S R 3

§ since U cd U c RdR, ·
¨ and J r | J rc ¸
©
¹

º
J r ªd
J r
d
sgn( d )
o
« 
» 
d o0
2
2
2 ¬d
2
d a ¼

 nˆ u H ' { lim nˆ u
rn+

d 2 a2

³  u

'+

A

r, rc  J rc d + c

lim

d o0

J r
sgn( d )
2



J r
2
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Integrand Approaches a Delta Function in
the Limit dÆ0

Integrand

Integrand vs. rho'
45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

d=0.1
d=0.05
d=0.02
d=0.01
d=0.005

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

rho'

Simple Interpretation
Current jump condition:
J = nˆ u H'  H'
By symmetry,




nˆ u H' = nˆ u H'
 nˆ u H'r

n̂

'+

nˆ u H '

rJ
2

Hence lim nˆ u H' 
r n+

nˆ u H '

After removing the
singular contribution,
the integral is no longer
(strongly-)singular and is
sometimes written

J

J r
and MFIE is
2

J r
 nˆ u ³  u A r, rc  J rc d +c
2
+

PV ³ d + c or
+

³

d+c

+

nˆ u Hi , r  +

Recall that in homogeneous media, this reduces to
J r
 nˆ u ³ J rc u G r, rc d + c
2
+

nˆ u H , r  +
i

nˆ u  u  A r, rc  J rc
homogeneous
media

o

(layered
media)

nˆ u J rc u G r, rc
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Specialization to Infinite Plane
Hi

G r, rc

'

n̂
r

rc

 1  jkR

e  jkR r  r c
4S R 3

J rc u G r, rc

J
If + is an infinite plane, then J and G are in the plane,
and J rc u G r, rc is parallel to nˆ ; hence
< nˆ u ³ J rc u G r, rc d + c 0, rc z r  + , and
+

<

J r

2nˆ u H i ,

(Physical optics (PO) current)

Choose Surface Divergence-Conforming Bases
for Expanding the Current and Testing the MFIE
J r
 nˆ u ³  u  A r, rc  J rc d + c
2
+


> E mn @> I n @

nˆ u H i

ª¬ I mi º¼ , where

N

J r | ¦ In/ n r
n 1

E mn
I mi

1
 / m ; / n !   / m ; nˆ u  u  A r, rc ; / n !
2
Note other basis choices
 / m ; nˆ u H i !

with corresponding element matrix
and element vector

E ijef
I ii e

are possible,even desirable!

1
§ no integral contribution ·
e
f
°  / i ; / j !, e f ¨
¸
®2
© from flat subdomains! ¹
°  / e ; nˆ u  u  A r, rc ; / f !, e z f
i
j
¯
 / ei ; nˆ u H i !
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Features of the MFIE

• Applies only to closed bodies
• The contribution from the integral term vanishes on flat
surfaces, r in the surface plane
• MFIE is usually better conditioned than the EFIE (since J
appears outside the integral, it is a 2nd kind integral equation)
• It appears possible to use either div- or curl-conforming bases
• MFIE is sometimes slow to converge compared to EFIE
• The MFIE operator is important since it appears in both
combined field integral equations (CFIE) and in dielectric
formulations (PMCHWT)

Why Does the MFIE Apply to
Closed Bodies Only?
+  (not necessarily flat)

W

J
J

+

nˆ  { nˆ

nˆ  
o  nˆ 
W o0

In the limit as W o 0, null field surfaces (dashed lines) degenerate
to a single surface +  o +  with one magnetic field; effect of surface
currents J r at rc may be added in the surface integral for rc z r, however r
is below J  r (as before), but above J  r so there's a sign difference in
the singular contributions :
J r
2



J r
2

 nˆ u

³  u

+

A

r, rc  ª¬ J  rc  J  rc º¼ d + c

nˆ u H i , r  + 

This identity cannot be solved alone for two unknowns, J  r , J  r .
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Identity Can be Combined with EFIE to Obtain
Opposite Side Currents Independently
n̂
+

û

J



+

J

û



uˆ  J   J 

0

EFIE :
jZP ³  A
+

 J rc
ª
º
 »
« 

r, rc  « J rc  J  rc » d + c 
jZH
«
»
¬
¼

Magnetic field identity :
J r



J r

 nˆ u

³  u

A

³K

+

)

 J rc
ª
º
 »
« 
r , r c  c  « J rc  J  rc » d + c
«
»
¬
¼

r, rc  ª¬ J  rc  J  rc º¼ d + c

Eitan

nˆ u Hi , r  + 

2
2
+
x Solve EFIE for J J   J  , use result in identity to obtain J r :
J r
r nˆ u Hi r nˆ u ³  u  A r, rc  J rc d + c, r  + r
Jr r
2
+

x Or a) solve eqs. simultaneously or b) add and subtract them to get two
equations in two unknowns, J  rc , J  rc .

Scattering by Conducting Sphere
Modeled Using 552 Triangles, 828 Unknowns

RCS, Conducting Sphere, radius 0.3 wavelength

Ei

8

T
6

RCS [dB]

4
2

MFIE
EFIE
CFIE

0
0

45

90

135

180

-2
-4
-6
Theta [deg]
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End of Note 3
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Note 4 Combined Field Integral Equation (CFIE)

Combined Field Integral Equation
(CFIE)
Donald R. Wilton

Interior Resonances
• For closed bodies, the EFIE cannot distinguish whether the
excitation sources Ji of Ei are interior or exterior to the PEC

• At cavity resonant frequencies, source-free solutions of
the EFIE exist (if an interior source of the same frequency,
exists, the resulting fields will generally be infinite).

• The surface currents corresponding to source-free solutions
of the EFIE are simply the cavity wall surface currents
of the associated resonant cavity mode.
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Interior Resonance Properties of EFIE
@ Z Z p , p 1, 2,"
x At interior resonance freqs., there exist
homogeneous solutions J h to the EFIE :

J

ª
« jZP ³ G (r , r c) J h (r c) d + c
¬
+

Ji





G (r , r c) c  J
jZH ³
+

h

º
( r c) d + c »
¼ tan

0,

x In matrix form, this means

> Z mn @> I n @

0

det > Z mn @ 0



x Unless the Green's function is replaced by a non- radiating form,
e jkR
cos kR
e.g.,
o
, the determinant doesn't completely vanish at real
4S R
4S R
resonant frequencies because discretization errors "leak" radiation.
x The problem becomes ill- conditioned, however, and solutions can be
contaminated by homogeneous solutions from nearby complex frequencies.

The MFIE at Interior Resonances
x Though the physical explanation differs from the EFIE,
the MFIE also has homogeneous solutions at interior
resonant frequencies
x The MFIE homogeneous form is
J h (r )
 nˆ u ³  u  A (r , r c)  J h (r c) d + c
2
+

0

x Th e matrix MFIE homogeneous form is

> E mn @> I n @

0



det > E mn @

0
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Linear Operator Problems and Uniqueness
x $ is a linear operator if
$ au1  bu 2

a $ u1  b $ u 2

for any functions u1 , u 2 , any constants a , b . (Both the
EFIE and MFIE are linear operator eqs. w ith u { J .)
x The operator $ has a non - trivial homog eneous solution
if there exists a function u h z 0 such that $ u h 0
( u h is not unique since Cu h is also a homogeneous
solution : $ Cu h

C $uh

0)

x If $ has a non - trivial homogeneous solution, the operator
equation $ u f has no unique solution, since for
every u a solution, u  Cu h , C z 0, is also a solution :
$ u  Cu h

$u  C $uh

x Different solutions $ u1

$u
f , $u2

f
f , u1 z u 2 , may differ only
Uniqueness is proved by

by a homogeneous solution :
f  f {0

$ u1  $ u 2

$ u1  u 2  u1  u 2

uh

assuming u1 u2 { uh z 0 and
proving a contradiction!

Linear Operator Problems and Uniqueness

x $u f has a unique solution if and only if the
only solution to the homogeneous equation
$uh 0 is the trivial solution, uh 0

Uniqueness is proved by
assuming u1 u2 { uh z 0 and
proving a contradiction!
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The Combined Field Integral Equation (CFIE)
x Remarkably, linearly combining the EFIE and MFIE
eliminates difficulties with interior resonances!
x Write the EFIE in the abbreviated form
 E tan J

discretize

> Z mn @> I n @ >Vm @

discretize

> E mn @> I n @



E itan

and the MFIE as
ª¬ I mi º¼
with r n + understood, and combine them as
 nˆ u H J



E tan J

K



nˆ u H i ,

 D nˆ u H J

E itan

K

 D nˆ u H i

x In discrete form, this is
ª Z mn
º
« K  DE mn » > I n @
¬
¼

ª Vm
i º
« K  D Im »
¬
¼

(CFIE)

Uniqueness of the CFIE
x To prove CFIE uniqueness, assume  J h z 0 satisfying
E
J
 tan h  D nˆ u H J h
0, r  +

K

x Multiply eq. by its conjugate and integrate over + :
2
ªE
º
2
2
tan J h
 D H tan J h » d +
³+ «« K
»¼
¬
Power radiated
 into + , t 0 
2D
Re ³ ¬ª E J h u H J h  nˆ ¼º d + 0


K

+

D
where
is chosen positive and real.
K
x  H tan

0 on +  , E tan
 Jh

0 on + r ,

nˆ u H +   nˆ u H + 

Uniqueness theorem:
If 1) no sources exterior to +  ,
2) Etan 0 or Htan 0 on +  ,

unique.
E
thm.



H tan

H 0 exterior to + 

0 on + 

0 (contradiction!)
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Uniqueness of the CFIE, cont’d
x If $ J h

0 (MFIE ) at Z

0 (EFIE ) and # J h

Zp

then why doesn't the linear combination also
have a homogeneous solution :
$ Jh  D# Jh

?

$  D # J h 0 (CFIE )

x Ans : The EFIE and MFIE solutions are different!
$ Jh

0 and # J ch

 u  u E  k p2 E 0 in +,

Jh

 u  u H  k p2 H
nˆ u H

nˆ u E 0 on +
 E  jZ A(J h )  ) (J h )

0 if J ch z J h

0  $ Jh  D# Jh

0 in +,

Jch

 u  u E  k p2 E 0 in +,
nˆ u E 0 on +

0 on +
1
 u A(Jch )
H

 E

P

Hz0

E 0

Mch

1
  u F(Mch )

H

duality

J ch z J h 

 Mch z J h

 Ez0

MFIE

EFIE

Log10 of Determinant vs. Frequency,
TE Circular Cylinder
120

100

80

Log
Determinant

efie
mfie
cfie

60

40

20

0
0

100000000 200000000 300000000 400000000

Frequency
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Approx. Condition Number vs. Frequency,
TE Circular Cylinder
500
450
400

Condition
Number

350
300
EFIE
MFIE
CFIE

250
200
150
100
50
0
0

100000000 200000000 300000000 400000000

Frequency

Condition Number
If Ax b
Largest eigenvalue of AH A
then cond A {
t1
Smallest eigenvalue of AH A
and
ª GA
Gb º
| cond A «

»
x
b ¼
¬ A
and where

Gx

Condition number is the single
most important figure of merit
in solving linear systems!!

A  G A ( x  G x) b  G b.
Roughly, cond A measures how much relative errors in A and b
magnify the relative error of the solution.
Alternatively, log10 cond A estimates how many (decimal) digits are
lost in solving Ax b. I.e, it estimates the worst - case loss of precision.
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End of Note 4
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Note 5 Modeling Homogeneous Penetrable Materials - PMCHWT Formulation

Modeling Homogeneous
Penetrable Materials --*PMCHWT Formulation
Donald R. Wilton

Scattering Notes, pp. 37,38

*Poggio, Miller, Chang, Harrington, Wu, Tsai

Formulation of Problems Involving
Piecewise Homogeneous Media
H,P

J+ , M+
E+ , H +

H , P
E- , H J- , M-

x Er , H r

+
n̂

are incident fields i.e., they are radiated

by J r , M r in a homogeneous medium with
parameters H r , P r
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Exterior Equivalence,
Interior Null Field Conditions
H,P

J+ , M+

p
n

J

E+ , H +

nˆ u H

H,P
0, 0

M

E u nˆ

n̂
Tested null field conditions :

k  { Z P H  ,

K {

1)  / m ; E(J , M ) !   / m ; E !

P
H





2)  / m ; H (J , M ) !   / m ; H !

0,

r  lim +
r n+

0,

r  lim +

0,

r  lim +

r n+

Interior Equivalence,
Exterior Null Field Conditions
H , P

0, 0
J

nˆ u H

H , P

M

E- , H -

E u nˆ

J- , Mn̂

k  { Z P H  ,

P
K {
H




Tested null field conditions :
3)  / m ; E(J , M ) !   / m ; E !


4)  / m ; H (J , M ) !   / m ; H !

0,

r p+

r  lim +
rp+
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The PMCHWT Equations
Any linear combination of 1)
and 2) and of 3) and 4)
constitutes a valid coupled
pair of integral equations
for unknowns J and M
….though their solution may
not be unique at all
frequencies

Tested null field conditions :
1)  / m ; E(J, M) !   / m ; E !


2)  / m ; H(J, M) !   / m ; H !


3)  / m ; E(J, M) !   / m ; E !

0,

r  lim +

0,

r  lim +

0,

r  lim +

4)  / m ; H(J, M) !   / m ; H  !

r n+

r n+

r p+

r  lim +

0,

r p+

Most common formulation is PMCHWT, obtained
PMCHWT is both unique
by equating 1) to 3) and 2) to 4); it is equivalent to and well-conditioned
enforcing continuity of tangential E and H at + :
lim  / m ; E(J, M) !   / m ; E !

r n+

lim  / m ; H(J, M) !   / m ; H  !

r n+

lim  / m ; E(J, M) !   / m ; E !

r p+

lim  / m ; H(J, M) !   / m ; H  !

r p+

Field and Current Representations
Represent fields via their potentials :
E( r J , r M )

B jZ A r (J ) B ) r (J ) B



H

r

 u F r (M )

B jZP r ³ G r r, rc J rc d + c r
+


jZH

r

³G

r

r, rc  c J rc d + c

+

B lim  u ³ G r, rc M rc d + c
r

rnp+

H (r J, rM )

r

G

+

B jZ F r (M ) B < r (M ) r



P

r

r

r, rc

e  jk R
4S R

 u A r (J )

B jZH r ³ G r r, rc M rc d + c r
+


jZP

r

³G

r

r, rc  c M rc d + c

+

r lim  u ³ G r r, rc J rc d + c
rnp+

+
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Expansion of Equivalent Currents

Represent currents using div - conforming bases :
N

J r | ¦ In/ n r
n 1

N

M r | ¦ Vn / n r
n 1

Substitute these into the tested (weak form) of the
PMCHWT equations and rearrange.

Discretized Form of PMCHWT Equations


ª ª Z mn
 Z mn
¬
¼º
«

«ª 
º
¬ ¬ E mn  E mn ¼
where



º
¬ª  E mn  E mn ¼º » ª I n º
« »


» V
¬ª Ymn  Ymn ¼º ¼ ¬ n ¼

r
r2 r
Kmn
Z mn
Ymn

jZ Lrmn 

Lrmn

º
1
·
r ª r
r§
jK mn
« k ³ ³ G ¨ / m  / n  r 2   / m  / n ¸ d + cd + »
k
©
¹
¬ ++
¼

1 r
S mn
jZ

r
P r  / m  G r , / n !, Smn

ªVmi º
« i »
¬Im ¼

1

H

r

   /m Gr ,   /n !
r

E

r
mn

r

  / m G u, / n !

 ³ ³ / m  G u / n d + cd + , G
r

+ +

i
m

V





 / m ; E  E !, I

i
m

r

e  jk R
,
4S R

 / m ; H   H  !,

J
M
Note that r , r
terms cancel both in formulation and
2
2
1
in matrix element "self" terms (i.e.,  / m  / n ! terms ).
2
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Row Scaling
Consider

> amn @> xn @ >bm @

ª a11 " a1N º ª x1 º
 «« #
# »» «« # »»
«¬ aN 1 " aNN »¼ «¬ xN »¼

ª b1 º
«# »
« »
«¬bN »¼

To scale row p by CR ,

< Multiply all elements of pth row of > amn @ by CR
< Multiply pth row of >bm @ by CR

row p ->

" a1N
ª a11
º
«#
» x
#
«
»ª 1 º
«CR a pq " CR a pN » « # »
«
»« »
#
#
«
» «¬ xN »¼
«¬ aN 1
" aNN »¼

ªb1
º
«#
»
«
»
«C R b p »
«
»
#
«
»
«¬bN »¼

Column Scaling
Consider

> amn @> xn @ >bm @
To scale column q by CC ,

ª a11 " a1N º ª x1 º
# »» «« # »»
 «« #
«¬ aN 1 " aNN »¼ «¬ xN »¼

ª b1 º
«# »
« »
«¬bN »¼

< Multiply all elements of qth column of > amn @ by CC
< Divide qth row of > xn @ by CC
column q

ª a11 " CC a1q
«
#
«#
«
¬ aN 1 " CC aNq

ª x1
º
»
" a1N º ««#
»
»
# » « xq / CC »
«
»
" aNN ¼» «#
»
«¬ xN
»¼

ª b1 º
«# »
« »
«¬bN »¼

< Note that column scaling scales the solution vector, > xn @ ,
which must be "unscaled" after the system is solved!
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Normalization and Symmetrization of
PMCHWT Equations
Normalize and symmetrize the system matrix by
< multiplying first column block by 1 / K0 , renormalizing
the current vector I n
< multiplying the second row block by  jK0
< multiplying the second column block by j :


ª ª Z mn
º
º
 Z mn


ª
º
j
E
E


««
»
mn ¼
»
¬ mn
K
0
¬
¼
«
» ªK0 I n º
« K
» «  jV »
n¼
¬
0




« j
ª¬ E mn  E mn º¼ ª¬ K0 Ymn  Ymn º¼ »
«¬ K0
»¼
Note that, unfortunately,




§ Z mn
·
Z mn
Z mn
 Z mn
K0 ¨  2   2 ¸ z
K ¹
K0
©K

K0 Y  Y

mn

ªVmi
º
«
i »
¬  jK0 I m ¼


mn

Far Field Computation
ˆ ˆ  II
ˆ ˆ )  A  jZK (IT
ˆ ˆ  TI
ˆ ˆ )  F (Note ) 
ˆ ˆ  A)
E 
o  jZ (TT
o  jZ rr
r of
r of
ˆ ˆ  II
ˆ ˆ )  F  jZ (TI
ˆ ˆ  IT
ˆ ˆ )  A (Note < 
ˆ ˆ  F)
(
H 
j
Z
o

o  jZ rr
TT
r of
r of

K

where
A

P  e  jk
4S r



  jk  r

r



³J

rc e

jk  rˆ r c

+

P  e  jk r  t
[/ n ] [ I n ]
d +c |
4S r

r̂

  jk  r

H e
H e
M rc e jk rˆ rc d + c |
[/ n ]t [Vn ]
³
4S r +
4S r
rˆ xˆ cos I sin T  yˆ sin I sin T  zˆ cos T
F



șˆ xˆ cos I cos T  yˆ sin I cos T  zˆ sin T
ĳˆ xˆ sin I  yˆ cos I
ª
º

[/ n ] { « ³ / n rc e jk rˆ rc d + c»
¬+
¼

ĳ̂

r
+

ș̂

'
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Surface Magnetic Field, HI
Dielectric Sphere

O0

a

8

Hr

6.0

Surface Magnetic Field, HT
Dielectric Sphere

a

Hr

O0
8

6.0
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Radar Cross Section, Dielectric Sphere

End of Note 5
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Note 6 Coupled 3D Finite and Boundary Element Formulation

Coupled 3D Finite and Boundary
Element Formulation
Donald R. Wilton

Scattering notes, pp. 39-41 3D-FEM
pp. 41-43, hybrid FEM/BEM

Strong and Weak Forms of the
3-D Helmholtz Equation
H 0 , P0

Ei , Hi
n̂

H r (r), Pr (r)

Strong form :

+

 u Pr1 u E  k02H r E

 jZP0 J  , r  .

J-

Weak form :
1
jZP0

  u :m , Pr1 u E !  jZH 0  :m , H r E !


v³ :

m

 nˆ u H dS   :m , J  !, r  .

S

Vanishes if either
:m or nˆ u H vanishes on +
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Note 6 Coupled 3D Finite and Boundary Element Formulation

Volume Coordinates for Tetrahedral Meshes
1

V2

V3

V4

4
3

Volume Coordinates :
Vi
[i
, i 1, 2,3, 4
Ve
 [1  [ 2  [3  [ 4 1
Geometry Parametrization :

[3

V1

2

r1e[1  r2e[ 2  r3e[3  r4e[ 4 ,

r
rie

vector from global origin to
i th vertex of element e

[2
Parent element

[1

Traversing the path from vertices 1- 2 - 3
should determine outward normal n̂
according to the right hand rule.

Geometrical Parameters Associated
with a Tetrahedron
Our convention: Choose vertices
1,2,3, such that traversing them in
order produces an outward normal
by right hand rule

< Gradient direction is from face i to vertex i =  hˆ i
< Gradient magnitude = change in [ i from face i
to vertex i y distance ( 1 hi  [i
 [i

1/ hi )

hˆ i / hi
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Local Edge Numbering and Reference Directions
< Note A ii

0.

< Also A ij

A ji , so

for independent
edge vectors, use
only A ij , j ! i.

3
Local edge
number

Edge reference
direction

1

A 12

2

A 13

3

A 14

4

A 23

5

A 24

6

A 34

5

2

1

6
4

Parameterization of Integrals and Numerical
Integration over Tetrahedrons
³

Ve

f (r ) d .

1 1[ k

1[ j [ k

0 0

0

6V e ³

³ ³

f (r )d[i d[ j d[ k , i z j z k

K

| N
6V ¦ wk f (r1e[1( k )  r2e[ 2( k )  r3e[3( k )  r4e[ 4( k ) )
k 1
e

"e

...or use the exact result
D E J G
³ [1 [2 [3 [ 4 d .

Ve

6V eD ! E !J !G !
D  E J G 3 !
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Note 6 Coupled 3D Finite and Boundary Element Formulation

Properties of Curl-Conforming Bases
Needed on Tetrahedral Meshes

• Assume medium parameters
constant within a tetrahedron

A
V
P ,H
e

• Make tangential electric field
continuous across medium
boundaries by defining DOFs at
edges

j

e

e

i

k

• Make interpolatory by allowing
only the basis associated with
the DOF at an edge to have a
unit tangential component there

Planar Triangle Curl-Conforming Bases May
Be Extended to Tetrahedrons by Viewing
Them as Embedded in Infinite Cylinders
zˆ u ȡ

zˆ u ȡ n


n

ȡ n

n

Tn


n

T

ȡ n

A

Aˆ k A u ȡij

j

Ve
: ije r v Aˆ k A u ȡ ij

A ij [ i  [ j  [ j  [ i ,

: ije r
 u : ije r

2A ij  [ i u  [ j ,

j ! i, r  V e

ȡij



i

k

A ij
j

Tn

i
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Demonstration of Interpolatory Properties of
Curl-Conforming Bases
< [i is A to face i and hence to edges jk , k A, Aj
 :ije r
 Aˆ jk
 Aˆ kA
 Aˆ Aj 0
:ije r
:ije r
[i 0

[i 0

[i 0

< [ j is A to face j and hence to edges iA, Ak , ki
 :ije r

 Aˆ il

[j 0

:ije r

 Aˆ Ak

:ije r

[j 0

 Aˆ ki

< Finally,
:ije r

 Aˆ ij

[ k [A 0

A

A ij Aˆ ij  [i [ j  [ j [i

§ hˆ j
hˆ ·
 A ij  ¨ [i  [ j i ¸
¨ hj
hi ¸¹
©
[k

[i
[A 0

hj
hj

[j

0

[j 0

V e [

hi

j
i

[ j

hi

[i  [ j 1

k

i

A ij

Discretized Equations Obtained by
Substituting Representations for Electric
and Surface Magnetic Fields
E|

NV

¦

V : n (r ) 
N
V
n

n 1 volume
DoFs
NS

J { nˆ u H | ¦ I nS : Sn (r )
n 1



NS

¦

VnS : NV  n (r )
N

n 1 surface
DoFs

• 2 equation blocks,
3 vector unknown blocks
• If S is not PEC or PMC, need
another block of equations
to determine I nS and supply
radiation conditions

VV
VS
ª¬Ymn
º¼ ª¬VnV º¼  ª¬Ymn
º¼ ª¬VnS º¼

ª¬ I mV º¼

+ is PEC

SS
ª¬YmnSV º¼ ª¬VnV º¼  ª¬YmnSS º¼ ª¬VnS º¼  ª¬J mn
º¼ ª¬ I nS º¼

ª¬ I m S º¼

+ is PMC
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Matrix Block Definitions
1

VV
Ymn

jZP0
1

VS
Ymn

jZP0
1

YmnSV

jZP0
1

YmnSS

jZP0

SS
J mn

  u :m , Pr1 u :n !  jZH 0  :m , H r :n !
  u :m , Pr1 u :NV n !  jZH 0  :m , H r :NV n !

Volume
integrals!

  u :NV m , Pr1 u :n !  jZH 0  :NV m , H r :n !
  u :NV m , Pr1 u :NV n !  jZH 0  :NV m , H r :NV n !

  :NV m , :nS !

  :mS , :nS !

Index ranges:
V
p

 p 1,2,!, NV

S
p

 p 1,2,!, NS

/Sm

  /Sm , /Sn !

: mS u nˆ

 nˆ u nˆ u : NV  m


r+

Surface
integral!

I mV

  :m , J  !

: mS I  S
m

  : NV  m , J  !

In Far Field, We Also Know the Ratio of Tangential
Surface Electric and Magnetic Fields …
In the far field,
rˆ u H
J

S

nˆ u H

+


E tan

0  ª¬ I m S º¼

K0

1
 ª¬ I nS º¼  ª¬VnS º¼ ,
K0

rt

0:

VV
VS
ª ªYmn
º¼
ª¬Ymn
º¼ º
V
¬
«
» ª ª¬Vn º¼ º
SS
«
ª SS J mn
º» « S »
SV
ª
º

Y
Y
« ¬ mn ¼ « mn
» » «¬ ª¬Vn º¼ »¼
K
»
0 ¼¼
¬
¬«

ª ª I mV º º
«¬ ¼»
«¬ > 0@ »¼

2D 2

O0

H 0 , P0

E
H r (r), Pr (r)

n̂
Note we also know their ratio
for surface impedances:

nˆ u H

E
1
 tan  ª¬ I nS º¼  ª¬VnS º¼
Zs
Zs

H

JD

.

Mesh fills scatterer and
surrounding region out
to the far field!
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…Or Null Field Condition Provides Add’l Eq. at Boundary
Expressing the magnetic null field condition (see PMCHWT
formulation) using equivalent currents and potentials
provides the missing equation :
nˆ u H sc [ J, M ] nˆ u H inc , r n S


1
J

nˆ u ³  u  A (r, rc)  J (rc) dS c  jZH 0 nˆ u ³ G (r, rc) M (rc) dS c
2 P0
S
S


1
jZP0

nˆ u  ³ G (r, rc) c  M (rc) dS c

nˆ u H inc

S

Relate equivalent currents to fields of the Helmholtz eq. :
J { nˆ u H

NS

¦ I nS :nS (r), M { E u nˆ
n 1

NS

¦V

S
n

ȁ nS (r )

n 1

Substituting into above and testing with :nS yields
final matrix equation :
SS º
ª Z mn
 SS
S
ª
º
ª
º
 ¬ E mn ¼ ¬ I n ¼  « 2 » ª¬VnS º¼
«¬ K 0 »¼

ª¬ I º¼
inc
m

Homogeneous background
medium is assumed to be
free space

Integral Equation Matrix Block Definitions
SS
Z mn

K

jZH 0  /Sm ; G , /Sn ! 

2
0



SS
E mn

1
jZP0

   /Sm , G ,   /Sn !, m, n 1,! , N S

1
1
 : Sm , : Sn ! 
 : Sm ; nˆ u  u  A ; : Sn !
P0
2
1 SS 1
 J mn

 : Sm ; nˆ u  u  A ; : Sn !, m, n 1,! , N S ,
P0
2

I minc

 /Sm , H inc !
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Pictorial Representation of Surface Bases,
Interior and Surface Volume Bases
Support of : nS

Support of : n
n̂

n̂

n
S
n

: nS , n d N S

: n , NV  1 d n d NV  N S

: n , n d NV

/Sm

E|

NV

¦

VnV : n (r ) 
N

n 1 volume
DoFs

NS

¦

: mS u nˆ

 nˆ u nˆ u : NV  m

r+

: mS

VnS : NV  n (r )
N

n 1 surface
DoFs

NS

J { nˆ u H | ¦ I nS : Sn (r )
n 1

Complete System of Coupled FEM and
Integral (Hybrid) Equations

VV
VS
ª ªYmn
º ª ªVnV º º
º
ª
º
Y
0
>
@
mn
¼
¬ ¼
«¬
» «¬ ¼»
SS
SS »
S
« ªYmnSV º
«
ª
º
ª
º
ª
º»
J
Y
V
mn ¼
mn ¼
n ¼
¬
¼
¬
¬
¬
«
»«
»

SS
2
SS » «
« > 0@
º¼ ¬ª I nS ¼º »
ª¬ Z mn
º¼ ª¬ E mn
K
/
0
¼
¬
¼¬

ª ª I m ,V º º
¼»
«¬
« ª I m , S º »
¼»
«¬
« ª I minc º »
¬¬ ¼¼
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Typical Matrix Structure for
Hybrid Problems

Check: Reduce Medium to Free Space
H 0 , P0

Mag J/H_inc

H 0 , P0

1.20E+00
1.00E+00

Ei
Hi

8.00E-01
Mag J/H_inc

6.00E-01
4.00E-01
2.00E-01

Mag M/E_inc
1.20E+00
1.00E+00
8.00E-01
6.00E-01

Mag M/E_inc

4.00E-01
2.00E-01

19

17

15

13

9

11

7

5

3

0.00E+00
1

21

19

17

15

13

9

11

7

5

3

1

0.00E+00
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End of Note 6
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Note 7 Low Frequency Breakdown of Integral and Helmholtz Equations

Low Frequency Breakdown of Integral
and Helmholtz Equations
Donald R. Wilton
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineeering
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77096 USA
wilton@uh.edu

Mesh Index Notation
V
E
F
B

-

Number of mesh nodes or vertices
Number of mesh edges
Number of mesh faces
Number of boundary edges and vertices

vertex indices

test
u

source
v

global edge indices

m

n

local edge indices

i

j

face indices

e

f
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Conductor Illuminated by a LF Plane Wave
+

-

-

+

+

+

q (r )
n̂

-

-

+

+
+

- -

H inc

Einc

J (r )

+

H inc
Einc

EFIE and Vector Helmholtz Equations at
Low Frequencies
x EFIE (strong form) :
ª
º

$J { « jZP ³ G (r, rc)J (rc)d + c 
G (r, rc)  J (rc)d + c»
³
jZH +
+
¬
¼ tan

Einc
tan , r  +

ª 
º
Z o0
G (r, rc)  J (rc)d + c»
Einc

o $LF J { « 
tan
³
¬ jZH +
¼ tan
 Any divergenceless current (  J h (rc) 0) distribution on + is a homogeneous
solution, $LF J h

0 , implying non - uniqueness of solutions at low frequencies.

x Helmholtz Eq. (strong form) :
$E {  u Pr1 u E  Z 2 P0H 0 H r E  jZP0 J, r  
Z o0

o $LFE {  u Pr1 u E

 Any curl - free field ( u Eh

+ (2 - D) or .(3 - D)

 jZP0 J
0) in  is a homogeneous solution, $LFEh

0,

implying non - uniqueness of solutions at low frequencies.
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Helmholtz Decomposition of EFIE Current
x EFIE current splitting :
divergenceless,
magnetostatic

P
Jo

J

non-divergenceless,
electrostatic

P
Jଘ



x Low frequency behavior :
Z o0
J 
o Jo

q

  Jଘ
 jZ

 Jo

' (1) (real)

' (1) (real)  Jଘ ' (Z ) (imaginary)

Loop-Tree Basis Decomposition
• An elemental “loop” is a linear
combination of patch basis
functions to produce a
divergence-free basis function

supp Ov
v

+

 q1

 q1

 q2

e

 q2

Ov

/ei 1 /ei 1

, r  + e  supp Ov
A i 1 A i 1

  Ov

0

 q1

q2

v 1, 2, ! , # interior vertices = V - B

Ov

At low frequencies:
•

Ov forms a

magnetostatic source
(current loop)
•

/tree
n

/tree
n forms an

electrostatic source
(charge dipole)
n 1, 2, ! , # triangles  1 F  1,
V  B +F  1 E  B N
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Loop-Star Basis Decomposition
At low frequencies:

q

Ov

•

•

q

Ov becomes a
magnetostatic source
(current loop)
ଘe becomes an
electrostatic source
(charge multipole)

3q

ଘn

Ov is a vertex-based source
• ଘe is an element-based source
• ଘe bases are linear combinations
tree
of ȁ n
bases and vice versa
•



In principle, the loop-star
decomposition eliminates
the necessity of identifying
a “tree” on triangularly
meshed surfaces

Loop Basis Representation
x We can write a loop basis Ov about interior vertex v containing triangle + e in its support,
supp Ov , and with the i - th local vertex of + e corresponding to vertex v , in various ways :
Ai
Aˆ i nˆ u hˆ i
/ei 1 /ei 1
/v

Ov
, r  + e  supp Ov ,
hi
A i 1 A i 1 2 Ae hi
but perhaps most useful is
[i u nˆ ,

Ov

n̂

r  +  supp Ov
e

x For an arbitrary, continuous vector A on + e, we have

³

 ³ [i u A  nˆ d +

[i u nˆ  A d +

+e

+e

³

[i nˆ   u A d + 

+e

(Van Bladel, A3.57)

v
i

v³ [ A  d 
i

+e

w+ e

i 1

Ov i  1

where the contour integral vanishes when contributions from all adjacent triangles with
a common vertex are added, so that
< Ov ; A >

³O
+

where / v

v

 A d+

³

/ v nˆ   u A d +

< / v nˆ ;  u A > ,

+

[i , r  + e  supp Ov is the scalar rooftop function with peak at node v .

Hence, testing a continuous vector with a loop function is equivalent to averaging the
rooftop - weighted normal component of the vector's curl over the loop's support.
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Tree, Star Basis Representations
x Tree bases are usual basis set but with any tree links forming closed
loops removed from the set : ^/tree
n `  ^/ n `
x Star bases are not uniquely defined; two possible definitions are

¦V

ଘf

ଘ
fn

/ n , V ଘfn

r1 or V ଘfn

n

r

+f

1
An

ଘf

where the sum is over edge DoFs for edges of element f (+ f ) and the signs are
chosen so current flows out of triangular face f and into adjacent faces.
x We note that only F  1 of the star bases are independent since
F

¦ଘ

0.

f

f 1

x The divergence of star bases is simply
 ଘ f

¦V

  /n

ଘ
fn

n

x The star and loop bases form a quasi - Helmholtz decomposition of J :


divergenceless

J (rc) |

V B

¦I

O
v

 

non-divergenceless

Ov  jZ

v 1

F 1

¦P

ଘ
f

ଘf

f 1

Loop- and Star-Tested EFIE
x Testing EFIE with a loop basis Ou :
jZP  Ou ; G(r, rc), J(rc) ! 
 Ou ; Einc !

1
jZH

   Ou , G(r, rc),   J !

 /unˆ ; u Einc !

  Ou ; G(r, rc), J(rc) !

 jZP  /u nˆ ; Hinc !

  /u nˆ ; Hinc !, u 1, 2, !, V  B,

§
1
O
O
sc
inc ·
¨ weak form of magnetostaticintegral eq., nˆ  H [J ] nˆ  P u A[J ] nˆ  H ¸
©
¹
x Now expand the surface current in terms of loops and star (or tree) bases :
V B
F 1
§
tree tree ·
O
¨ J(rc) | ¦ I v Ov  jZ ¦ Pn /n ¸
v 1
f 1
v 1
n 1
©
¹
Substitute into the EFIE and the boxed eq. above;test with star (or tree) bases ଘe, yielding
V B

F 1

J(rc) | ¦ I vOOv  jZ ¦ Pfଘଘf

ª > Ou ; G, Ov !@
ºª O º
jZ ¬ª Ou ; G,ଘf !º¼
«
» « ª¬ I v º¼ »
«
ª1
º»
2
ଘ
« jZP >ଘe; G,Ov!@ «¬ H  ଘe, G, ଘf ! Z P ଘe; G,ଘf !»¼» «¬ ª¬ Pf º¼»¼
¬
¼
1
ªª
º
º
0
« « Ou ; 4S R , Ov !»
» ª ª I vO º º
¬
¼
Zo0
»«¬ ¼»

o «
1
1
«
ª
º» «¬ ¬ª Pfଘ ¼º»¼
0
,
,

ଘ

ଘ



!
e
f »»
«
«¬ H
4S R
¼¼
¬

ª ª¬  /u nˆ ; Hinc !º¼º
«
»
« ª¬ଘe ; Einc !º¼ »
¬
¼

ª ª¬  /u nˆ ; Hinc !º¼º
«
» ( or ଘe, f o /tree
m,n )
« ª¬ଘe ; Einc !º¼ »
¬
¼
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Summary of EFIE Low Frequency Treatment
x Split surface current J into a divergenceless and non- divergenceless part using loop and
star (or tree) bases, respectively.
x Equate the EFIE's surface curl and quasi - divergence parts by testing with loop and star
(or tree) bases, respectively.
x The separated parts require appropriate frequency scaling to reduce to static limits.
x The electrostatic limit approximates the integral equation  )[q] Einc , with constraint
1
ª
º ଘ
inc
³+ qd + 0, by the matrix equation «¬ ଘm, 4SH R , ଘn!»¼ ª¬ Pn º¼ ଘm ; E !, where
)[q] is the electrostatic scalar potential in terms of surface charge q, expanded as a
superposition of charge dipoles to satisfy the constraint. Testing the equation with stars
(or tree) ensures no closed path integrals over the conservative electrostatic field are formed.
x The magneostatic limit approximates the integral equation  1 P nˆ   u A[J] nˆ  Hinc with
1
ª
º
constraint   J 0, by the matrix equation «  Ou ;
, Ov !» ª¬ I vO º¼ ª¬ /v nˆ ; Hinc !º¼ ,where
4S R
¬
¼
A[J] is the magnetostatic vector potential due to the surface current J expanded in
divergence - less loop bases to satisfy the constraint.

Further Considerations and Comments
x In practice, using tree rather than star basis and testing functions yields better
conditioned systems.
BC
x Recently, so - called Buffa - Christiansen bases, ȁBC
n and :n , have proved useful

as testing functions, improving both low frequency behavior and the discretization
of various operators. They are also especially useful in discretizing so - called
Calderon preconditioners. "BC" loop and star bases can also be defined. All BC
and related bases are defined on the "barycentric mesh," and are a superposition
of the usual ȁ functions defined on that mesh.

RWG div- and curlconforming bases

ȁn

:n

:BC
n

ȁBC
n

BC div- and curl-conforming
bases are also quasi-div and
quasi-curl conforming, rsp.
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Helmholtz Decomposition of Electric Field
x E - field splitting :
P
E  jZ A  )

curl-free

divergenceless,
magnetostatic

P
Eo

Z o0


o

curl-free,
electrostatic



P
Eଘ

x Low frequency behavior :
q   (H Eଘ )

' (1) (real)  Eଘ ' (1) (real)

Z o0
Eo 
o  jZ A,   A

0  Eo

' (Z ) (imaginary)

Dual Loop- and Star-Tested Helmholtz Eq.
x Consider the vector Helmholtz equation,
 u Pr1 u E  Z 2 P0H 0H r E

 jZP0J,

x We expand the field in the following quasi-Helmholtz decomposition:
curl-free
non-curl free
 
 
E(rc) |

V B

¦V

F 1

ଘv  jZ ¦ AOf O f

ଘ
v

v 1

f 1

where in this case,
-  uଘv 0
- ଘv ; A !

³ ଘ A d  ³
v



hence ଘv ; J !
-  A;  u Pr1 u E !



/v A d 

 /v ,  J !

 /v ,  A ! for A arbitrary,continuous

 jZ  /v , q !

  u A; Pr1 u E !  v³ (A u Pr1 u E)  uˆ d  , if A, E continuous
w

Substituting the E- field expansion into the Helmholtz eq. and testing with loops and stars yields
ª ªH 0 H r ଘu ;ଘv !º
º
ª¬ jZH 0 H r ଘu ; O f !º¼
¼
« ¬
»
1
2
«ª
º ª
º»
¬ ¬ jZP0H 0 H r  Oebଘv !¼ ¬  u Oe ; Pr  u O f !  Z P0H 0 H r  OebO f !¼ ¼
ªªH 0 H r ଘu ;ଘv !º
º
>0@
¬
¼
»

o«
1
«
»
>0@
¬ª  u Oe ; Pr  u O f !¼º ¼
¬
Z o0

ª ªVvଘ º º
«¬ ¼ »
« ª AOf º »
¬¬ ¼¼

ª ªVvଘ º º
«¬ ¼ »
«ª O º »
¬ ¬ Af ¼ ¼

ª >  /u , q !@ º
«
»
¬P0 >  Oe ; J !@¼

ª >  /u , q !@ º
«
»
¬P0 >  Oe ; J !@¼
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Dual Star Basis Representation
x We define a dual star basis ღv about an interior vertex v containing  e in its
support, supp ღv , and with the i - th local vertex of  e corresponding to vertex v :
ღv

:ie1

Ov u nˆ



A i 1

:ie1

hˆ i
,
hi i

A i 1

/v

r   e  supp ღv

or more usefully,
ღv

n̂

r   e  supp ღv

[ ,

x Note  uღv  u [

ଘv

0 , i.e. ღv is curl - free.

v
i

x For an arbitrary, continuous vector A on  , we have

+e

e



³ [  A d  ³

e

[i   A d  

v³ [ A  nˆ d 

i 1

i 1

i

w e

e

where the contour integral vanishes when contributions from
all adjacent elements with a common vertex are added, so that
<ღv ; A >

³ ღ A d  ³

where / v

/ v  A d 

v



< /v ,   A > ,



[i , r   e  supp ღv is the scalar rooftop function with peak at node v .

Hence, testing a continuous vector with a star function is equivalent to averaging its
rooftop - weighted divergence over the star's support.

Dual Loop Basis Representations
x Dual loop bases are not uniquely defined; two possible definitions are
Of

¦V

ଘ
fn

:n , V

r1 or V

ଘ
fn

ଘ
fn

n

1
r
An

+f

Of

where the sum is over edge DoFs for edges of face f (+ f ) and the signs are
chosen so flux is parallel to edges of f and defined on adjacent elements.
x We note that only F  1 of the star bases are independent since
F

¦O

n

0.

n 1

x The curl of loop bases may be simply defined by
 uOf

¦V

ଘ
fn

 u :n

n

x The star and loop bases form a quasi - Helmholtz decomposition of E :
 

curl-free

E(r ) |

V B

¦V
v 1

ଘ
v





non- curl free
F 1

ଘv  jZ ¦ AOf O f
f 1
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Summary of Helmholtz Equation Low
Frequency Treatment
x Split field E into a divergenceless and non- divergenceless part using loop and
star (or tree) bases, respectively.
x Equate the Helmholtz equations curl and quasi- divergence parts by testing with loop and star
(or tree) bases, respectively. For simplicity, we illustrated only for the 2-D case.
x The separated parts require appropriate frequency scaling to reduce to static limits.
x The electrostatic limit approximates the PDE   H E q with constraint
 u E 0 by the matrix equation ª¬H 0 H r ଘu,ଘv !º¼ ª¬Vvଘ º¼ /u ; q !, where q is the volume charge
density. Star (or tree) testing the equation ensures no closed path integrals over the
conservative electrostatic field are formed.
x The magneostatic limit approximates the PDE  u  u A PJ with
constraint   A 0, by the matrix equation ª¬  u Oe ; Pr1 u O f !¼º ª¬ AvO º¼ ª¬P0 >  Oe ; J !@º¼ ,where
A is the magnetostatic vector potential expanded in loop bases to satisfy the constraint.
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End of Note 7
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Note 8 Fast Methods

Fast Methods
Donald R. Wilton
Vikram Jandhyala

1

Why Are Fast Methods Needed for
Large MoM Problems?
Matrix Memory Requirements
for Direct Solvers

Memory =
N2 x 16 bytes/
complex, double
word

Memory in [GB]

1.E+0 6
1.E+0 4
1.E+0 2
1.E+0 0
1.E- 0 2
1.E- 0 4
1.E- 0 6
1.E+0 0

slope = 63 decades
=2  v N2
decades

1.E+0 3

1.E+0 6

1.E+0 9

Number of Unknowns
2
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Approximate Computation Times
for Large Problems

3

1TFLOPS

C o m p u ta ti o n
T i m e (Y r s . )

Time =

Computation Requirements of Direct Solver at
1GFLOPS
1nS per FLOP
N /(3xFLOPS)
1.E+06
1.E+03
1.E+00
1.E-03
1.E-06
1.E-09

slope = 31decades
= 3  v N3
decade

1

10

100

Approx. limit
of human
patience!

1000 10000 100000 100000
0

Number of Unknowns
3

Main Features of Fast Methods
• We assume solution uses an iterative, not
a direct method

• Use redundant information in MoM matrix
and/or Green’s function to reduce storage
requirements (“compress” the matrix) and
speed up the solution process

4
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Iterative Methods
x Instead of directly solving
Ax b
by, e.g. Gaussian elimination, we iterate on an
equation of the form
Bn x n 1  c n , n 1, 2," , Bn Bn ( A, x n 1 , x n 2 ," , rn 1 )
where x 0 is an initial guess, until we achieve
rn


convergence, say x n  x n 1  H1 , and / or Ax n  b  H 2 .
xn

x The process must usually be sped up by
preconditioning the system, i.e., premultiplying
by a matrix P and solving the modified system
PAx Pb

5

Iterating the Preconditioned System
x

x

The preconditioner should in some sense
approximate the inverse of the system
matrix, P | A 1 , or equivalently PA  I
When this is the case, we may view the
term I - PA in the identity
x

add :
0 -PAx  Pb

I - PA x  Pb
N

| A 1b

x

Ix

"small"

as a "small" correction to the RHS, leading
to the simple iterative procedure
xn

I - PA x n 1  Pb



xn

Bn x n 1  c n , n 1, 2,"
6
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Iterative Convergence of the
Preconditioned System
x

Beginning with x 0 { 0, successive iterations
of the simple iterative procedure yield
x0 0
x1 Pb
x n I - PA x n1  Pb
x 2 I - PA Pb  Pb
2
x 3 I - PA Pb  I - PA Pb  Pb
#
ª n
iº
x n 1 « ¦ I - PA » Pb
¬i 0
¼
Identifying I - PA { R in the identity, and noting

x

f

¦R

i

I-R

1

, R 1

i 0

f

(  ¦ I - PA = PA
i

1

)

i 0

we see that the solution converges to
-1
x PA Pb A-1P-1Pb A-1b
if I - PA  1.

7

Observations on the Iterative Procedure
x

Our simple procedure may not converge at all (i.e., if
I - PA ! 1 ) though in principle, that is not the case with
more sophisticated iterative algorithms. Commonly
used algorithms include BiCGSTAB, GMRES, QMR, etc.

x

Convergence is sped up if P is close to A 1 .

x

The main computational bottleneck is the repeated
calculation of the matrix / vector ("matvec" ) products
I - PA x n1 . All fast methods attempt to speed up the
matrix / vector product ("matvec") computation.

x

Modern iterative solvers require that the user implement
the matvec computations to allow use of the most
appropriate speedup method.
8
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Matrix/Vector Products
x The inner product between two vectors generates a scalar given by
ª v1 º
«v »
t
< u,v > u v >u1 , u2 ,", uN @ « 2 » u1v1  u2v2 "  uN vN
«#»
« »
¬ vN ¼
The product requires approximately N operations.
x The outer product between two vectors generates a matrix given by
ª u1v1 u1v2 " u1vN º
ª u1 º
« u v u v " u v » Matrix rank = number of
«u »
2 2
2 N » rows (columns) of largest
uvt « 2 » > v1 , v2 ,", vN @ « 2 1
« #
« # »
%
# » submatrix with non-vanishing
«
» determinant
« »
u
v
u
v
u
v
"
u
M N¼
¬ M¼
¬ M 1 M 2
Since all rows and columns are proportional, the matrix is only rank 1.
The product requires approximately MN operations.
9

Matrix/Vector Products with
Low Rank Matrices
x The sum of r outer products of independent vectors,
r

¦u v
p

t
p

{ UV t where U { >u1 u2 " ur @ , V t { > v1 v2 " v r

p 1

@t

ª v1t º
« t»
«v2 »
«# »
« t»
¬« v r ¼»

is a matrix of rank r ; conversely, such matrices can be so factorized.
x The matrix / vector product Ab = A M uN b N u1 generally requires
MN multiplies, but the product

Storage of A : MN

§
t ·
t
t
Storage of u p , v p : r M  N
¨ ¦ u p v p ¸ b ¦ u p v pb U V b
p 1
©p1
¹
requires only about r N  M multiplies when performed using the
r

r

RHS grouping. If r  min( M , N ) ,  significant speedup.
§ r
·
x But r  M , N  ¨ ¦ u p vtp ¸ is singular; hence it must be that only
©p1
¹
subblocks of A , not the entire system matrix, canbe represented in
10
this form. Such matrices are said to be rank deficient.
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Obtaining Low Rank Matrices
x Fast methods approximate off - diagonal blocks of the
system matrix as low rank matrices that can be represented
in product form, UV t . Such blocks typically represent
far interactions between closely grouped observation
and source element clusters.
x There are two approaches to obtaining reduced rank blocks :
1) Represent the Green's function in separable or degenerate
form over the block's observer and source domains.
2) Use matrix algebraic methods to directly find reduced - rank
block representations
11

Matrix-Vector Product for Sums of
Separable Matrices
• Separable kernels lead to separable matrix blocks:
E.g., for simple integral eq.

³ G (r , r c) x (r c)d 



r

G (r , r c) | ¦ u p (r )v p (r c),

with kernel expansion

p 1

and basis representation

x (r ) |

f (r ), r  
r , r c  subregion of 

¦ x b (r ) >b (r ),@ > x @
t

n n

n

n

n

contributions to a block of the Galerkin system matrix are

UV t x ,

where

Matrix-Vector
Product for
Separable
Matrix:

U

ª¬  bm , u p ! º¼
M ur

V

ª¬  bn , v p ! º¼
N ur

x

> xn @N u1

ªr
º
t
UV t x { «¦u p v pt » x >u1 u2 " ur @> v1 v2 " vr @ x
¬p 1
¼
x r (M  N ) operations if performed right - to-left
x MN (r  1) operations if performed left - to-right 12
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Approach Generalizes to More
Complex Operators
• A block of an EFIE matrix becomes
r

jZP ¦ [  / m , u p ! ]M u r  [  / n , v p ! ]tN u r

Z M uN

p 1



1

r

¦ [   /
jZH

m

, u p ! ]M u r [    / n , v p ! ]tN u r

p 1

jZP U  V t 

1
jZH

Uc V c t

where

U [ / m , u p !]M ur ,

V

[ / n , v p !]N ur

Uc [   / m , u p !]M ur V c [   / n , v p !]N ur
13

Fast Methods Often Combine Separable Matrix
Approximation with Hierarchical Methods
• Separable matrices reduce both storage and matrix
vector multiplication counts from MN to r ( M  N )

• Unfortunately it is not possible to approximate the entire
system matrix by a separable matrix---it will be rank
deficient and hence have no inverse (i.e., no solution)

• Nevertheless, nearly all fast methods in computational
electromagnetics are based on approximating blocks of
the system matrix by separable matrices

• For additional speed, some hierarchical scheme must be
used to transfer information at one discretization level to
another
14
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Central Fast Method Ideas
• Fast methods all employ a form of matrix or
Green’s function rank-reduced separability
• Multi-level schemes gain additional efficiency
by a hierarchical grouping scheme.
Information used at a lower level
can be reused at a higher level
Level 1

Level 2
Level 3
15

Ability to Group Scales with Distance Until
Wavelength Scale Enters

O

O

• Most methods apply in the quasi-static region, but performance
begins to degrade when block sizes reach the wavelength scale.
• MLFMA, however scales beyond the wavelength limit.

16
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Examples of Separable
Expansions of Green’s Function
• Taylor Series (elegant but difficult to apply):
Q

P

G (r, rc) | ¦¦
p 0q 0

p
q
1
ª¬ r  r0   º¼ ª¬ rc  rS  cº¼ G (r, rc) r
p !q !

• Products of terms like r  r0

p

rc  rS

q

r0 ,r c rS

, where r0 , rS

are centered in an obs. & source group, rsp.
• Works best for asymptotically smooth Green’s
functions, e.g. quasi-statics
• Dynamic case limited by wavelength
17

Separable Expansions of Green’s Fn, Cont’d
Polynomial Interpolation:

p

Gp ,q

 
G (r, rc) | ¦¦ G (r (p ) , rc(q ) ) Lp r Lq rc ,
p

p

q

q

( px , p y , pz ), q

(qx , q y , qz )

• More accuracy simply implies using
high order interpolation
• Wavelength limited
• Hierarchical principle: Lagrange
polynomials L p r Lp x Lp y Lp z
at low levels (coarse discretization)
are represented in terms of those
at higher levels (fine discretization).
1

2

3

18
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Separable Expansions of Green’s Fn, Cont’d
ª Z m n º
¬
¼ 3u3

CGFFT, AIM, Pre-Corrected FFT:

¦ /

m

, G (r  r '), / n ! I n ,



CGFFT

n

Z mc n @> I nc @
>

 
¦  /m , Lp ! Gp-q  Lq , /n ! In 
precompute

¦ Z c e

1st col.
of Z c

m

¦ Z c e

DFT( Zpc )  Z mc n

 jm k p

p

 jmk p

p

p

e

jnk p


p

( mx xˆ  m y yˆ  mz zˆ ),

kp

2S px
Nx

xˆ 

zero
padding

extended to
circulant form

AIM

n

Z mc
N

  
       

2S p y
Ny

ª
«
«
«¬

yˆ 

2S pz
Nz

º

Z' mn»»

2 pu2 p

¼»

zˆ

• Separability follows from DFT representation; FFT
automatically provides hierarchical scheme
• Green’s function must be convolutional
• Requires space-filling, regular grid
19

Separable Expansions of Green’s Fn, Cont’d
FMM, MLFMA:

G (r, rc) | w
³³ ˆ e

jk  r rl

k

| ¦¦ e
p

jk  r c rlc
T (kˆ  R l ,l c )e
dkˆ 2

jk pq ) r  rl

T (kˆ pq  R l ,l c )e

jk pq  r c rlc

sin T p 'T 'I

q

Translation operator :
T (kˆ pq  R l ,l c ) { ª¬Tpq º¼

L

l ,l c

¦¦¦
p

A
 j (2A  1) PA kˆ pq  R l ,l c

A 0

q

• Hierarchy provided by successive translation between
(multi)-levels
t
with interpolation ( ª¬ I pq º¼ ) and anterpolation ( ª¬ I pq º¼ ) of translation
l 1
l c1
operator:

ª¬Tpq º¼
l ,l c

mincreasing levels, decreasing interpolation density
t
t

ª¬Tpq º¼
ª I º ªT º
ªI º
l ,l 1 ¬ pq ¼ l 1 ¬ pq ¼ l 1,l  2 ¬ pq ¼ l  2

" u ª¬Tpq º¼
" u ª¬ I pq º¼

t

ª I º ªT º ª I º ªT º
3,2 ¬ pq ¼ 2 ¬ pq ¼ 2,2 ¬ pq ¼ 2 ¬ pq ¼ 2,3
ª¬T º¼

ª¬ I º¼

ª¬T º¼

pq l c  2,l c 1
pq l c 1
pq l c1,l c
l c 2
increasing levels, decreasing interpolation density o

ª¬ I pq º¼
l c1

kˆ - space interpolation operator at level l

20
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Examples of Direct (“Kernel-Free”) Methods
SVD:
• Singular value decomposition can be used to
directly obtain

A | UȈV †
where

V = > v1, v 2 ,! , v r @
U = >u1, u2 ,! , ur @

Ȉr

diag(V 1 ,V 2 ,! , V r ) are the singular values

• Method needs all of the original matrix block A and
is inefficient
21

Direct Methods, Cont’d
ACA:
• Adaptive Cross Approximation builds a block by
adding products ur 1vtr 1 that are essentially rows
and columns of the residual matrix, rsp.:

A | Ur Vr†
where

Ur = >u1, u2 ,! , ur @

Vr = > v1, v 2 ,! , v r @

1
2

5
4
3

• Simple to apply
• Only necessary to compute rows and cols of A
needed to form Ur , Vr
• Appears to work best for statics, moderate freqs.

22
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ACA Method, Cont’d
ACA Algorithm:

(S.Kurz,O. Rain, and S. Rjasanow, “The Adaptive Cross-Approximation
Technique for the 3-D
38, MAR. 2002.
3 D Boundary-Element
Boundary Element Method”
Method IEEE TRANS. MAG.,
MA

ª0 º
«# »
« »
ei { «1 » m i th row
« »
«# »
«¬0»¼

Stopping criterion:
with recursive norm computation,
23

Direct Methods, Cont’d
MLMDA
• Multilevel Matrix Decomposition Algorithm
(Michielssen, Boag)
• Uses equivalence
principle and farfield DoF concepts
for heirarchical
representation

24
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Direct Methods, Cont’d
Rank-Revealing QR Decomposition
• Columns of block are taken as bases for
representing matrix through modified GramSchmidt orthogonalization to produce Q;
R=QtA (since QQt = I implies A=QR)
• In principle, a low frequency method, but
has been successfully applied to objects
about 20 wavelengths in size
• Very efficient when combined with PILOT
algorithm (Jandhyala)
25

Problem Domains Are Generally Partitioned
to Find Compressible Matrix Blocks
Bounding Box- Level 0

• Object bounding box is recursively
subdivided into cells to form quad-tree
(2D) or oct-tree (3D)
• No information stored for empty cells
(panels)
• Roughly equal number of DoFs per cell
• Interactions between elements are now
between groups of elements in different
cells
Root

Nodes  Cells  Panel Cluster

Level 1

Level 0
Siblings

Parent

Branches
Children
Tree structures are
often described using
either botanical and/or
genetic terminology!

Twigs
Leaves

26
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Definitions of Sibling, Nearest Neighbor
Shell, and Interaction Shell Sets
SC A1 - Sibling Set :

Define :

j

SC A1

CiA - ith cell at Ath level

j

PC A - parent cell of cell CiA
i

K C A - Nearest Neighbor Shell :

i

ICA
i

k | PC A1 PC A1
k
j
set of cells with
the same parent

`
i

°C | C is in the same level as C and has ½°
®
¾
A
¯° at least one point of contact with Ci
¿°
A
j

A
j

A
i

PC A
i

I C A - Interaction Shell :
i

A 1
k

Interaction Shell I C A

i

KCA

^C

^C | P
A
j

C jA

 K P A ; C Aj  K C A
i

Ci

`

C

A
i

set of cells C Aj at the same level as CiA
whose parents are in the nearest neighbor
shell of CiA 's parent, but are not a nearest
neighbor cell of CiA

Nearest Neighbor
Shell K C A
27
i

Begin at the Deepest Level and Fill System Matrix with
Interactions between Elements in each Cell and Those of its
Near Neighbors

Level 4

•Find interactions between elements in
each cell and elements in its near
neighbor cells:
- Self-blocks and nearest neighbor shell
blocks are filled by usual MoM procedure
- Interaction shell blocks are compressible,
so fill using ACA, QR, SVD, FMM, etc.
•Treat all siblings as a group

Self
block
Nearest neighbor
blocks

Interaction
shell (compressible)
blocks

28
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Successively Move to Higher Levels (Larger Cell Sizes) and Fill
(Compressed) Blocks Representing Coupling Between Elements
in a Cell and Those of Same Level in its Interaction Shell

Level 3

•Moving up a level, we next consider
cells that are parents of the cells at
the previous level
•Note that the nearest neighbor
interactions at this level were
treated at the previous level
•Hence, find interactions between
each cell at this level and the cells
of its interaction shell; the resulting
interaction blocks are all
compressible
•Repeat this procedure at each
level until we reach level 2
29
2
9

The Filling Procedure is Finished When
Level 2 Is Reached
Level 2
Level 1

•Level 1 has no nearest neighbor or interaction shells
•Level 2 has only previously-filled nearest neighbors
30
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Note That We Tile All Interaction Domains
Using Blocks of Ever-Increasing Size
• As levels are added, all
interaction groups are
“tiled” by the increasingly
larger groups
• Maximum rank pattern
remains same at each
level up to scales of
almost a wavelength

1

• FMM or similar algorithms
can be used beginning at
scale levels on the order
of a wavelength or larger
The PILOT algorithm attempts to further compress the system matrix
by combining neighboring groups of cells at each stage

31

Predetermined Interaction List Oct-Tree
(PILOT) Algorithm for Domain
Decomposition
Interaction shell
stencil at leaf level

1

5

3 4

6

2

Rank 6

• Attempt to group cell 1
with its siblings before
interacting it with nonadjacent cell groups
• Complete grouping
pattern by rotational
symmetry

7 8
9
2

Rank 6

1

3 4

1

10

1

11

4

Rank
Ran
k7

• Cells 2,3 are adjacent to
10,11,12, so select a
smaller sibling group
• Group so rotations
produce only a single
interaction between
group pairs

12
13

Rank 5
Ra

1

1

,

1 14

,

15
1

F
Full
R
Rank

• Only a single cell-to-cell
interaction remains
between non-adjacent
cells in the interaction
shell
• Near field interactions

32
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Typical Matrix Block Decomposition

33

PILOT Performance: Cone Problem

34
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PILOT Performance : Cone Problem

35

PILOT Performance : Drone Problem

36
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PILOT Performance vs. Frequency

Results can be improved by switching to an FMM or similar scheme
when block sizes are on the order of a wavelength or larger.
37

End of Note 8

38
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Numerical techniques are becoming increasingly important in determining electromagnetic scattering
properties. In this chapter we emphasise frequency
domain methods because they have such wide
applicability. Both integral and partial differential
equation formulations are treated, as are hybrid approaches that combine features of each. The following section summarises fundamental concepts; two
sections illustrating the formulation of simple integral
and partial differential equations appear next. These
are but special cases of linear operator equations, and
this abstract point of view is taken in the next section where general methods for their discretisation are
considered. Also the variational point of view commonly used in the finite element approach is introduced, and its equivalence to the method of moments
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approach of Harrington (1993) is demonstrated. The
resulting unification allows us to borrow freely from
the most useful concepts and terminology of each
approach. The succeeding sections concentrate on
formulations that summarise the discretisation of
two- and three-dimensional operators that commonly
appear in computational electromagnetics. The remaining sections summarise extensions to the techniques introduced, consider associated computational
issues and summarise alternative approaches.

VX (~r 1 . V x H ) - k 2 0 , r . H : - j ( o ~ . o M ~ + V x

(~r I .J~) (8)

for electric or magnetic fields, respectively.
Potential Representations

The electric and magnetic fields can be represented in
terms of potentials as
E - -jcoA - V~ - l V x F,
1

H - -jmF - V~ + - V x A,
/2

w

Fundamental Concepts

If the electromagnetic fields are assumed to be time
harmonic with an e jmt time variation, Faraday's and
Ampere's laws become
V x E = -jml,.H-Mv,

(1)

V x H = jmr E + Jr,

(2)

respectively, where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, and Jv and My are electric and magnetic
volume current densities, respectively. Here we assume that the permittivity e = ere0 and permeability ~ = ~r~0 are dyadic functions of position so that
the medium parameters may be both inhomogeneous
and anisotropic. The permittivity of free space is
e0 ~ 8.85419 x 10 -12 and permeability of free space
is/20 = 4rt x 10 -7. The electric and magnetic forms of
Gauss's laws are
(3)
(4)

where qv and my are electric and magnetic volume
charge densities, respectively. The electric and magnetic currents are related to the corresponding charge
quantities by the equations of continuity,

V "JD = -jmqD

(5)

V . M D = -jmmD,

(6)

where D - C, S, 1) are line, surface and volume current
or charge densities, respectively, and the appropriate
dimensionality of the divergence is assumed.

A-p[

JD

JD(r')G(r,r')dD',

Taking the divergence of both sides of (1) and (2) and
employing the identity V. (V x A) = 0, we find that,
together with the equations of continuity, (1) and (2)
automatically incorporate Gauss's laws, (3) and (4),
if co 40. Eliminating H or E from (1) and (2) yields
the vector wave equations

Vx (~r 1 "V• E)-k2o~.r.E=-jc0p0Jv-v x (t1,: 1 .My) (7,

(10)

F - e [ MD(r')G(r, r')dD',

(11)

9 =1- I qD(r')G(r,r')dD',

(12)

= _1[ mz)(r')G(r,r')dD'

(13)

JD

E D

/2 JD

are the magnetic and electric vector potentials and the
scalar electric and magnetic potentials, respectively.
The domain D may be a volume l), a surface S, or
a curve C. In a medium with wavenumber k = m ~ ,
the three-dimensional scalar Green's function G(r,r')
is the potential function
G(r, r')

-

e-jkR

4rcR '

(14)

where R - I r - r ' l is the distance between a unit
strength point source located at r' and an observation point at r = x~ + y~, + z~. If the problem domain,
sources and fields are invariant with respect to the z
coordinate, the problem is two-dimensional and the
potential integrals can be written as

Iz)(')G(r,r')dD' = IZ)z I 2 (')G(r,r')dz' dDz'
[ (.)G(p,p')dDz',
J Dz

(15)

where integrals over D = l? or S become integrals over
the domain's cross section in the x-y plane, Dz = S or
C, respectively. The identity

H(o2)(kD)
Vector Wave Equation

or

(9)

where, in homogeneous, isotropic media, the potentials

Maxwell's Equations

V.D=qv
V.B =my,

317

G(p, [') =

=

4j

I~_oo e-jkR
=

G(r,r')dz'

4~R dz'
(16)

permits replacement of the three-dimensional, homogeneous medium Green's function G(r, r') by its twodimensional counterpart, G(p, p'). In (16), D = Ip-p'l
is the distance in the x-y plane between a unit line
source located at p' and an observation point at p =
x:~ + y~,, and H~2)(x) is the Hankel function of the
second kind, order zero.
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(~t(l~) =

Far Fields, Radiation Conditions and Radar Cross

tiRe ~DEinc -J~)dD

(26)

]Einc]2

Sections

In three dimensions, the vector potentials in the far
field become

/'1 e-jkr I DJD(r') e jk~'r' dD'
A r~oo
--~ 4~r

(17)

9 e-jkr I MD(r') eJkr'r' dD',
F r--,oo
----, 4~----;

(18)

and
D

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.
This cross section is defined as the ratio of the total
scattered power to the power density of the incident
wave.
In two dimensions, the far vector potentials have
the form
p-+oo

A--*

where

lu

p--~ OO

F---~
= :~cos~ sin 0 + ~,sin(~sin 0 + ~cos 0

(19)

is the radial unit vector in the observation direction
(0, ~)) in spherical coordinates. In terms of potentials,
the far electric and magnetic fields are
E = j~

e-J(kP+~)I JD(p')eJkl)ff dDz ',

V/8~kp

_9_ e

(27)

Dz
-j(kp+ ~ ) [

V/8~kp

JDz

MD(p')eJk()'FdDz ', (28)

and the fields are given by
E = jco6 x (~ x A) + gon(~ x F)

=-jo) (** + ~).

A + j~0rl (~*-*~)

9F,

(29)

x (~ x A) + jo)rlff x F)

=-jo~ (00 +**)- A +jo)~ (*0-0'). F,

(20)

and
H = _1 6 x E = -j~o (6 x A) + jo)6 x (6 x F)

and

n

11
fo

(30)

H= -1 ~xE = -J~(~xA)+jco~xffxF)
q
11
o)
=-jo) (0()+**)- F +j~-(0'-*0).
A,

(21.

where
O=$x~. = ~cos~)+gsin~

respectively, where
= :~cos ~)cos 0 + ~,sin ~)cos 0 - ~sin 0

(22)

- -~sin(~ + ~,cos~),

(23)

and 1 ] - V/~-/e is the intrinsic impedance of the
medium. Note that the fields satisfy vector radiation

conditions

[

limr ~xH+

F-'-~ ~

E
~

=0,

limr[~xE-rIH]=0

F---+~

(24)

that are needed to obtain unique solutions of (7) and
(8) in unbounded regions. The Green's function appearing in the potential field representations satisfies
the scalar radiation condition limr-~oo r[-~- +jkG] - O,
which in turn ensures that fields obtained from potentials automatically satisfy radiation conditions.
If E and H represent fields scattered by an object
illuminated by an incident plane wave E inc travelling
in the direction of the unit vector k, the bistatic radar
cross section in the observation direction ~ is
r~(~,1~) = lim 4xr 2 IEI2
r--.oo
IEinc[2"

(25)

This cross section is defined as the area through which
an incident plane wave carries sufficient power to produce, by omnidirectional radiation, the same scattered power density as that observed in a given far
field direction. The monostatic radar cross section
is defined as the radar cross section
observed in the
^
^
backscattering direction, (~(-k,k). Another quantity
of interest is the total scattering cross section,

(31)

is the radial unit vector in cylindrical coordinates in
the direction of the observation angle q~ measured
from the x axis. The radiation conditions are
lim V/p ~xH+

=0,

lim

V/~ffxE-nHl=0.(32)

In two dimensions, the bistatic radar cross section
for scattering by a cylindrical object illuminated by an
incident plane wave E inc travelling in the direction of
the unit vector 1~normal to the cylinder axis is
IEI2
o(~, 1~)= 0--'~lim2rcp iEincl2 .

(33)

This cross section is the equivalent width across which
an incident plane wave carries sufficient power to produce, by omnidirectional radiation, the same scattered power density as that observed in a given far
field^ direction.
The monostatic radar cross section is
^
o ( - k , k ) . The total scattering cross section is
(~t(ll) =

*
tiRe IDz Einc "JDdDz
iEinc] 2

,

(34)

defined for cylinders as the ratio of the total scattered
power per unit length to the power density of the incident wave.
Equivalent Current Representations

The surface equivalence principle is usually used to
formulate an integral equation at a surface S separating two regions. A Green's function must usually
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be known for at least one of the regions, or at least
for the region formed by appropriately extending the
region's material parameters into the complementary
region. Surface S might be chosen arbitrarily or for
some convenient property it possessesmoften it is the
boundary of a scatterer or of a homogeneous material
region. We assume that S is closed, of bounded extent, and has an outward unit normal ft. The region
interior to S is designated ~ - , while the exterior region is ~)+. Let (E +, H +) be fields in ~+; we need only
know their tangential values on S and their sources
J~) in ~+. We place so-called equivalent electric and
magnetic surface currents,
J,~=fixH +,

M } = E +xfi,

(35)

respectively, on S. The equivalence principle (Harrington, 1961 ) then asserts that the fields radiated by the
equivalent surface currents J}, M} on S and the sources J~) in ~+ are the original fields (E +, H +) throughout
~+. Further, the fields radiated by the equivalent and
exterior region sources together vanish in ~-. This
exterior equivalence is illustrated in Fig. l a.
An interior equivalence dual to the exterior equivalence may also be set up. We consider a second set
of fields (E-, H-), possibly unrelated to the first, for
which we need only know the tangential values on S
Figure
interior

1 Equivalentcurrents for (a) exterior region and (b)
region.
[E,H]

=

[E+,H +1

.-'".............. ~
."..."

...... /...

[

~IQ~

.........

V-

9......

"~...................
........_

"-

[E,H] = [0,01 !
y"

/

""'. .......................... .."

=

[0,0]

•+

MS t
.............~

fi

..... L

i:/.........................
'~
V-

J'~

...

"S"...................

and its sources J~) in ~ - . Equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents,
J~=-fixH-,

Field Discontinuities at Surface Sources

Integral equations are generally obtained by applying boundary conditions at material interfaces where
equivalent surface currents are used for field representations. In formulating the equations, one must pay
particular attention to discontinuities of the surface
fields at boundaries. In potential integral representations, these discontinuities arise from terms involving derivatives of Green's functions that behave like
three-dimensional Dirac delta distributions, 8 ( r - r ' ) ,
as an observation point r approaches a source point r'.
The integrand sampling properties of the Dirac delta
distributions thus allow terms involving the source at
the observation point to be explicitly removed from
the integral. Thus, if E and H are the fields radiated
by surface equivalent sources Js and Ms on a surface
S, then the fields have the following limits as a point
r approaches a smooth point on S:
Ms(r)
qs(r)
1
+ fi
-jtoA( V O ) - - ( V x F)
2
~
e
Js(r) ms(r)
1
limH= :gfix
+fi
- j m F - (V~) + - (V • A), (37)
r~TS
--~
2/,
lim E

= +fix

rSTS

limE- limE - fi • Ms + fi qs
r$S

:"/
"....

(36)

respectively, are placed on S. The equivalent surface
currents J~, Ms on S and the interior sources J~ in F then produce the original fields (E-, H-) everywhere
in ~-; together the sources produce null fields in ~+.
The interior equivalence is illustrated in Fig. lb.
Since in both equivalences the fields vanish in the
region complementary to that for which the equivalence is valid, the medium parameters may be changed
in the complementary region as convenient. Often the
equivalence region medium parameters are suitably
extended into the null field region such that a Green's
function exists for the resulting composite medium.

[E,H] = [E-,H-]

"'''..

M s = -E-xfi,

where "~" indicates the surface is approached from
the side into which the surface normal fi points, and
"T" indicates the surface is approached from the opposite side. The potential derivative quantities enclosed in brackets in (37) are discontinuous at S, the
brackets signifying the average value of a discontinuous quantity as S is approached from opposite sides.
It is seen that the source terms appearing outside the
potential integrals completely account for the wellknown discontinuities in fields (potential derivatives)
at surface sources:

(a)

[E,H]
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...:

rTS

limH- limH - -fix
r~S

"'"'. ........................ ...'""

r~S

E

Js + fi

ms.

(38)

p

The bracketed potential integrals may be written

(b)
as
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(V x A) = -p[sJs(r'
) _
x VG(r,r')dS'

(39)

mate the curve C by means of N straight line
segments, Cn, as illustrated for the hemicylindrical

(V x F) = -~[ Ms(r') x VG(r,r')dS'

(40)

geometry with fin whose cross section is shown in
Fig. 2. The line segments are also called elements or
subdomains, and provide a piecewise linear approximation(~ = u N
n-1 Cn tO C. As the figure depicts, curved
structures incur geometry modelling errors in this approach. These errors can only be reduced by decreasing the segment lengths, i.e., by increasing the number
of segments N. Note that the integral equation (44)
applies even when there is a junction between conducting surfaces, as the junction between the hemicylinder
and fin shown in the figure. Furthermore, (44) is not
limited to single scatterers, but also applies to multiple, disjoint scatterers so long as the geometry remains
cylindrical and the excitation is z invariant.
The geometry of Fig. 2 also serves to illustrate the
geometry data structure required for a typical problem. Tables 1 and 2, for instance, tabulate the node

Js

{ v . } = - / - ~1

I s V'.Js(r')VG(r,r')dS'

(41)

{we} = - / - ~1

I s ~'" Ms(r')VG(r,r')dS',

(42)

but one must keep in mind that they no longer include
singular contributions of the potential integrals from
the source point r ' = r on the surface. Thus the integrals represent contributions from all points of S,
excluding the isolated point r.

w

Conducting Cylinders: EFIE, TM
Polarisation

In this section we introduce a simple two-dimensional
scattering problem formulated as an integral equation, and solved by a numerical solution procedure
known as the method of moments (MoM) (Harrington, 1993). We consider a conducting cylinder of infinite extent with its axis parallel to the z axis. The
cross section of the cylinder is described by the curve
C. If an electric field with only a z component Einc
is incident normal to the cylinder axis, then the induced surface current and scattered fields also have
only z components, Jz and Ezc, respectively. Since
the resulting magnetic field is directed transverse to
the cylinder axis, this polarisation is termed the transverse magnetic (TM) polarisation. For an open curve
C, the conductor is generally modelled as having only
infinitesimal thickness. Though independent surface
currents exist on opposite sides of the conductor, they
become coincident in this model, and hence we can
take Jz as the sum of the surface currents on opposite
sides of C. In view of the problem's translational symmetry with respect to the z axis, the fields and induced
currents are independent of the z coordinate. This implies that there is no charge density associated with
the current and that the scattered electric field may be
represented in terms of a vector potential alone. Thus,
combining (9), (10) and (16), we have

-

[

- (2)

4 .c Jz(p')H~ (kD)dC',

colaI Jz(P')Ho2)(kD)de' =*-'z~inc(p),
c

p E C.

E.Pc

C51.0J3

1.0
Table 1

Global Nodes and Coordinates

Global
node number
.

(43)

where D - Ip- p'l.
An integral equation for determining the induced
current is obtained by requiring the total tangential
electric field, Ezc § ~inc , tO vanish on the cylinder surface:
4

.oI;

C6~6

.

.

.

= - j m p _ [ c J z ( p ' ) G ( p , p')dC'

ESzc = - j m A z

s

Figure 2 Piecewise linear model of cross section C of hemicylinder with fin.

Table 2

.

.

.

.

.

Coordinates
. . . . . . . .
x
.

y

.

1

1.0000

0.0000

2

0.7071

0.7071

3

0.0000

1.0000

4

-0.7071

0.7071

5

-1.0000

0.0000

6

0.0000

1.5000

7

0.0000

2.0000

Element and Node Associations
Global n o d e n u m b e ~ .............
, , ,

........i n o d e 1

ca

,, ...........

....

L~I

bode

i

, :,

!
!
i

1
2

.....

1 ...........
2

2
...... 3

(44)

For a numerical solution of (44), known as an electric field integral equation (EFIE), we first approxi-
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locations and list the nodes that make up each element
of the geometry, respectively.
To approximate the current distribution, we assume that every subdomain C~ is sufficiently small,
both electrically (k~a~ < < 1, where ~a- is the subdomain length) and with respect to any geometrically
distinct features of C, that the current density within
an element may be assumed constant, Jz ~ In. This
piecewise constant approximation of the current distribution is depicted in Fig. 3. The current distribution on C is thus approximated as
N
Jz(p) ~ ~, /nHn(p),
(45)
n=l

This system of linear equations can also be conveniently written in matrix form as
[Zmn][In] = [Vm],

Hn(p) =

p ~ Cn,

0,

p r Cn

(46)

and illustrated in Fig. 4.
We substitute this representation for the current
into the left-hand side of the integral equation (44),
noting that, since the current is approximate, it is not
possible to satisfy the equality there at every point
of C. To obtain N equations in the N unknowns In,
therefore, we elect to enforce the equality at the midpoint of element m. That is, we set p - pm on both
sides of (44), where 0 m = (PT + p~)/2 is the midpoint
of element m
0)t"11 Ho2)(kDm)dC' ,-,inc, m,
EN In-~C"
=IGz ([})'
n=l

m = 1,2, ...,N,

o)!.11C" 1-10
"(2)(kDm)dC'
Zmn = --4-

Figure 3

Piecewiseconstant approximation of

dz on C.

Wm =~z
F-inc(Dm)"

]
approximat~

i

i

Further processing is required to accurately evaluate
the elements Zmn of (49). First, we must parameterise
each of the line segments Cn for numerical integration.
Referring to Table 2, let the coordinate vector to the
first node associated with element n be denoted p~,
and the second, p~.
Then, as illustrated in Fig. 5, if ~a is arc length measured from node 1, the position vector p in C~ may be
parameterised as

p=pT+P2~n 1~

(51)

where ~ = IP~-P~I is the segment length. To express
this result in a convenient general form, we define normalised coordinates ~1 - 1 _~a/~a~ and ~2 = ~a/~, which
allow (51) to be replaced by
n
P = P~I +P2~2

(52)

in C~. The normalised coordinate terms in (52) are
merely linear interpolation functions on the interval
(0,1), as shown in Fig. 6. In effect, every line segment
element of C is mapped onto this unit parent line segment.

i'''ln~

i A i A i i
l i t

Figure 4

(50)

Evaluation of Impedance Matrix Entries

/

constant

(49)

The solution of the matrix equation (48) yields the
current column vector [In], and (45) provides a global
representation of the current distribution.

Jz[o]
Piecewise

(48)

The excitation column vector [Vm] on the right-hand
side of (48) is termed the voltage vector, and its elements are sampled values of the incident field,

(47)

with D m = [pro_ O'[- Note that the pulse function
property (46) limits the domain of the integral in (47).

~

where [In] is a column vector containing the unknown
current coefficients, and [Zmn] is the impedance matrix with elements

where 1-In(p) is the unit pulse function defined as
1,
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Cn

Figure 5

Parameterisation of line segment

i l l

Cn.

Unit pulse function on C.
r-

O n

~n

I-In[p]
n

1.0~

Co
w

c

IO
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Figure 6 Normalised coordinates on a line segment and piecewise linear interpolation functions.
1.0

~2

F~I

Zmm - ~

0.0
9

P,2 -,,
"

I
I1.0

1.01

110/-/0.(2)( k ~ 2 ~ 1 ) d~l .

(56)

I
0.01

An integral on Cn may now be parameterised and
approximated as
Cn

is logarithmically singular at D = 0. The GaussLegendre quadrature scheme is poorly suited for this
case; to handle it, we first note that the observation
point divides the line segment in half. Each half contributes equally to the integral so that we may write
these so-called self-terms of the impedance matrix as

f(p)dC = e n

f ( # ~ l +p~2)d~i, i= 1or 2
0
K
~, ~n E w k f ( P r ~ k) + pn~.(k)
2'~2 )'
k=l

ZmmO)P4~mKy_~wkH~2) (kSm~ k) )
-

k=l

(53)

where the last line assumes a numerical quadrature
rule on the interval (0,1) with weights wk and sample
points ~k)= 1-P,(2k), k - 1,2, ..., K. If f(#)is smooth
on Cn, Gauss-Legendre rules are well suited to this
task. Sampling points and corresponding weights for
K = 1, 2, and 4 point Gauss-Legendre quadrature are
listed in Table 3.
For m / n , the integrals (49) in the impedance matrix have smooth integrands and may be evaluated
straightforwardly using the Gauss-Legendre rules of
Table 3. For these impedance matrix elements,

Zmn - 0311~
K H(02)(kD(km)),
4 n Y_,Wk

This integral may be handled by the quadrature
scheme of Ma et al. (1996) that exactly evaluates
integrals of the form ~ f(~)d~, when f(~)is a linear
combination of powers of ~ and products of powers
of ~ and In ~. Thus,
2

(57)

where now the weights wk and sample points ~k) are
taken from Table 4.
Evaluation of Voltage Excitation Vector for Incident
Plane Waves

For a plane wave incident from an angle (~inc with respect to the x axis,

Einc =Eo e-jkfcinc'p,

(58)

where the unit incidence vector is
1~inc = --X COS~inc _ ~ sin ~)inc

m]:n,

'

(59)

(54)

k=l

where, using (52),
D(mk)= jpm- f ) ~ k ) - p~(k)].

(55)

Table 4 Sample Points and Weighting Coefficients for K-Point
Quadratures of Form .rI f(~l)d~l ~ ~.,K=IWkf(~ k)) where f(~l) has
a Logarithmic Singularity at ~1 = 0

For m - n, the integrand in (49) is singular at
the observation point pm, i.e., for small arguments
D, H~2) (kD)~ 1-1~92 ln(kD) and thus the integrand
Table 3 Sample Points and Weighting Coefficients for K-Point
Gauss-Legendre Quadrature
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and E0 is the amplitude of the incident field. Hence
the excitation voltage column vector (50) is given by

Figure 1' Current distribution on a square cylinder illuminated
by TM plane wave.

(60)

[Vm] = Eo [e-/kkin~'pm] .

5.0

H~2)(klp_p,,) P-'_._~1/_2__~e-J(kP-~)eikO'P',

I Jz/Htnc I

(61)

Employing (62) and (63) in (61), we obtain
(64)

Alternatively, we obtain (64) directly from (27) and
(29). With our approximation (45) for Jz on (7, this
becomes
E zC = V/ 8 rck------~e

-j(kp+~)

N

e/k[)'p'
d~l

n=lEIn en

N
_coP
_ e -/(lep+~ )~_~ In #he/k[)'p" sinc ~ ,
X/8nkp
n=l

(6s)

where p' is given by (52), and the "sinc" function is
defined as sincx = sin(nx)
nx with argument

/1/n =

k~. (p~-~,~)
2n

.

"

(66)

The integral in (65) alternatively may be evaluated numerically using a Gauss-Legendre rule from Table 3.
If the subdomains are sufficiently small, even a onepoint approximation may be used, leading to the approximation
cop
-/(kp+~ ) N
A
n=lEIncgneJkp'P"
~z- V/8-~ e

'-o.

x/8 ko

II,.:It

.~f~~l~

----01

2a
~inc
Ez

i

!

i

1.0
0.0

~

,

- - - ~ ...... ~ , . ~ . . : . : : : ; .

0

(63)

EzC - V/8nkp e-i(kP+?) cJz(P')e ikO'p' dC'.

2.0

1

(62)

where fi is the unit vector in the direction of the observation point making an angle 0 with respect to the
x axis,
= :icos O+ }sin O.

9
9
..13

Current
Density, 3.0

If p is assumed to be in the far field, I p l - P > > IP'I,
we may employ the asymptotic form of the Hankel
function for large argument, given by

coP

9 EFIE, ka=l
9 MFIE, ka=l
[] EFIE, ka=5
o MFIE, ka=5

4.0

Computation of Far Scattered Field

The scattered electric field is given by
I
,-(2)
co~ c Jz(p )Ho (klp-p'l)dC'.
~c=-/~
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2

3

4

gla
tion is plotted beginning from the middle of the illuminated side. The singular nature of the current parallel
to the edges is evident in the figure. As the frequency
increases, the current on the illuminated side should
approach the physical optics result 2H inc, and this behaviour is evident in the figure. For these computations, the cylinder cross section was subdivided into 40
subdomains. Also shown in the figure for comparison
are results from the magnetic field integral equation
(MFIE) approach to be considered in ~5.
In Fig. 8, the bistatic radar cross section of the
cylinder for the same illumination is given. The observation angle (~ = 0 ~ corresponds to the cylinder's
backscattering direction.

w

Inhomogeneous Cylinders: Electric Field Wave Equation, TM
Polarisation

In this section, we specialise the vector wave equation to a scalar wave equation and solve it as an interior problem using the finite element m e t h o d (FEM).
In reality, the variational formulation of FEM is
Figure 8 Bistatic radar cross section of square cylinder illuminated by TM plane wave.

35

(67)

where the superscript t denotes the transpose. An important observation is that the same algorithm may be
used to evaluate both (60) and the last column vector
in (67).

30
25
RCS,
20
c~/k

o ka=l I
I~ka = 51~/

Numerical Results

Figure 7 shows the current distribution on a square
cylinder illuminated by a TM plane wave. Each side
of the cylinder is of width 2a, and the current distribu-
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equivalent to the MoM, but historically the former
has been usually applied to partial differential equations while the latter has typically been applied to integral equations. In recent years, it has become more
common to formulate the FEM from the weak form of
the underlying partial differential equation, and this
approach is even closer to the spirit of the M o M approach. Because it is simpler to apply, we also present
the FEM from this point of view; we establish the
equivalence of the variational FEM and M o M approaches in the following section.
The vector wave equation for the electric field, (7),
reduces to a scalar form when only a single component of E is present. For example, we assume that all
field quantities and material parameters are independent of z and there exists only a z component of the
electric field--the so-called transverse magnetic polarisation. The problem is thus two-dimensional, and
hence we restrict consideration to the domain S, the
cross section of the cylindrical geometry in the z = 0
plane. We assume that C is the boundary of S, and is a
(closed) curve of finite length in the plane z = 0. With
these assumptions, we write E - Ez(p)i, J - Jz(p)i,
where p - x:i + yj, is the two-dimensional position vector. For simplicity, we also consider isotropic media,
Ixrl(p) =/2rl(p)I, r
r
where / is the identity dyad. Thus the wave equation (7) reduces to the
scalar, two-dimensional form

V'(prlVEz)+k2~rEz = jcotaoJz, pc s,

(68)

where I7 - :i aax + J'~ is the two-dimensional nabla operator. Equation (68) is an elliptic partial differential
equation, for which boundary conditions on C must
be specified to uniquely determine a solution.
The equality (68) is termed the strong form of the
scalar wave equation; it must hold at every point in
the domain. In a numerical solution, however, we
must necessarily approximate Ez in (68), and hence
it will not be possible to satisfy the equality everywhere in the solution domain. Instead, we enforce
the equality in a weighted average sense. This is done
by requiring the equality of an inner product of both
sides of (68) with a set of weighting or testing functions. The inner product used is defined as

< A,B > = [ A(p)B(p)dS.
Js

(69)

term using the identity V. (~a) = ~ V . a + a. 17% the
divergence theorem and Faraday's law specialised to
1 V E z x 2: = -jm/a0H.
This results in
the TM case, k-;r
the following so-called weak form of the scalar wave
equation
- < V A m ; P r 1VEz > + k 2 < Am, ~-rEz >

+jm/a0 I c AmH'~,dC =jo)laO< Am,Jz

>~

(70)

where ~ = ~. x fi is a unit vector tangent to C, and fi
is the outward unit normal to C in the plane z = 0
(cf. Fig. 9). From the method of moments point of
view, instead of enforcing equality (68) directly, (70)
enforces equality of its generalised moments with respect to the testing functions. The symmetric product
between the two vector quantities appearing in (70)
is defined as
< A;B > = [ A(p).B(p)dS.

(71)

Js

An advantage of the weak form is that the boundary conditions of the problem can be incorporated in
the integral term involving H; values for E, H, or a
relationship between them can be inserted into this
term. If the boundary C of S is a conductor, i.e., it is
the boundary of a two-dimensional cavity (waveguide
at cutoff), then the tangential electric field vanishes
on the boundary: Ez = 0 on C. To enforce this socalled Dirichlet boundary condition, we must choose
a basis representation for Ez that vanishes on C. As
we will see, the testing functions Am will also serve
as basis functions for representing Ez, and hence they
must vanish on C. Consequently, the integral term
over C in (70) also vanishes. Since it must be enforced
explicitly, the Dirichlet boundary condition is called
an essential boundary condition. By contrast, if the
tangential magnetic field vanishes on the boundary,
i.e. , ~.. H - jmla
1 aE~
_ 0 on C, then we need only suban stitute this condition into (70), which also eliminates
the integral over C. This so-called Neumann boundary condition places no requirements on the bases,
and hence is known as a natural boundary condition.
Figure 9 Surface 5' with boundary C subdivided into triangles
5"e.
1

Usually one of the terms in an inner product is conjugated, but without the conjugate the product often
gains important properties stemming from the reciprocity of fields. To distinguish it from the usual form,
this type of inner product is called a symmetric or

pseudo-inner product.
Thus, we assume the availability of a suitable set
of weighting functions A m , multiply both sides of
Eq. (68) by A m and integrate over S. We further
apply an integration by parts to the first resulting

7 .;

"4
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In the following we assume that C is a conducting
boundary with E z - 0 in order to illustrate application of essential boundary conditions.
We can approximate the solution domain S by
subdividing it into a set of E triangular elements
S e, e = 1 , 2 , . . . , E as shown in Fig. 9. The resulting approximation to the original domain is denoted
,~ = Ue=lE S e and constitutes the problem's geometry
model. The data structure for describing the model
consists of two tables of data. As Table 5 illustrates,
one table contains node data locating the coordinates
of the model's nodes or vertices, I ) v = Xvfi + yvjz, v =
1 , 2 , . . . , V. A second table, illustrated by Table 6,
contains the connection data, which lists from Fig. 9
the nodes making up each triangular element. These
are listed as global node indices in the table.
The remaining entries in the table are concerned
with the approximation of Ez, to which we turn next.
First we note that in converting the scalar wave equation from the strong form (68) to the weak form (70),
Ez must no longer be twice differentiable but merely
Table 5

Partial Listing of Global Node Coordinates

6 Partial Listing of Element Connection Data Corresponding to Figs. 9 and 10

Methods
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differentiable. This reduced requirement is accomplished at the expense, however, of requiring differentiability of the testing functions. Since now both basis
and testing functions must be differentiable, this suggests using the same set of functions An for both basis
and testing. This choice, known as Galerkin's method,
is assumed here, although it is by no means necessary.
We further note that Ez is everywhere continuous in
S, since, in the two-dimensional problem, it is tangent
to any material boundaries. Both continuity and the
differentiability requirement of our field model may be
simultaneously realised if we choose a piecewise linear
representation for Ez on S, as depicted in Fig. 10. The
figure illustrates a perspective view of the geometry of
Fig. 9 with the piecewise linear approximation of Ez
plotted in the vertical dimension.
As the figure shows, the piecewise linear representation also easily accommodates the boundary condition Ez = 0 on C. The representation is completely
specified if we know only the values of Ez at the interior (nonboundary) nodes of S, the so-called degrees of freedom (DoF) of Ez; field values at all other
points are merely determined from these by linear
interpolation. Each interior node is assigned a DoF
index, n = 1, 2, ..., N, where N is the total number of
unknowns or degrees of freedom. The required associations between DoF, local and global indices are illustrated in Table 6 for the geometry of Fig. 10. Note
that in the table, boundary nodes are easily identified
by their null DoF index.
The piecewise linear approximation of the field Ez
may be represented as a linear combination of a set
of pyramidal interpolation functions A~, as shown in
Fig. 11. Each internal node with DoF index n has
an associated basis function, An, where An is a linear

Table

10 Piecewise linear representation of
belling on S, the approximation to S of Fig. 9.
Figure
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function with a unit value at node n and zero value at
the remaining nodes of the triangles surrounding and
sharing node n. The basis function vanishes everywhere except on these triangles, known collectively
as the support of the basis function.
One should keep in mind that basis function An
is associated with an interior node with DoF index
n. This is generally not the same as the nth node of
the geometry representation because the latter also includes boundary nodes. In terms of these bases, the
field is represented as
N
Ez(P) ~ E VnAn(p) = [An(p)]t[Vn],
n=l

(72)

where the superscript t denotes the transpose and the
coefficient Vn represents a single DoF, the approximate value of Ez at the node with DoF index n. Note
in particular that no degrees of freedom are associated with boundary nodes where Ez vanishes; if bases
for these nodes were included, their coefficients would
vanish.
Up to three bases have supports overlapping a single element; clearly, they are the bases whose DoF
nodes are vertices of the element. On an element e, a
local indexing scheme is used to label the restrictions
of these bases to the element. That is, we write
An(p) = Aie (p),

DE se

(73)

if the ith local node index, i - 1, 2 or 3, of element e
corresponds to the node with DoF index n. The restrictions of the bases to an element are illustrated in
Fig. 12. As will be seen, this local representation and
indexing scheme is also convenient for other quantities defined on the element.
It should be kept in mind that a node may be referred to in up to three different ways. As seen in
Table 6, an interior node of element e may have a
global node index v, a global DoF index n and a local node index i. Also note that a local index i for an
Figure 12 Local bases on element e; local node i = 3 is assumed to be associated with global basis with DoF index n. All
elements and bases are mapped to the parent triangle shown.
A n (p) = A~(O) = ~3

m//~\\j Localnode3,
~
~

A~(p)=(~1

1.0~

1

1.0

31~~~

~2

e

A2(O)= ~2

1.0

1 ~ 1 . 0
2

[Ymn][Vn] = [Im],

1.0

(74)

where [Vn] is a column vector of unknown voltage
coefficients,
1
[Ymn] = -~[Fmn] +jo[Cmn]

(75)

is the system admittance matrix and
Fmn=,U-1
0 < YAm; l.lrlVAn >
Cmn = E0 < Am, erAn >

(76)
(77)

are the reciprocal inductance and the capacitance matrices, respectively. The source is represented by the
excitation column vector
[Im]=-[< Am,Jz >].

(78)

Note that the units of Vn, Ymn, ['mn, Cmn and Im are
V/m, S.m, H-l-m, F-m and A, respectively. Once (75)
and the excitation column vector are obtained, the
coefficient column vector [Vn] may be found by algebraic methods. We turn our attention next to the
evaluation of the elements of the matrix [Ymn] and
column vector [Ira].
The Element Matrix and Matrix Assembly

Consider first the evaluation of a capacitance matrix
Cmn. Note in (77) that there will be no
contribution to Cmn from bases Am and An if their
supports do not overlap. Hence, many of the offdiagonal elements of Cmn are zero; i.e., the matrix
[Cmn] is sparse. If one attempts to fill the matrix
[Cmn] by naively advancing through its row and column indices, one must constantly search through the
element connection data to determine which elements
are in the support of Am and An, and then determine
whether their supports overlap. To avoid this timeconsuming process, a more efficient approach is usually taken. Note that the symmetric product integral
involved in a capacitance matrix element can be written as a sum over contributions from individual triangle elements S e as
element,

Cmn = ~-0 < Am, ErAn > = ~-0[ ~-rAm(p)An(p)dS
JS
E
E Ee I Am(p)An(p)dS,

e=l

2
.~"~q:.....

interior node of element e corresponds to a single DoF
index, but not vice versa.
Substitution of the representation (72) for Ez into
the weak form of the wave equation, Eq. (70), yields
the matrix system

(79)

Se

where, for simplicity, we have assumed that the permittivity is constant in each element; i.e., e0er = Ee
in element e. Of the N x N basis pair combinations that may appear in the last integral, only up
to nine combinations will make any contribution to
the integral~those pairs whose associated DoF nodes
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are also nodes of S e. The interactions between these
contributing basis pairs o n S e are equivalent to those
between the three local bases depicted in Fig. 12. Indeed, the latter are just the restrictions on S e of the
global bases contributing to element S e. Thus, using
(73) in (79), we find that the interactions between
the global bases on S e may be completely determined
from the contributions of element matrices
[C~]=

[e e I

Se

A ie( P ) A j (eI ) ) d S

],

e

1[I

[Fij] = -~

Se

VAe.VA7 dS.]

Figure 13

Subdivision of a triangle into three subareas defining
normalised area coordinates.
1

(80)

in which C// represents the interaction between bases
Ae and A~ associated with local node pairs i and j,
i, j = 1, 2, 3, of element e, e - 1, 2, ..., E.
The same arguments apply to the reciprocal inductance matrix (76), so that we may define a reciprocal
inductance element matrix,

327

3

2

p

Table 7 Assembly of Element Matrix Contributions to System
Matrix Elements

(81)

where/2o =/Jr =//e is assumed constant in an element.
The capacitance and reciprocal inductance matrices
for an element may be combined to form an element
admittance matrix corresponding to the system admittance matrix (75),

[y~] = 1o~[cJ
9 e + ~1 [r~].

(82)

In the matrix assembly process, the elements of the
element admittance matrix [Y~] are then assembled
as contributions to the global admittance matrix Ym,
according to the following Matrix Assembly Rule:
MATRIX ASSEMBLYRULE
Y~j is added to Ymn if m, n are nodal degree
of freedom indices associated with local
nodes i and j, respectively, of element e.

Yll

y18
22

coordinates are then defined as
The assembly process completes the connection between locally and globally defined quantities. Clearly,
the correspondence needed to carry out the process
for a given element e is simply that between the local node indices at the top of Table 6 and the global
degree of freedom indices listed for element e in the
table. The resulting assembly process for the meshing
scheme of Figs. 9 and 10 is partially summarised in
Table 7.
Evaluation of the Element Matrices

We consider next the detailed evaluation of the
element capacitance matrix. To parameterise the
integral over a triangle, we introduce a set of
normalised area coordinates. Let a point in the triangle be designated by the position vector p. As Fig. 13
shows, the point defines a subdivision of the triangle into three subtriangles. The area of the subtriangle opposite vertex i has area Ai. Normalised area

Ai
~i- Ae,

i=

1,2,3,

(83)

where A e is the area of element e. Since the areas of
the subtriangles sum to A e, the coordinates satisfy
~1 +~2 +~3 = 1,

(84)

so that only two of the coordinates are independent.
From (83), clearly ~ i - 0 at edge i and is unity at vertex i of a triangle. In effect, every triangle, as well as
the scalar bases defined on them, is mapped onto a
standard parent triangle, as depicted in Fig. 12.
Table 8 summarises the computation of an element triangle's area A e, edge vectors 8i, height vectors
hi and coordinate gradients V~i. For our triangles
in the x - y plane, the triangle's unit normal fi is ~..
These quantities are also depicted in Fig. 14 and are
used in evaluating element matrices for triangular
elements.
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Figure 14

Edge and height vectors defined on a triangle.

coordinates

s

P = P ~ I +P2~2 + P~F=3,

1

(85)

where p~' is the position vector of the ith vertex of element e. As shown in Fig. 12, the local bases are also
linear interpolating functions that in area coordinates
are simply

~2

8

A i = ~i-

(86)

2
3

Table 8
ments

~1

Furthermore, since

Edge vectors

~i

=

pe_l -

e
Pi+I;

Area

A e = lei-l~ei.ll, i = 1, 2, or 3

Height vectors

hi= -#;-i;
2Ae I1i = -fi x ~i "
hi = hihi, i = 1 , 2 , 3

Coordinate gradients

V~i

= - - ~fii
/,

i=1 , 2,3

Since the coordinates ~i vary linearly from zero
along edge i to unity at vertex i, they are also the local linear interpolation functions depicted in Fig. 12.
In terms of area coordinates then, points in a triangle
may be represented by linearly interpolating its vertex

8P x 8P
()~i-1

d~i-l d~i+l

= ei+l x ei-lid~i-1 d~i+l
= 2Aed~i-1 d~i+l,

~ = levi;

i=1,2,3

Table 9

dS=

Geometrical Quantities Defined on Triangular Ele-

(87)

where the index arithmetic is performed modulo
3, any integral over an element triangle may be
expressed in terms of an integral over the parent
triangle as

I

S~

f ( p ) d S = 2A e Illl -~i+1f ( P ~ l + pe~2+pe3~3)d~i-ld~i+l
2
0
K
~~2Ae ~., wkf(fel~ k) +De~(2 + D ~ k) ),
(88)
k=l

where the last line is a K-point rule for numerical integration over a triangle. Sample points and weighting coefficients for K = 1,3, 7 are given in Table 9
(Hammer et al., 1956; Zienkiewicz, 1971). Combining (86)-(88) and the results of Table 8, (80) and (81)

Sample Points and Weighting Coefficients for K-Point Quadrature on Triangles

Sample points, !(~k),~(2k))
~3

=

Weights, Wk

-- ~2

K=I, error 0(8, 2)
(0.33333333333333, 0.33333333333333)

0.50000000000000

K=3, error O(E~3)
(0.66666666666667, 0.16666666666667)

O.16666666666667

(O.16666666666667, O.66666666666667)

O.16666666666667

(0.16666666666667, 0.16666666666667)

0.16666666666667

K=7, error O(~ 6)
(0.33333333333333, 0.33333333333333)

0.11250000000000

(0.79742698535309, 0.10128650732346)

0.06296959027241

(0.10128650732346, 0.79742698535309)

0.06296959027241

(0.10128650732346, 0.10128650732346)

0.06296959027241

(0.47014206410512, 0.47014206410512)

0.06619707639425

(0.47014206410512, 0.05971587178977)

0.06619707639425

(0.05971587178977, 0.47014206410512)

0.06619707639425
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may be evaluated numerically. To obtain numerically
exact results for such integrals, one should choose
quadrature schemes from Table 9 whose error order is
higher than the highest order of coordinate products
appearing in the integrand. In (80), the integrand is
of quadratic order, and hence K > 3.
In this case, however, the integrals may be evaluated analytically. For example, the element capacitance matrix is easily determined as

Thus, we can construct all the matrix elements Fije
from the three values
cot 0i -

ek
2Ae,

%"

--cot 02

1

NeeeI2111
12

1

2

1

,

(89)

--cot 01

1

[Q1] :

2Ae~!~!7!
(a+~+7+2)!"

Fq=_fi_
d e I S e v~i" V~j dS.

2A e'

(92)

where lli is the unit outward normal vector in the
plane of the triangle at edge i. With (92), we find that
the integrand of (91) is constant, and immediately obtain
1

f.i'ej

I ~ - lie 4A e"

(93)

e~.ej

-

[Q3] : r o t [ Q 2 ] :

I 20! _!2 01

0

2

2

_1

!

,

0

(99)

(100)

0 0

The rotation operator, "rot", is defined as the operator that cyclically permutes row and column indices,
i.e., 1 --, 2 --, 3 -+ 1.
Evaluation of Element Excitation Vector

Contributions to the system excitation column vector,

(94)
[ie]=_jz < A e , l > =

where Oij is the (exterior) angle between edge vectors
ei and Cj, while Ok is the (interior) angle of S e between
edges i and j at node k. When i - j , we note that

e 1 ei. r
Fii- tie 4A e

Am,Jz

>,

(101)

Jz83A e '

i=1,2,3.

(102)

The Matrix Assembly Rule following (82) may also be
used to accumulate these element contributions into
the system excitation column vector [Im].
Numerical Results

(-ej - r

lie
4A e
1
- 2p e [cot 0j +cot Ok], i gj #k.

(98)

may also be assembled from an element column vector. For simplicity, we assume that the excitation current density is constant, Jz = Jez, in element S e. Then
the element column vector is simply

1 cot 0ij

Zl lie 21ei x ejl Elie
1
- 2p ecotOk, igj~k,

1 r

(97)

2

00 -11
0
_1o 1

[Irn] = - <

For i #j this can be written as

r~=•

~1 -~1 ,
_1
1

[Q2] = rot[Q1] =

(91)

Since {i varies linearly from zero to unity from a triangle's ith edge to its ith vertex over a distance equal to
its height hi, the gradient V{i is the (constant) vector
(cf. Table 8 and Fig. 14)

hi-

Io o o1
2

1

V~i=

--cot 01
cot 01 +cot 02

1

(90)

The elements of the reciprocal inductance matrix
[F,] are given by

,

"1
/

02

=--cotol[Q1]+--cotO2[Q2]+--cotO3[Q3],
lie
pe
pe

the evaluation of which is facilitated by the identity
Se 1 2~3

--cot

where

1 1 2

I ~a~TdS=

(96)

For computational efficiency, Silvester and Ferrari
(1996) suggest computing the element matrix [F/j] by
expressing the result as a linear combination of terms
associated with the vertices of the triangular element:

= 2AeeeIiIi-~2~i~jd~ld~2

-

i= 1,2, 3, i#/#k.

cot 02 + cot 03 --cot 03
ira] = 12p e - c o t 03 cot 01 + cot 03

[C/~] : [(~eI~e AeA~ dS}

:329

(95)

Because we have so far considered only the Dirichlet
boundary condition Ez = 0, we cannot yet consider
scattering problems using the finite element method.
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Scattering problems must somehow incorporate radiation conditions at the mesh boundaries. To illustrate
the method for interior regions, however, we determine the TM eigenfrequencies of an air-filled square
waveguide. Since these are source-flee solutions of
the wave equation, we set [Im] = 0 in (74) and, using
(75), we find the eigenvalues @q of the generalised
eigenvalue problem
(103)

[Fmn][Vn] = O)~q[Cmn][Vn].

The eigenvalues of the waveguide are known to be
m~q - [con
-a-] 2 (p2 + q2 ) where co is the speed of light in
air, a is the dimension of a side, and p, q = 1,2, . . . .
The error in the first five distinct eigenvalues is plotted versus N, the number of subdivisions per side, in
Fig. 15. By plotting the error on a logarithmic scale,
one immediately establishes that, as the mesh density increases, the error in the eigenvalues decreases
as (1/N) 2.

w

M o m e n t and Finite Element
Methods

In this section we look at numerical solution procedures for scattering problems from the abstract point
of view of numerical solution methods for linear operator equations; familiarity with the material of the
previous two sections is assumed. The abstract point
of view not only provides a deeper understanding
of the methods, but also illuminates the essential
equivalence between moment, finite element, variational and other approaches that, for historical reasons, go by different names.
An electromagnetic scattering problem is usually
formulated as a problem in determining an unknown
field or equivalent source u due to a given source or
excitation f. This linear problem (or its linearised approximant) can be stated in equation form as
Figure 15 Convergence of first five distinct TM eigenvalues of
a square waveguide.

c.=[,

(104)

where s is a linear operator, i.e., one satisfying the
linearity condition
s

+bu2)=aEul

+bs

(105)

for arbitrary constants a and b. In scattering problems, s is usually a differential, integral or integrodifferential operator relating a field within a domain
/9 to its sources in the region or its values on the domain boundary 3D.
Most methods for obtaining numerical solutions of
(104) can be viewed as projection or m o m e n t methods. Having presented some specific examples in
previous sections, it is now useful to summarise the
approach from this abstract point of view. The first
step in the process is to introduce a symmetric product
between two scalar functions u and v of the form

<u,v>=[

uvdD,

D=C,S, orV,

(106)

JD

on the domain D with differential element dD. Domain D may be a line or (one-dimensional) curve C, a
(two-dimensional) surface S or a (three-dimensional)
volume ~P. Clearly, the symmetric product satisfies the
linearity conditions
<aul+bu2,v>

=a<ul,v>

+b<u2,v>,

< u, cvl +dv2 > = c < U, Vl > +d < u, v2 > .

(107)

The symmetric product is easily extended to the case
in which u and v are vector functions, u = u and v = v,
and, if necessary, this case can be distinguished explicitly by writing
<u;v>=[
JD

u.vdD.

(108)

In integral equation formulations, convolutional integrals between v and a Green's function G(r,r') (the
kernel of the integral equation) appear in symmetric
products with u. When necessary, the various cases
that arise can be distinguished explicitly via the compact notation

< u, G , v > - [

[ u(r)G(r,r')v(r')dD'dD

J DJ D

(109)

when u and v and the Green's function are scalars,
100

< u; G, v > -

[ [ u(r).v(r')G(r,r')dD'dD

(110)

J DJ D

when u and v are vectors and the Green's function is
a scalar and

10

Error

(%)

< u ; {~;v >= IDIZ) u(r).{~(r,r').v(r')dD'dD

(111)
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when the Green's function is a dyad, gL As in (106),
the domain D in any of these symmetric products may
be a curve C, a surface S or a volume lP. We observe that the symmetric product merely generalises to
function pairs the dot (inner) product between pairs
of N-dimensional vectors u = (Ul,U2, ...,UN) and
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V = ( V l , V 2 , . -., VN) given b y Y-,n=1
N UnVn. Further borr-

owing from the language of vector analysis, we say
that the symmetric product (106) represents a projection o f u onto v or vice versa. By projecting Eq. (104)
onto a space of so-called weighting or testing functions w, (104) is reformulated in the so-called weak
form:
< w,s

> =< w , f > .

(112)

In contrast to the strong f o r m (104) for which equality holds at each point in D, (112) requires only that
equality hold in a (weighted) average sense for various choices w selected from the space of weighting
functions. If the space of w for which (112) holds
is sufficiently large (infinite, in general), it may be
shown that (112) implies that (104) holds almost eve r y w h e r e - - t h a t is, at all but a denumerable set of discrete points in D. In a numerical solution, we can only
choose a finite number of these weighting or testing
(N)
functions, i.e., a set {Wm }, m - 1, 2, ..., N. Ideally,
this set should have the property that as N ~ oo, the
equality (104) holds almost everywhere. Such a set of
testing functions is said to be complete, and guarantees that if N is chosen sufficiently large, the error in
the equality can be made arbitrarily small.
For a numerical solution, not only the equality,
but also the unknown u must be approximated. We
choose the approximation
N
u ,.~ u = E Wnun,
n=]

(113)

where U~ is a set of unknown coefficients and Un, n =
1,2, ..., N, is a set of known basis functions capable
of providing a good approximation for u. The representation (113) reduces the infinite-dimensional problem of determining u at all points within its domain
D to the more manageable problem of determining
a finite set of unknown coefficients Un, a task more
suited for computation. To obtain a unique solution,
the Un must merely be independent; to obtain a numerically stable solution, we should also ensure that
the bases have a high degree of independence, as measured by their projections on one another. Orthonormal bases Un, whose projections satisfy
< Um ~Un >= [

JD

U m v m d l ) = ~)mn = ~1, m = n, (114)

{.0, m ~ n ,

where ~mn is the Kronecker delta, are ideal, but such
bases are difficult to define for arbitrarily shaped
domains D. As an alternative, we first approximate
D by subdividing it into a finite set of canonical
s u b d o m a i n s or elements (e.g., line segments, triangles, rectangles, or tetrahedrons) D e, e = 1, 2, ..., E.
Taken together, the elements provide an approximation Z) to D, i.e., D ~ / ) _ Ue=IE De. It is convenient to
define a set of interpolatory p o l y n o m i a l bases u~ on
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/5 with the property Um(rn) = ~)mn, where rn, n - 1, 2,
. . . , N is a set of interpolation points on /). These
bases clearly have the property that
N
E Um(rj)un(rj) = Smn.
j=l

(115)

The similarity between (114) and (115) is clear, and
indeed it is found that interpolatory bases are generally highly independent and that calculations involving them are usually stable. Thus it is no accident
that interpolatory bases are at the foundation of most
numerical methods for solving (104).
Substituting the representation (113) for u into the
weak form (112) and choosing a set of testing functions {w - Wm, m - 1, 2, ..., N}, we obtain
N
< Wm,s

> Un =< W m , f > , m = 1,2, ...,N, (116)

n=l

which may be put into matrix form as
[Lmn][Wn]=[Fm],

(]17)

w h e r e L m n - < Wm, l~Un > a n d F m - < Wm, f > . Sol u t i o n of the linear system (116) or (117) yields the

column vector of unknowns, [Un], which in turn provides an approximation to u throughout D by (113).
This result may also be written as a symmetric product of column vectors as
U ~ U = [Wn]t[Un] = [un]t[Wn],

(118)

where "t" denotes transpose, i.e., [u~]t is the row vector formed by transposing the basis function column
vector [u~].
Once an approximate value for u is obtained, one
is often interested in determining a scalar physical parameter or figure of merit that depends linearly on
u, i.e., a linear functional of u, I[u]. For example,
I[u] might be the capacitance of a conducting structure with surface charge density u or I[u] might be a
vector component of the far field scattered by a conductor with surface current density u. Even the value
of u at a point r in the solution domain, u(r), is a linear functional, although it may become unbounded at
points where the field is singular. The Riesz representation theorem (Stakgold, 1967) guarantees that for
any b o u n d e d linear functional there exists a function
g such that the functional can be represented as the
symmetric product of u and g as
I[u] = - < u,g > ,

(119)

where the minus sign is introduced merely for
convenience. 1 Once an approximate solution ~ has
been obtained, functionals on u may be approximated as
N

I[u] ~ I [ ~ ] = - < ~ , g > =

-~[~Un<un,g>
n=]

= -[Wn]t [< Un,g >].

(120)
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The procedure outlined above constitutes the
MoM approach (Harrington, 1993) for solving the
linear operator equation (104). The steps employed
in the approach may be summarised as follows:
9 Subdivide the problem domain/9 into E subdomains or elements /ge, approximating/9 as / ) =

when the sets of underlying approximating functions
are identical. Hence the variational and moment approaches yield the same approximate solution ~. To
see this, we require the notion of an a d j o i n t o p e r a t o r .
The operator s adjoint to s is defined as the operator
for which
>=< s

< w,s

E
e
Ue=l/9 9

9 Choose a set of interpolating or other appropriate
basis functions {Un} defined on/9 and approximate u
in terms of a set of unknown coefficients Un as
U ~ U = E Wnun = [Wn] t[un].
n

9 Choose a set of weighting or testing functions
{Win }. When the basis functions {Urn} are also chosen as testing functions, the approach is known as
Galerkin's method.

9 Substitute the approximation ~ into (104) and
test the resulting equation with the Wm to enforce
the equality in a weighted average sense. Since testing amounts to forming a symmetric product or projecting the equality onto the set of testing functions.
Hence the method of moments is also called the
m e t h o d o f p r o j e c t i o n s . If s is a differential or integrodifferential operator, integration by parts is often used
to transfer differentiation onto the testing function,
thereby reducing differentiability requirements on the
bases Un. Boundary terms resulting from integration
by parts often can be eliminated or evaluated using
boundary conditions of the problem.
9 Solve the resulting matrix system
[< Wm, C.Un >][Un] = [< Wm,f>]

for the unknown coefficients Un. In principle, the system may be solved using any classical direct or iterative solution method; in practice, properties of the
matrix < Wm, s
> may determine which of these or
other special purpose approaches should be used for
efficiency.
9 Use (119) to approximate u or to determine desired figures of merit according to
I[u] ~ I[~] = - < ~, g >
N
- - ~ Un < un,g >
n=l
= - [ U n ] t [< Un,g>].

The Variational Approach and the Moment Method

A linear operator equation may also be formulated as
a v a r i a t i o n a l problem, and an approximating linear
system of equations can be obtained via the RayleighRitz procedure. When the variational approach is formulated in the most general way, it is found to be
equivalent to the moment method in the sense that
both approaches yield the same system of equations

(122)

for arbitrary u and w. For most practical problems of
interest the adjoint operator exists and is unique, as we
assume in the following. It often happens that s - s
in which case the operator is said to be s e l f - a d j o i n t .
For differential operators, for example, the adjoint
is usually found by integration by parts; for integral
operators, the adjoint operator is an integral operator with the same kernel as the original integral equation, but with the dependence on the observation and
source point variables reversed. For a matrix operator,
the adjoint is the transpose of the original matrix.
The variational formulation begins by considering
some linear functional that we wish to compute, say
I[u] - - < u, g > as in (119). The function g appearing
in the functional is used to define an auxiliary a d j o i n t
problem,

(123)

s

Note that in the adjoint problem, g plays the role of
the source or forcing function of the problem having
w as its solution. While w may not always have a
clear physical significance, it plays an important role
in deriving the desired variational property. Although
we may have no direct interest in the adjoint problem, we see that the solution to the adjoint problem
at least provides an alternative way to represent the
functional (119) since
I[u] - - < u , g > - - < u , s
- - < s

>

> = - < f,w > ,

(124)

where (104), (122) and (123) are used. In electromagnetics, this dual representation of the functional
is usually a consequence of the r e c i p r o c i t y (Harrington, 1961) between sources and fields.
A generalisation of the functional I[u] is the socalled bivariational functional given by
I[~, if.,] =< s

(121)

u >

> - < ~,g > - < f,/~ > ,

(125)

which is easily seen to reduce to I[u] when ~ - u and
//~ - w. In Eq. (125) we regard the two functions ~ and
~, as approximate or trial s o l u t i o n s to the original and
adjoint problems, respectively. If we define the error
in u and w as
6u - ~ - u,

6w = ff~- w,

(126)

respectively, then, using (122), (123) and the linearity
properties of the symmetric products, Eq. (125) can
also be written as
I[~,/~] - - < u , g > +< s

>.

(127)
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In this form, it is not only clear that I[~, ~] reduces
to I[u] when ~ = u and 12, = w, but also since the last
symmetric product in (127) involves the product of
two first-order error terms, the error in the functional
is seen to be of second order in 8u and 8w. That is,
the functional is stationary for variations 8u and 8w
in ~ and a, about u and w, respectively. This is the key
feature of I[u, w] in (125) that makes it a variational
quantity.
In the so-called Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, u and w
are both approximated in terms of basis function sets
{Un} and {win}, respectively, as

(128)

u=EWnun
n
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possibly more accurate. Thus the approximations of
u and w are substituted into (125), which we now
write as
I[h, gv] =< s
-< h,g>.
(133)
In this form, it is easily seen that, in view of (131),
the quantity represented by the first term on the righthand side of (133) vanishes:
< L;~-/,a,>

=EWm[~ngn<l~Un'Wm>-<f'Wm>m

=0.

(134)

Hence for ~ and ~ satisfying (131) and (132), we
have
I[h, ~1 = - < h,g > = - ~ U,, < Un,g

>

9

(135)

n

and

(129)

lSv=E Wmwm,
m

where the bases are chosen to yield good approximations t o u and w. Substituting (128) and (129) into
(125) yields

I[u, 15v]=EE WmWn < ~Un, Wm >
m n
- E W e < Un,g> --EWm < f, Wm > . (130)
n

m

A pair of linear equation systems for determining the
coefficients Un and Wn are then obtained by requiring
that the first-order variations of I[~, 12,] with respect
to the coefficients Un and Wm vanish, that is, by enforcing the stationary property of approximations to
u and w. Thus we require that (130) be invariant with
respect to first-order variations in the pth coefficients,
Up and Wp, by setting/3I[~, s
= 8I[~, s
=
O. On replacing the dummy index p by m in the resulting equations, we obtain again the moment method
equations (116) for determining Uu,

E Un < Wm,~Un > = < Wm,f>

, m-

1,2, ...,N

(131)

n

and a second set of moment equations for determining
Wm,

E Wm < ~Un, Wm > - < Un,g >

, n = 1,2, ...,N.

(132)

m

We also see that Eq. (132) for determining the adjoint
solution may also be obtained by applying the moment method directly to the adjoint problem (123)
with the roles of basis and testing functions interchanged.
Assuming that the moment equations (131) and
(132) can be solved to obtain the coefficients Un and
Wm for approximating u and w, we return to the
initial problem of evaluating the desired functional.
Apparently, we now have a choice of substituting our
solutions into either I[u] or I[u,w]. Although more
work is required since both u and w are needed, we try
the latter since we know it to be stationary and hence

We now see that the same result could have been obtained merely by substituting u ~ ~ into I[u] directly;
i.e., I[~] = I[~, ~] if ~ and/~ satisfy the moment equations. Since ~ can be determined from the moment
equations (131) independent of ~, and, as seen, I[~]
yields the same stationary value as I[~, ~], solving the
adjoint problem becomes superfluous. Furthermore,
we note that the moment equations (131) for determining ~ are independent of g and hence of the linear
functional we wish to compute. Thus any bounded
linear functional I[u] we compute using u ~ ~ from the
moment equations is automatically stationary. Since
the moment formulation is more direct than the variational procedure, we can always choose to use the
moment approach, taking comfort in the knowledge
that any bounded linear functional computed from its
solution is automatically stationary.
Here we emphasise that the variational property
of the moment method in its general form depends
on use of the bivariational functional (125). For
self-adjoint problems, for example, and with g = f,
the adjoint problem becomes identical to the original
problem, s
and the bilinear functional reduces
to I[~] =< s ~ > - 2 < f, ~ >. If one begins with this
latter functional, however, the moment equations obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure produce only
Galerkin's method, and may lead one to the erroneous
conclusion that the general moment equations are not
variational.
Although we have shown that the discretised adjoint and original problems are relatively independent,
we point out one connection between them evident
from Eq. (127). Since the error in I[~,~] is clearly
reduced by making both 8u and 8w small, we see
that the accuracy of functional evaluations can be improved by choosing the testing functions Wm SO as to
provide good approximations to the solution w of the
adjoint problem.
In the following sections, formulations for a number of scattering problems of interest in two and three
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dimensions are presented. Initially, only perfect conducting scatterers are treated, but the discrete approximations to the operators developed are used later in
more general scattering problems.

w

and where D m = Ipm - P'I. The normal to segment m
at the observation point, 191m, may be computed as the
cross product of ~ and the unit segment tangent vector
at the observation point, ~m:
~m

Conducting Cylinders: MFIE, TM
Polarisation

An alternative to the EFIE formulation discussed in
~2 for TM illumination of a conducting cylinder may
be used if the curve C describing the cylinder cross
section is closed. Let fi and ~.- ~ x fi be unit vectors
normal and tangent to C, respectively. If the cylinder
is replaced by its induced current J - Jzz, then, by the
equivalence principle, the total magnetic field, consisting of the incident field H inc and the scattered field
H sc radiated by the induced current, must vanish just
inside C,

f.-(H sc+H inc) =0,

pelimC,

(136)

01"8

f- <V x A) = H}nC(p), p e C,
/1

(137)

where l-/inc f H inc is the tangential component of
H inc and the simplification e. (fi x J) = (e x fi).J = - i .J
has been used. Also making use of (39) and e. (~ X
V G ) = (~ x i) . V G - fi. V G = a~
a G, we finally obtain the
magnetic field integral equation for TM polarisation,
Jz(p) [
aG(p, p')
inc
2 +j Jz(p')
de' = H~I (p), p ~ C, (138)
c
On
where the normal derivative of the two-dimensional
Green's function appearing in the integral may be
written in several equivalent forms:
-k Hi2) (kD)
onG(P, p, ) = fi.VG(p, p') = fi-fi-~-k
T (2)(kD),
= 4-7 cos 0/-/1
with D - Ip- p'l, fi - VD = ~

(139)

and cos0 - fi.fi.

To discretise (138), we employ a piecewise linear
model of C as in Fig. 2 except that C must now be
a closed curve. 2 To model the current, the pulse approximation of Eqs. (45) and (46) is used. Also we
use point matching to enforce the equation by setting
p _pm on both sides of (138), where pm= P7 + p ~ / 2
is the midpoint of element m. This leads to the matrix
equation

[~mn][[In]]= [/inc
t-m ],

(140)

where

~mnm{!-~IcnIlm'(pm-Pt)Dm

m=n (141)

1-11(2)(kDm)dC' , m #n,

m
m
P2 --Pl
]pm
m
2 Pl ]~

= ~m

tim

XZ.

(142)

Note that to ensure the segment normal is in the outward direction, it is necessary that the local geometry
nodes be numbered such that one proceeds counterclockwise around C in going from Plm to pm2 on element m. The integral in (141) may be parameterised
using (52) and (53) and numerically integrated using
the Gauss-Legendre quadrature scheme of Table 3.
The right-hand side excitation vector in (140) has
elements
elements
( 143 )

i inc ~.m Hinc (Pm),
m =

which for plane wave excitation may be represented
in a form similar to (58)-(60), yielding

where p 1"C indicates that C is approached from the interior. Employing (37) and rearranging (136) leads to
Jz(p)
2

=

[inc]
-m I = ~E0 [~.(~m x l~inc

)e-jkliinc.pm].

(144)

The far fields may be determined from (61) and the
discussion that follows. Numerical results comparing
the MFIE and EFIE solutions for currents induced by
TM scattering from a conducting square cylinder are
in Fig. 7.

w

Conducting Cylinders: CFIE, TM
Polarisation

For conducting bodies enclosing a domain D = ~ or
S with boundary ~)D = S or C in two or three dimensions, respectively, the electric field integral equation
enforces the condition that the electric field vanish on
the boundary,
Etan (J) + Finc
~tan = 0,

p E a/).

(145)

The magnetic field integral equation, on the other
hand, enforces the condition that the tangential
magnetic field vanish on the surface just inside the
boundary,
fixH(J)+fixHinc=0,

p~ limaD.
pl"~D

(146)

In (145) and (146), E(J) and H(J) represent the scattered electric and magnetic fields radiated by the
equivalent surface current J. It is found that solutions
of these two formulations are not unique at all frequencies. To examine the question of uniqueness, we
note that solutions of (145) or (146) are not unique if
there exist nontrivial solutions Jh to the corresponding homogeneous (excitation-free) equations,
Etan(Jh) = 0,

p e OD

(147)
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or

fixH(Jh)=0,

p 9 limaD,
pTOD

(148)

respectively.
At such frequencies, a multiple of the current distribution Jh from (147) or (148), respectively, may be
added to any solution J of (145) or (146) and the result will also satisfy (145) or (146); i.e., the solution
is not unique.
Since the field in (147) is determined from potential
quantities relating Jh to E, the resulting field satisfies
both Maxwell's equations and the boundary condition implied by the integral equation. That is, the field
radiated by Jh satisfies
VxVxE-k2E-0,
p9
fixE=0, p 9 lim8D,
(149)
pT~D
but these are just the conditions for determining the
interior resonant frequencies k - k i - 0 ) i ~ of a conducting cavity with ~)D as its boundary. It is well
known that such cavity resonances exist in both the
two- and three-dimensional cases; in the former case,
the frequencies may alternatively be interpreted as
the cutoff frequencies of the various modes that the
waveguide with boundary ~ D - C can support. Furthermore, the homogeneous solutions Jh are just the
wall currents associated with the corresponding cavity or cutoff waveguide modes. For the TM polarisation to be considered in this section, these frequencies
are the waveguide cutoff frequencies for the TM
modes of the waveguide with closed boundary ~D - C.
The existence of these frequencies is well known, and
hence we conclude that the EFIE for the TM polarisation does not have unique solutions at frequencies
corresponding to the cutoff frequencies for the TM
modes of the waveguide with boundary ~D = C.
By similar arguments, we conclude that the magnetic fields radiated by solutions Jh of the excitation-free
magnetic field integral equation (148) must satisfy
VxVxH-k2H=0,
fixH=0,

p9
p 9 limaD.
(150)
ptaD
Exchanging the symbol H for E, we find the above
equation is identical to (149), and hence the same
argument for the existence of homogeneous solutions follows. For the TM polarisation, however,
the magnetic field in (150) is transverse to the cylinder axis and when E is substituted for H, the resulting equation now involves transverse electric fields.
Hence, in contrast to the EFIE, the MFIE equation in
the TM polarisation has resonant frequencies corresponding to the transverse electric (TE) modes rather
than the TM modes.
For the discretised form of the integral equations
at a resonant frequency k - ki, the condition that a
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homogeneous solution exists implies that the determinant of the system matrix approximating the integral
equation should vanish:

det[Zmn]]k=ki O, det[Pmn]lk=k~ O.
=

=

(151)

Due to approximations made, in practice the system
determinant does not vanish identically, but does have
sharp minima at frequencies near the true resonant
frequencies. As these approximate resonant frequencies are approached, the solution often becomes illconditioned; i.e., it becomes unstable and contains
a large error component arising from contributions
of the homogeneous solution Jh. In principle, one
could monitor the system determinant to avoid these
frequencies. However, the magnitude of the determinant not only depends strongly on the scaling of matrix elements, but it also varies over an extremely wide
dynamic range. For this reason, other quantities are
more conveniently monitored instead. For example,
the spectral condition number of a matrix [Amn], defined as
]XmaxI
cond [Am,,]- ]Xmin['

(152)

where Xmax and Xmin are the maximum and minimum
magnitudes of the eigenvalues of [Amn], respectively,
has better numerical characteristics and is often monitored to indicate potential problems near resonant
frequencies. If the condition number cond[Amn] of
the matrix is much larger than unity, or equivalently,
if the reciprocal condition number 1/(cond [Amn]) is
small compared to unity, then ill-conditioning may be
expected. While the spectral condition number can be
expensive to compute, it is often reliably estimated by
many linear equation-solving algorithms. Figure 16
shows the spectral condition number vs frequency for
a circular cylinder.
The alternating positions of the maxima of the
EFIE and MFIE condition numbers illustrate the
fact that the EFIE resonances occur at the cutoff
Figure 16 Spectral condition number for a circular cylinder vs
circumference in wavelengths for EFIE, MFIE and CFIE, TM
illumination.
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frequencies of the TM modes, while those of the MFIE
occur at the cutoff frequencies of the TE modes. At
high frequencies, as Fig. 16 shows, the density of resonant frequencies increases so that it becomes increasingly difficult to avoid these internal resonances. Thus
one would prefer a formulation that would work
well at all frequencies. Such a formulation is provided by the combined field integral equation (CFIE)
(Mautz and Harrington, 1978), obtained by forming the following linear combination of (145) and
(146):
~inc
Etan(J) czfi x H(J) = "~tan + 0~lelx H inc,
q
p ~ lim ~D.

pl"~D

(153)

The intrinsic impedance q is introduced to normalise
the fields so that the quantities added have like dimensions and similar magnitudes. The parameter 0c is a
dimensionless constant that may be chosen to balance emphases on contributions from the EFIE or the
MFIE.
As with the EFIE and MFIE, the uniqueness characteristics of CFIE solutions are deduced by examination of the homogeneous form of the equation,

Etan(Jh) + aft x H(Jh) = O,
q

p ~ lim ~D,
p~D

(154)

where the right-hand side of (153) has been set to 0.
We first assume that solutions are not unique, i.e., that
there exist nontrivial currents, Jh ~ 0, satisfying (154).
Multiplying (154) by its complex conjugate and integrating over ~)D, we then obtain

L)D

Eta~](Jh) +](X]2 ~Itan(Jh)~
xH*(Jh)-(-fi)dD] =0,
1

dD+2~ Re I~DE(Jh)

pe lim ~)D,
p~o

(155)

is
where ~ is assumed to be chosen such that
real. The term in square brackets is proportional
to the net power radiated by the current Jh into the
region D bounded by ~)D. It must be positive if
the region is lossy and vanish otherwise. This result implies that the first integral in (155) must vanish and hence that Etan(Jh) = Htan(Jh) = 0 on 8D-,
the limit as ~)D is approached from the interior, but
since Etan is continuous across an electric surface current, it is also zero on ~)D+, the limit as ~)D is approached from the exterior. Thus the region outside
~)D has a vanishing electric field on its boundary and
is source-free. By the uniqueness theorem for exterior problems (Harrington, 1961), the magnetic field
exterior to D must then vanish also. Hence Jh vanishes since Jh = fi • (HIbD+- H[~3/3-) = 0, but Jh was
initially assumed nonvanishing, and the resulting contradiction proves the uniqueness of solutions of (153).

The discretised form of the CFIE for the TM polarisation is obtained by forming the linear combination
(153) specialised to this polarisation. If a piecewise
constant current representation and point matching
is chosen in a moment solution of (153), the corresponding linear combination of the EFIE and MFIE
system matrices for the TM polarisation arises, resulting in the system equation

[-~+Or

[In]= [-~+OdimnC] ,

(156)

where the corresponding matrices and column vectors
are defined in (49 ), (50 ), ( 141 ) and ( 144 ).
As Fig. 16 shows, this combination eliminates
ill-conditioning problems inherent in the original formulations. Once (156) is solved for the current coefficients, other quantities, e.g., the far fields given in
Eqs. (61)-(67), may be determined from them.
In principle, the parameter 0c need only be chosen
such that ~ is real, or a r g 0 c - - a r g q . As might be
expected due to the normalisation of the impedance
operator by the intrinsic impedance, values of
with magnitudes near unity generally result in wellconditioned systems, although it is found in practice
that quite a wide range of values of 0c near unity may
also be used.

w

Conducting Cylinders: EFIE, TE
Polarisation

In ~2, we considered the EFIE formulation for scattering by a conducting cylinder with a TM polarised field
incident normal to the cylinder axis. Here we consider the corresponding TE case; that is, the incident
and scattered magnetic fields have only a z component. The fields as well as the induced current are also
independent of the z coordinate in this case, but the
surface current is directed in the x-y plane, tangential
to the contour C representing the cylinder cross section. From (9), (10), (12) and (16), the scattered electric field can be represented in terms of the induced
currents as
Esc - -jo0A- VO,

(157)

where the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials are
A=/alcJ(P')G(p'P')dC'

(158)

and

1 I

~ = -j-~e C

V'.J(p')G(p,p')dC',

(159)

respectively, and the two-dimensional Green's function is
1 _ (2)

G(p,p') = --z.Ho (kD).

(160)
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An integro-differential equation for the induced
current is obtained by requiring the total tangential
electric field to vanish on the cylinder:
[jc0A+ VCI)]tan = Finc
"-'tan(P),

C.

p E

(161)

A weak form of the equation is obtained by testing
it with a vector-valued weighting function Wm(p) defined on and tangent to the cylinder. Using the identity ~7. (Wm~) - ~ 7 - Wm + ~7~- Wm and the divergence
theorem, the term involving the scalar potential may
be integrated by parts to obtain the weak form
jc0< win;A>

l:?inc
V'Wm,(I) > = < Wm;L,
tan > 9 (162)

-<

To eliminate the boundary terms arising from integration by parts in (162), it is assumed that the weighting
functions are continuous and vanish at any endpoints
of C. With ( 15 8) and (15 9), we may finally write the
weak form of the integro-differential equation as
j(o/~ < Wm; G,J > +

1

j0~e
= < wm;Einc > 9

< V ' W m , G, ~7'.j >

(163)

The contour cross section C may be approximated
by a piecewise linear approximation (~ = u e=lCe~
~
as
illustrated for the hemicylindrical geometry with attached fin in Fig. 17. The node location data are the
same as that of Table 1; the node connection data are
listed in Table 10, which not only includes the data
of Table 2, but also lists the degree of freedom indices
associated with each node as labelled in Fig. 17.
Note that the current in the integral equation is the
net sum of currents on both sides of the conductor surface (T. At an endpoint of (T, the charge flows continuously from one side of the conducting surface to the
other, reversing direction in the process. Hence the
net current vanishes at endpoints of {Tand, as the figure illustrates, no degrees of freedom are associated
with these points. On the other hand, at a junction
between conductor surfaces, such as at node 3 of the
figure, more than one degree of freedom must exist. In
general, if J surfaces meet, there are J surface currents
into the junction from the various branches. Since
Figure 17 Piecewise linear model of cross section of hemicylinder with fin. The segment and vertex numbering are the
same as in Fig. 2 but DoF labels (in boxes) are added.

2.0

;y

N
J(p) ~ ~ InAn(p),
where An is a vector-valued basis function,
An(p) = ~nAn(p),

Table 10
to Fig. 17

Listing of Element Connection Data Corresponding
Local nodes, element e
1

No.

DoF's

1

2

Global

Global

node no.

node no.

II

No.

index

DoF's

0

1

1
0

2

II

1

II

4

II

-1

2

-2

1

6

II

-3

0

II

II

+2, +4

II

+3

II

0

6
-4

1

-5

0

6
1

+1

5

3
1

II

4

4
II

index

3

3
1

II
2

2

1

1.0

(165)

with the unit vector Cn giving the direction and An giving the magnitude of the basis function. The support

5

•

(164)

n=]

7

/-/,nc
"'z
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there can be no line charge buildup at the junction, the
continuity equation requires that the surface current
densities into the junction sum to 0; that is, they must
satisfy Kirchhoff's current law. Thus Kirchhoff's law
provides a constraint condition on the J surface currents so that there are only J - 1 independent degrees
of freedom. For example, the junction at node 3 in
Fig. 17 is formed by three surfaces, but only two independent current degrees of freedom (labelled 2 and
4) exist. The data structure illustrated in Table 10
reflects both the element connections and the DoF labelling of Fig. 17. Note that the DoF index for a current whose reference direction is assumed to be out of
the associated segment has a positive index; the index
is negative if the reference direction is assumed into
the segment. The reference direction for each DoF
may be chosen either arbitrarily or by any convenient
scheme; for example, in Fig. 17 the positive reference
direction is assumed to be from lower to higher numbered elements.
Since the divergences appearing in (163) require
that the current be differentiable, we choose a piecewise linear representation and write

3

C:~D

Methods

II

+5

7
II

0
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of the basis function An is the pair of line segments
associated with DoF index n and sharing a common
node. The unit vector ~-n is assumed tangent to these
line segments and directed along the positive reference direction, i.e., towards the common node on
the element with positive DoF index and away from
the node on the element with negative DoF index.
An -IAnl is the scalar linear interpolation or triangle
function associated with the node with DoF n. A single basis function is associated with each node that is
not an endpoint or a junction of C, and J - 1 bases are
associated with a junction having J arms. The support of a junction basis may be any pair of elements
attached to the junction so long as no bases have precisely the same pair of elements as their support. In
the model of Fig. 17, it is assumed that all bases defined at the junction share the lowest numbered element (C2 in the figure) as one arm of their support,
while one of the J - 1 remaining junction arms is assigned as the second arm of their support. The magnitudes of the two basis functions spanning the junction
arms of Fig. 17 are illustrated in Fig. 18.
With the Galerkin approach, the testing functions
are chosen as Wm = Am. Substituting this choice and
the piecewise linear representation (164) into (163)
yields the matrix system

(166)

[Zmn][In]=[Vm],

similar to the matrix assembly process associated with
the wave equation (~3), but with one important difference: In the wave equation, only the interactions
between local bases sharing an element are needed
and the resulting matrix is sparse; for the integrodifferential equation (163), the Green's function serves
to propagate interactions between local bases on one
element to all other elements. In general then, all pairs
of elements interact, and the resulting system matrix
is not sparse, but instead is said to be full.
The bases whose supports overlap on a common
element e may be written in terms of the locally defined index scheme as
An(p) = GieAi(P),
e
pE Ce,
(171)
where the basis associated with node i ( - 1, 2) of element e has DoF index n. The factor 6 e is a sign accounting for the reference direction associated with
the node and is defined as
oe = f

1, ith node reference direction out of element e,
L-1, ith node reference direction into element e.

(172)
Note that the reference direction for each of the local
bases A e is always assumed to be out of node i of
element e.
Thus the element matrix corresponding to (167) is
defined as

where the system impedance matrix is
1

[Zmn] jm[Lmn] + -~ [Smn],

y ] =J oeo;

(167)

=

defined in terms of an inductance matrix,
[Lmn] =/a [< Am; G(p,p'),An >],

(168)

(173)

with each matrix element representing the interaction
between the ith basis of element e and the jth basis
of element f. The associated element inductance and
elastance matrices are

and an elastance matrix,
[Smn] = ~-1[< V'Am, G(p,p'),V"An >] .

oe4 [4],
+-V-

[L~f] : ]./[,ICeIcf A~'(p)" Aff(p/) G(p, I}I)dc !de

(174)

[s~Jf]- ![IE CeIcf ~7"A~(p,G(p'pI,~''A~(p',dCIdC

, (175)

(169)
and

The excitation column vector in (166) is
Vm = [< Am;U inc > ].

(170)

The system matrix (167) can be most efficiently assembled by evaluating contributions to the matrix arising from interactions between local restrictions of the
global bases to a single pair of elements. The process is

respectively. The element excitation column vector
corresponding to (170) is given by

loeXceAeEincdC1

(176)

Evaluation of Element Matrices
18 Bases wrapping around cross section of a junction
of surfaces and their mapping onto a parent element.
Figure

A4.,., 6
- 2

C3

---

Aa~...,~1
~ ~ =
~21

I

To evaluate the element matrices, we first note that
the locally indexed bases are simply linear interpolation functions that may be expressed in terms of local
normalised coordinates as
Ae = {~i
^e~i, i= 1,2,
(177)

where ~ - ~e/ee, ~ - - 1 ~ Pl - pe2 is the vector between segment nodes and #e _ leVI- leVIis the segment
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length. Since the basis function is linear, its surface
divergence is constant and given by
(178)

1
Vs" A e = ~a--7"

k in parentheses denotes the operation of evaluating
at the kth sampling point. In both instances, the interval must be reparameterised to 0 _ ~ <_ 1 with the
singularity at ~ - 0. Thus the inner integral becomes

Thus the element inductance matrix is given by
[L:5 ] = t-1 [~e 9ej
"af~l//j
ef ,

1-t0 (kW)~ d~tl
(179)

+

get,k)Jl H~

('80,

,,

,

-- 2 2

(181)

(182)

= 8=1

The evaluation of all the element matrices therefore
reduces to the problem of evaluating the potential integrals (180). For e g f, the Gauss-Legendre rule may
be applied successively to evaluate each integral in
(180). Sampling points and corresponding weights for
one-, two- and four-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature
rules for this purpose are listed in Table 3.
For e = f, the potential becomes

I]lijee(~Oe)2IiIiS~2)
= 4j
~i
(kW) ~j'd~'ld~l ,

(183)

e

t

e

t

(184)

The Gauss-Legendre rules may be used to evaluate
the outer integral in (183). However, the inner integral is singular at D - 0 because, for small arguments,

o (kD)~l-l-~

In--+7

,

(185)

where 7 = 0.5772... is Euler's constant, and D vanishes when ~1 - ~ (i.e., when observation and source
points become equal) in (183). Gauss-Legendre
quadrature cannot be used effectively in such cases.
However, the singularity in the inner integral is easily
handled via the quadrature scheme developed by Ma
et al. (1996) that exactly evaluates ~ f(~")d~" when
f(~") is a finite linear combination of powers of ~"
and products of powers of ~" and In ~". To apply the
scheme, however, for each sample point of the outer
integral of(183), the interval of integration of the inner integral must be decomposed into two parts, the
first from p~ to the sample point ~k)_ l _ ~ k ) and the
second from the sample point t o pe2" The superscript

,

~7 =

,

2,

(187)

j = 2,

in the first in-

j=l,

(188)

j=2

does so in the second.
To evaluate the excitation element vector (176),
consider a plane wave incident from an angle (~incwith
respect to the x axis, and which we write as
E inc = E0

e-jk[~inc'f),

(189)

where E0 - E0(z x ~inc) and
IIinc = --:KCOS~inc _ ~ sin (~inc.

(190)

The global excitation vector is thus
[Vm]= [ < Am;Einc > ] = E0" [Am(-llinc)] ,

(191)

fiim(k) = IcAm(p)e jk~p dC

(192)

where

with
101(<~1 - gl) + 1%(<~2 - g2) I.

2

parameterises ~ in terms of ~7 - 1 - ~
tegral of (186), while

Turning to the evaluation of S. f, Eq. (175), we use
(178) and recall that ~1 +~2 - ~ ] + ~ = 1 to obtain

EI41kf.

j=l,

2+~1,

t (2

and

D=

(186)

el,,

I <e<
' : Ii o
~// - ~

sJ - E~ge69f

(kwk)~jd~l

_e~(k) --Pi ~1, i= 1,2, and
where D/k = ]~{~ ]k)+P2C.a2

where ~ 5 is the potential integral

=
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is the Fourier transform of the global basis function.
Thus the corresponding element excitation vector is
Ae Fin c
- e " inc
[~i < *~i;~
>] = c s i E 0 " [ A i ( - k
)],

(193)

where

A~(~:)

=

Ae(p)e jkk'p dC

i Ce

^

(194)

is the Fourier transform of the ith local basis on element e. Elements of the column vector may be evaluated either analytically or by using Gauss-Legendre
quadrature, and then assembled into the system transform vector. Factoring the incident field amplitude
from the system excitation matrix as in (191) enables
us to use the Fourier transform algorithm both in the
construction of the excitation vector and in the computation of far fields, as shown below.
Evaluation of Far Fields

The scattered far electric field at a radius p and angle
0 from the x axis has only a 4) component and, using
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(27), (29) and (164), is given by

N
jcon e-J(kP+g/4) ~.~
In (z x I~)" I An eJkO'P' dC '

ES~c _

V/8~P

--

n=l

where p 1"C indicates that C is approached from the interior. Employing (37) and rearranging (196)leads to

Ja(p)
T + - . ( V~•

C

jo~tJ e-J(kP+~/4)(~x~)) 9 [f~n(~)]t[In],
V/8~p

inc(p), p~C,

/./

(195)

where the superscript t denotes transpose and I~ =
cos(~ + ~ sin(~. Note that the far field computation
makes use of the transform of the bases (192).

(197)

where ~~Z
H inc is the tangential magnetic field and fi x f =
has been used. Making use of (39) and ~. (f' x VG) =
~ G, we finally ob(~ x tt^' ). VG = -fi'. VG = fi'. V'G = 8E
tain the MFIE for TE polarisation,

Je(9)
I_c Je(p') ~G(p,
2
On' 9') de' = -Hzinc (p)' p ~ C, (198)

Numerical Results

Figure 19 shows the current distribution on a square
cylinder illuminated by a TE plane wave. Each side
of the cylinder is of width 2a, and the current distribution is plotted vs (normalised) arc length ,a beginning at the centre of the illuminated side. Note that
as the frequency increases, the current on the cylinder oscillates about the physical optics approximation: 2fi x H inc on the illuminated side and zero on
the shadow side of the cylinder. For the computations, the cylinder cross section was subdivided into
40 subdomains. Also shown in the figure for comparison are results from the MFIE approach to be considered in the following section.

where the normal derivative of the two-dimensional
Green's function with respect to the source point may
be written in various equivalent forms
~) G(p,D')= fi, .V'G(p,p')= fi, . u,, ~k H(2)
/3n,
1 (kD)

k

. (2)

= 4--~cOS0p/-/1 (kD),

(199)

with D = ] p - p'], fi = VD = O__~, and cos0' = fi' .ft.
We approximate the curve C by means of N
straight line segments, Cn, as illustrated in Fig. 2, but
here (7 must be closed. Since there are no derivatives
on the current in (198), we may employ a pulse representation
N

w

Conducting Cylinders" MFIE, TE
Polarisation

As in the TM case, a TE form of the MFIE may be
used as an alternative to the EFIE if the curve C describing the cylinder cross section is closed. With unit
vectors fi and ~ defined as in ~5, and with the cylinder
replaced by its induced current J -Jef, the sum of the
incident field Hznc and the scattered field Hz c radiated
by the induced current must vanish just inside C,
/_/inc) = 0,
(Hzc +--z

Figure 19

D ~ Otc
l i m C,

(196)

Current distribution on a square cylinder illuminated

by TE plane wave.
3.0

EFIE, ka=l
o MFIE,ka=l
-- -- EFIE, ka=5
9 MFIE,ka=5

H inc
I
z

2.5
I,~

2.0
Current
Density, 1.5

2a

Je(p) ~ ~ InHn(p),

(200)

n=l

where the unit pulse function Hn is defined in (46).
Point matching may be used to enforce the equation by setting p = pm on both sides of (198), where
Om --= (PT + [)2m)/2 is the midpoint of element m. With
(198)-(200), this leads to the matrix equation

[~mnl[[In]] = [IimnC],
where
~mn =

{1
2

I'ln'(pm-Pt)Dm 1-11"
(2)(kDm)dC',

(201)

m=n
(202)
m Cn,

and where D m = Ipm - # 1 . The integral in (201) may be
parameterised using (52) and (53) and integrated using
the Gauss-Legendre quadrature scheme of Table 3.
The right-hand side excitation vector in (201) has
elements
im i --~Z
nrrincJ
c ~Pm,)"
(203)
=

Far Fields

IJ~/Hinc I

The vector potential in the far field is, from (27) and

1.0

(2oo),
0.5
A~

0.0

0

1

lu

n=]

2

g/a

N

e-J(kP+~)E In~n I Hn(p')eJkO'P'dc'

'

V/8~kp

[rnn(O/]tLlnl,

(204t
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where
I-In(p) = [

J Cn

Fln(p')e jk~}'p' dC'

= #nsinc~l/n

(205)

is the Fourier transform of the unit pulse function,
evaluated as in (65) and (66). From (29), the far electric field is

E, = -jeoA 0 = -jo}6 9A.

(206)

Numerical results comparing the MFIE and EFIE solutions for currents induced by TE scattering from a
conducting square cylinder are found in Fig. 19.

w

Inhomogeneous Cylinders: Electric Field Wave Equation, TE
Polarisation

With no magnetic currents present, the vector wave
equation (7) becomes
V x (/~r1. V x E) - k2er 9E = -jo}/~0Jv

(207)

in a volume 12, where k0 = { 0 ~ .
In the twodimensional TM polarisation problem of ~3, the
equation reduced to a scalar equation; for the TE polarisation considered in this section, the equation retains its vector character. Initially we deal with the
three-dimensional form of the equation and specialise
to two dimensions when appropriate. Furthermore,
we assume that 12 is a cavity with perfect conducting
walls satisfying the vector Dirichlet condition fix E = 0
on the boundary S of 12.
As in the scalar problem of ~3, the finite element
procedure for vector problems assumes that the solution domain is subdivided into a mesh of elements
such as triangles in two dimensions or tetrahedrons in
three dimensions. In modelling vector fields, however,
it is undesirable to interpolate the unknown fields at
the element vertices. There are two principal reasons
for this:
9 For ease in modelling, element boundaries
should be chosen to coincide with material boundaries. Hence, in general, adjacent elements sharing
a common mesh vertex may have different material
parameters, but boundary conditions and numerical
considerations require that tangential components of
E be continuous across element boundaries. To implement this condition at a vertex generally requires one
unknown per element interface. Since, on average, six
triangles (two dimensions) or 12 tetrahedrons (three
dimensions) intersect at a vertex, an excessive number
of degrees of freedom results.
9 By taking the divergence of (207) and applying
the continuity equation (5), one obtains Gauss's Law,
k2V.(eOer.E)=k2qv ,

841

which is thus automatically satisfied by solutions of
(207)--unless, as we see above, k0 = c 0 ~ 0. In
the latter case, we find directly from (207) that any
curl-free vector, i.e., a solution of the form E = - V ~ ,
that satisfies appropriate conditions on the boundary
of 12 is a source-free (homogeneous) solution of (207).
Since our interest is in solving (207) for k0 r the existence of such nonphysical solutions should not concern us. However, in a numerical solution, if the basis
functions chosen cannot exactly model curl-flee electric fields, then the eigenfrequencies of these homogeneous solutions are not confined precisely to k0 = 0,
but instead are perturbed to nonzero eigenfrequencies
k0, often within the frequency range of the problem of
interest. These so-called spurious resonances can result in the addition of strong homogeneous field error
contributions to the correct fields, severely affecting
a problem's solution. To eliminate these contributions, it is thus necessary to ensure that the basis functions chosen can model curl-free vector fields, i.e., that
they can model the null space of the curl operator.
This further requires that basis functions have continuous tangential components across element boundaries, since discontinuous tangential components are
equivalent to concentrated vortex sources along the
discontinuities.
The above considerations argue strongly for the
use of so-called curl-conforming bases with continuous tangential components at element edges. In fact,
we choose bases for which the unknowns are simply
the tangential component of the field at the midpoints
of edges of the mesh. In the following, we assume the
existence of curl-conforming bases, ~n(r), that have
continuous tangential components throughout 12. Before developing an expansion of the electric field in
terms of these bases, we use them first to test (207).
Assuming that m is an index for the degrees of freedom associated with edges of a mesh in 12, testing
(207) with ~m(r) leads to
< ~ m ; V x ( ~ r 1. V x E) >

- k2 <

=-j0~0 < ~m; Jv > 9

~.m;E.r" E >

(208)

The integral involved in the first symmetric product
in (208) may be integrated by parts using the identity
V. (A x B) = B. V x A - A. V x B and the divergence
theorem, and (1) may be used to obtain
< l'~m; V x (la,r 1. V x E) > = < V x l'~m; ~Lr 1. V X E >

-j{0/~0[ H.(llm xfi)dS,
Js

(209)

where S is the boundary of 12. The last integral vanishes if either fi x H = 0 (vector Neumann condition)
or fi x D-m = 0 on S. 3 Since we are assuming the vector
Dirichlet condition fix E = 0 on S and our intent is to
use the testing functions llm as basis functions representing E, we require the tangential components of
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vanish on S, thus eliminating the last integral
in (209). Note that the vector Dirichlet condition is
explicitly enforced through the choice of basis functions; hence, it is an essential boundary condition.
Because the degree of freedom associated with basis
functions at boundary edges must vanish, we discard
these bases by assuming that the index m runs over
only the N interior edges of the mesh. Combining the
above results, we obtain the weak form of the vector
wave equation,
l'~m tO

< VX~m;Ptrl-VxE>

-

=-jo311o < ~ m ; J F

k~ <

~m;~r'E>

>,

(210)

with m = 1, 2, ..., N.
Next we expand the electric field E in the same set
of curl-conforming bases ~n as used in testing the
wave equation,
N

E(r) ~ ~[~ Vn~n(r),

(211)

n=l

and substitute the result into (210), obtaining the matrix equation
[Ymn][Vn] = [Im],

(212)

Im = - < l ) - m ; J r > ,

(213)

Ymn = --1 Fmn +jo)Cmn,
1o3

(214)

where

with reciprocal inductance matrix
Fmn =

1

< V X ~ m ; ll, r l " v x ~ n >

(215)

110

and capacitance matrix
Cmn = eO < ~ m ; Er'l-~n > 9

(216)

We now simplify and specialise the problem in the
following ways:
9 We assume that the media filling the cavity is
isotropic and can be modelled as piecewise homogeneous (i.e., medium parameters are assumed constant
within each element).
9 We specialise the formulation from three to two
dimensions. Thus the region of interest changes from
with boundary S to the cross section S bounded by
the curve C.
With these specialisations, the global reciprocal inductance and capacitance matrices (215) and (216)
become, respectively,
Fmn=

1

< V x ~ m ; 1 1 r 1 V x ~-~n >

(217)

110

and
Cmn = ~-0 < ~-,m; er~).,n > ,

(218)

where the integration implied by the symmetric product is now over the cavity cross section S bounded
by C. We assume that C and S lie in the x - y plane
and that there is no variation of the fields with respect to z. The problem further decomposes into two
independent polarisations: a TM part, with Ez as the
only (scalar)unknown, and which we treated in ~3,
and a TE part, with the transverse field E as the unknown, and which is the case of interest here. Hence
we assume that the electric field E and current source
Jv are entirely transverse (TE) to the z axis.
Next we assume that the cross section S is subdivided into a mesh of E triangular elements S e, e =
1,2, ...,E, as in the meshing scheme of Fig. 9. The
cavity field is represented in terms of the bases by
(211), where N is the number of interior edges of the
triangular mesh and Vn is a tangential component of E
at the midpoint of an interior edge with global DoF index n. The degree of freedom indices associated with
the mesh of Fig. 9 are illustrated in Fig. 20. In the latter figure, the vertex indices are the same as in Fig. 9,
but have been removed for clarity. Table 11 gives a
partial listing of the data structure needed to implement the mapping implied by Figs. 9 and 20 between
local and global degree of freedom indices associated
with interior edges. Note that the local index of an
edge in a triangular element is assumed to be the same
as that of its opposite vertex.
A positive reference direction must also be chosen
for the component of E along each edge. For convenience, we assume that the reference direction for the
ith local basis function is always in the direction of the
corresponding edge vector r i.e., directed in a counterclockwise direction along the triangle's boundary,
but to ensure continuity of tangential components at
an edge common to two triangles, the corresponding
global reference direction must be reversed for one
of the two triangles that share a degree of freedom.
Hence we relate the local basis to the global basis on
element S e a s
l-~n(p ) = (~i~-~e(p),

p E S e,

(219)

where (5e incorporates the sign accounting for the reference choice and is defined by
reference direction for edge i,
e

(5i =

-1,

element e, is parallel to ei,
reference direction for edge i,
element e is antiparallel to ei.

(220)

Note that this sign is incorporated into the index that
maps local to global indices in Table 11. The global
reference direction for an edge may be chosen arbitrarily or for convenience. As in Table 11, a common
scheme is to choose it in the direction of increasing
global indices of an edge's bounding vertices.
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Figure 20 Edge degree of freedom indices corresponding to
mesh of Fig. 9.
..................

. .....
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Development of Basis Functions

To construct basis functions on an element, we note
that an interpolatory basis appearing in (222) and
(223) should satisfy the following conditions:

~

9 To model the curl to lowest order, I7 x 1~e must be
a constant vector; hence g e must vary linearly within
an element.
9 De should have a tangential component along
edge i of element e, but a vanishing tangential component along the two remaining edges.

(
~176176176 ~"
oo, . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The second condition may be satisfied if we assume
that De has the form

--

~).e = f(pi)~i,
Table 11 Partial Listing of Element Connection Data Corresponding to Figs. 9 and 20

(225)

where (pi, ~i) are polar coordinates in the plane of the
element centred at vertex i and with associated unit
basis vectors (Pi, ~i). We note that if
f(pi) = Cpi,

(226)

where C is a constant, the first condition will also be
satisfied since
e_ld
V x ~-~i - Pi -~i [Pif(Pi)] Z = 2Cz.
(227)
Hence,
~)e = C p i $ i

= C(z x f)i)Pi = Cz x Pi,

(228)

where Pi is the vector from vertex i to the point (pi, ~)i)
in the element. Finally, we note that along local edge
i, the magnitude of the component of Pi normal to the
edge is the height of the triangle hi from edge i; hence
ae-

~xPi
hi

(229)

has a unit tangential component along edge i. Noting that Pi c a n be written in terms of normalised coordinates and element edge vectors as Pi = ~ i + 1 e i - 1 ~i-lei+l, we also have, using results from Table 8,
With our assumption that the medium parameters
e
are constant in element e (/ar - pe, er - Er),
we find that
element matrices corresponding to (214), (217) and
(218) are
e

e

CSi(~j e+jo)

--~ Fij

F~j = -1- < V x
/de

e e

e

~i CSj Cij ,

~e. Vx e >
i'
~-~j

~0.e = ZX (~i+1ei-1 --~i-lei+1)
= Qi

hi
(~i+1V~i- 1 -- ~i- 1V~i+ 1 ),

(230)

with curl given by

(221)

e 2^
~ ^
V x ~ i = ~7iZ= ~-7Z.

(222)

Using (230) and (231), we may now evaluate the element matrices.

(223)

Evaluation of Element Matrices

(231)

and
e =~_e

Cij

e

e

< ~-~i; ~-~j > ,

respectively. The element excitation vector corresponding to (213) is
I e = - o e < De;Jr > .

From (231), the element matrix [F~/] (222) is easily
evaluated as

(224)

In the next section, we develop local curl-conforming
basis functions Die defined on element e.

e
[Fij]

= ~

1

/~281

82

L8381 8382

8283

(232)

82
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Similarly, we evaluate C/j of (223) by noting that
Ciie = E-~2ilSe

Figure 21 Convergence of first five distinct T E e i g e n v a l u e s of
a square waveguide.

[~2+l]ei-1]2-2~i+1~i-1~,i-1"ei+1+~2_1]'i+l]2]dS
....

10

- Eel/2 [ 3 COt 0i +COt 0/+1 +COt 0i-1],

[Distinct Eigenvalues
&. . . . . . . .
l - - O - 1st
............ ~ ; ~
......... i ............... ]- ~ - 2nd
, /
"t, ....~
i
/...,i...3rd

(233)

12

1

. . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,~.:-

9 - 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

and that

e

~e I S e [~i-l~iei.ei+l-~i-l~i+llei[

Ci+l'i-1 = hi+lhi-1

2

+ ~i~i+l~.i- 1. ei - ~2 ei+l . ei-1] dS

0.1

z

= ee~'+l~-l ( ei'~+i -leil2 +~-l
4A e "ei-2ei+l "ei-1
Ee~'+l~_ 1
=~ ( c o t

0 i - c o t 0i+1 - c o t 0i_1),

12

(234)

evaluated with the aid of (88), (90)and (96). Hence
the element matrix [C//] is
"
Ee

[C/j] = ~

(cotO1[R1]+cotO2[R2]+cotO3[R3]),

(235)

where

34

[R1] =

I

[R2] =

-~2~O1

~02

~2~3

-~3r

030z

r

-0201

3#2

-0203

~3r

--~3~2

~o2

,

(236)

,

(237)
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Conducting Bodies" EFIE, 3D

In ~2 and ~7, we considered scattering by a conducting cylinder illuminated by TM and TE polarised
incident fields, respectively. Here we treat the corresponding three-dimensional problem using the electric field integral equation (EFIE) (Rao et al., 1982).
The scatterer is assumed to be a perfectly conducting
body of arbitrary shape with boundary 6' and illuminated by an incident field E inc. If 6" is an open surface,
then it also has a boundary (2. For open surfaces, the
induced surface current density J is assumed to be a
sum of current densities on opposite sides of the surface. Furthermore, following the discussion of ~ 7, the
normal component of the total current must vanish at
(7. Expressed in terms of potentials, (9)-(14), the scattered electric field is
Esc = -jmA- V~,

(239)

where the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials are
[R3]

=

~2691

692

-~3~Ol

--~302

-~2~3 9

(238)

A=p I s J(r')G(r,r')dS'

3r 2

(240)

and
Numerical Results

Without means to incorporate radiation conditions,
we cannot yet solve TE scattering problems. Nevertheless we can easily illustrate the methods of this
section by determining the eigenfrequencies for which
there exist source-free solutions for a closed TE conducting cylinder. Thus, following the approach leading to (103), we determine the TE eigenfrequencies of
an air-filled square waveguide. These eigenfrequencies are given by 0)~q = [ _ ~ ] 2 (p2 + q2) where co is the
speed of light in air, a is the dimension of a side and
p, q = 0,1, 2, ... with p and q not both zero. The error
in the first five distinct eigenvalues is plotted versus the
number of subdivisions per side in Fig. 21.

1 I V'-J(r')G(r,r')dS',

(241)

respectively, and the three-dimensional Green's function is

e-jkR
G(r, r') - 4~R'

(242)

where R = Ir-r'l. The electric field integro-differential
equation for the induced current is obtained by requiring that the total tangential electric field, ESC+E inc,
vanish on the conductor surface[jmA + V~]tan = Eta
incn(r), r ~ S.

(243)

The corresponding weak form of the equation is obtained by testing it with a vector-valued weighting
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function Am(r) defined on and tangent to S. Using
the identity V. (Am(I:)) = (I:)V. Am + V ~ . Am and the
divergence theorem, the term involving the scalar potential is integrated by parts to obtain the weak form
jm <Am;A> - <V. Am, ~ > = < A m ; ~ tl~inc
a n >, r ~ S. (244)

The boundary terms arising from integration by parts
in (244) vanish because the components of weighting
functions normal to C are assumed to vanish. This
assumption is consistent with our intention to use
the testing functions as basis functions that interpolate the normal components of total surface current
at triangle edges; these components vanish at surface
boundaries. With (240) and (241), we thus write the
integro-differential equation as
1

lt0e

r ~ S.

(245)

We approximate the conductor surface S by a
mesh of planar triangles, with the eth triangle denoted
S e. The resulting approximate surface S is continuous and forms a piecewise linear approximation to
the surface S ~ S = u E
e=l S e "
Since (245) requires the divergence of the current,
we choose divergence-conforming bases An to represent the current, i.e., bases with continuous normal
components across element boundaries. Otherwise
nonphysical line charges will appear at the element
boundaries. In fact, we choose the degrees of freedom for the current to be the normal component of
current at the midpoint of each nonboundary edge of
the mesh. Thus the surface current representation is
given by
N
J(r) ~ ~ InAn(r),
n=l

(246)

where In represents the component of current normal to an edge. The support of each basis is the pair
of triangles sharing the edge at which its interpolation point is defined. Since the component of current normal to boundary edges vanishes, we simply
do not associate basis functions with such edges. On
the other hand, where two or more conducting surfaces intersect, at least three triangles share a common edge along the intersection. To prevent a line
charge buildup at the edge, these surface current densities must satisfy Kirchhoff's current law; hence if
J surfaces intersect, there can only be J - 1 degrees
of freedom. The situation simply generalises to three
dimensions the discussion of ~7, and the basis overlapping scheme described there is directly adapted to
this case.
Substituting (246) into (245), we obtain the matrix
system
[Zmn][ln] = [Vm],

where the system impedance matrix is
1
[Zmn] = jm[Lmn] + -~ [Smn],

(248)

with inductance and elastance matrices
[Lmn] =P [< Am; G(r, rt);An >]

(249)

1 [< V.Am G(r,r'),V'.An >],
[Smn] = -~

(250)

and

respectively. The excitation column vector is defined
as

(251)

Vm - [ < Am;E inc > ].
Construction of Bases

jcop < Am; G,J > + - ~ < V. Am, G, V'-J >
= < Am;E inc > ,

345

(247)

We express the global basis An, associated with DoF
index n, in terms of a local basis AT, the ith edge of
element S e, as
An(r) = (~ieAie (r),

r E S e,

(252)

where ~e determines the global reference direction for
surface current crossing the ith edge of S e, generalising to triangles the definition (172) of ~7. For the
local bases, A e, the positive reference direction is always assumed to be out of the element.
Divergence-conforming bases must have continuous normal components across element boundaries
so that nonphysical line charges do not appear there.
The additional requirement that the bases be interpolatory at element edges thus imposes the following
conditions on their construction:
9 To model surface charge to lowest order, V. A e
must be constant; hence A e must vary linearly within
an element.
9 A e should have a normal component along edge
i of element e, but a vanishing normal component
along the two remaining edges.
Note that these requirements are essentially dual to
those used in constructing curl-conforming bases in
~9. In fact, the required local bases in a triangle
are easily constructed as the cross product of local
curl-conforming bases and the triangle's unit normal
vector
Ae(r) = D,e(r)xfi= (~i+1ei-1-~i-lei+1)
hi

,

(253)

with divergence
2
V. A/(r) = ~/.

(254)

The definitions of the edge vectors and heights appearing in these equations are given in Table 8.
The data structures of Tables 5 and 11 are readily
adapted to this problem. Since the problem is three-
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dimensional, an extra column is needed in Table 5 to
hold the z coordinates of the nodes. The element connection data of Table 11 remain the same, except that
the sign on the DoF indices now refers to the reference
direction for the normal component of current at an
edge, with a positive or negative sign implying a reference direction out of or into the triangle, respectively.
Evaluation of Element Matrices

The element matrix accounts for all interactions between those bases whose support includes a given pair
of interacting triangles. Thus the element impedance
matrix associated with the global impedance matrix
(248) is defined as

[ Tf] = J o of[, Tf ] +

o>f

1,

(255)

where each matrix element represents the interaction
between the ith basis of element e and the jth basis
of element f. The element inductance and elastance
matrices are given by

[LTf] :*'[Iseffs,Ae(r)'A;(r')G(r,r')ds'd's

The evaluation of element matrices thus reduces
to the problem of evaluating the scalar potential
integrals (260). For e 4f, the Gaussian quadrature
rules of Table 9 may be used to evaluate both the
inner pair of integrals over the source triangle and
the outer pair of integrals over the observation triangle. Since triangles must be electrically small for
good accuracymtypically no larger than an eighth of
a wavelength on a side--the potential is slowly varying over a triangle and hence a one-point rule for the
outer surface integral is often both efficient and sufficiently accurate. The quadrature order needed for
good accuracy in evaluating the inner integral generally depends on the relative distance between source
and observation points. If an observation point is
very close to the source triangle, however, it may be
necessary to appropriately adapt the scheme below
for the source point integration.
For e = f, the observation points are on the source
triangle and the potential integral (260) becomes

e-jkR
~i 4nR ~d~'ld~t2d~ld~2
K
~(k)r(k)
= 4(Ae)2 ~ Wk%
i lj ,

(256)

(263)

k=l

and
V. Ae(r)G(r, r ') V'. A~(r')dS'dS ,(257)
E.

S e sf

respectively. The element excitation column vector
associated with the corresponding global vector (251)
is given by

[ve]= [(~eIseAe .Einc dS].

(258)

Making use of (253), the element inductance matrix
is given by

/2

~'f-1 ef

[LTf] = h-~ [ee-1 "

where the Gaussian quadrature rules of Table 9 are
used to evaluate the outer pair of integrals over observation coordinates, and the remaining inner integral is
i~k)= Ii Ii -~ G (r(k)' r') ~ d ~ d~,

(264)

G(r (k) r')= e-/klr(k)-r'l
'
4nlr (k) --r'l

(265)

r(k) - r ~ k)+ re~
~ 2(k) + re~
3 3(k)9

(266)

with

and

ef

~]/i+1,j+1-l~e-1"ef+l~/i+1,j-1

ef
_ ~i+1
e . el-1 14/i-l,j+l
+ ~ei+1 "r

ef
~i-l,j-1]

(259)

where ~jf is the potential integral

ef
IlIi-~2Illl -~ e -jkR
~llij = 4AeA f
~i
o

o

4nR

(260)
and

R = [ r ~ l + r ~ 2 + r ~ 3 - r f ~ '1~ 1-r2~2
f ' -rf~'
3 3 1. (261)

The remaining integral, (264), contains a singularity
since R vanishes when observation and source points
coincide. Two separate approaches may be used to
treat this case, one a singularity subtraction method
and the other a singularity cancellation method. In
the subtraction approach, we note that the integrand
approaches ~i./(4nlr(k)- r'l) as r' approaches r (k). We
merely subtract this factor from the integrand of (264)
and add it back as a separate integral, yielding

i~k) I i I i -~'2e-jklr(k)-r'l-1
=

Turning to the evaluation of SJ,~Eq. (257), we use
(254) and recall that ~1 + ~2 + 8,3 = ~,~ + ~ + ~ = 1 to
obtain the element elastance matrix

4 11 E ~1k#"
e,
~hihJ
= #-1

(262)

p

,

4n]r(k) - r'] ~j d~ d~2
Ii Ii-~i
+

1
,
4nlr(k) - r'] g d~ d~2.

(267)

The integrand of the first integral in (267) is bounded
and may now be integrated by the rules of Table 9,
while the last integral can be integrated in closed form
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(Wilton et al., 1984). Although quite widely used and
simple to apply, this approach does have drawbacks.
Although the integrand of the first term of (267) is
bounded, there remain singularities in its derivatives
at the observation point, violating the underlying assumption of the Gaussian scheme that the integrand is
well modelled by a polynomial. Consequently, a highorder quadrature--at least the seven-point scheme of
Table 9 ~ i s required for only moderate accuracy; high
accuracy is often difficult to obtain. Fortunately, this
term is usually dominated by the analytically exact
contribution of the second integral, but one must take
care in evaluating expressions for the latter for very
narrow triangles or for observation points near the
edges. Finally, there also exist Green's functions for
which the asymptotic form of the singularity in the
integrand cannot be integrated in closed form.
The singularity cancellation method suffers none
of these deficiencies, although high accuracy may also
require many sampling points. In this method, we introduce a transformation of coordinates such that the
Jacobian of the transformation cancels the singularity.
Figure 22 shows a source triangle with an interior observation point at one of the Gaussian points of (263).
The sample point subdivides the triangle into subtriangles, one of which is shown opposite vertex
{z. The area coordinates within this subtriangle are
mapped into an intermediate triangle with unit vertex
coordinates and then to a unit square by the successive transformations
~,

~(k) ,,

,,

~+1 = ~ + ~ 1 +~2

~,
(/~) ,,
0{-1 = ~(z-1~1 + ~ '

(268)

Figure 22 Subtriangle mapped to intermediate triangle and
unit square.

to

and
=ql
!

!

~ = (1-q~)(1-q~),

(269)

for which we find that
'

=

2

=

'

'

'

(1-nl)dnldn2.

(270)

Note that the interior vertex of the original subtriangle, where the singularity in the integrand occurs,
is mapped onto the line rl~ - 1, where the vanishing
factor (1-rl~) in (270)cancels the singularity. The integral (264) may now be evaluated as a sum over the
transformed subtriangles,

I)k)=(z=l
~ ~({zk)I11i
0

G(r(k)'r')~5 (1-q~)drl~ dq~, (271)

where in each subtriangle integral,
e [g(x+11"11
[~(k) , + (1 - 1"11
']
r' = r~x~)rl~ + r(z+l
' )1"12

,]

e
+ r{~_
1 [ ~(k!1q ,I + (1-1"11, ) (1-1"12 )

(272)

and
~5 = ~Ik)q~ +8/,u+1(1 -rl~)rl~ +8/,u_1(1 -rl~)(1 -q~). (273)
In (273), we have used the Kronecker delta,

8ii

fl,
LO,

i=j,
i~j.

(274)

The double integral of (271) may be evaluated by
successively applying the one-dimensional GaussLegendre rules of Table 3 to each integral.
For the excitation element vector (251), consider a
plane wave incident from spherical coordinate angles
(0inc, ~)inc),
Einc = E0 e -jkf(inc'r

Coordinates
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,

(275)

where
fiinc = _~ COSqbinc sin 0 inc -- y sin qbinc sin 0 inc - z cos 0 inc (276)

point

and E0 is a complex constant vector with components
only along the spherical coordinate unit vectors ~inc
and ,inc The global system excitation vector is thus
o{-1

o{+1

[< Am;Einc > ]= E0" [/Ikm(--l~inc)]~

(a)

(277)

where
1]2

(278,

iiiiijiI

o~+1

iii@iiN
Gii~ii

.. ~-- ,1"

o~ - 1

(b)

#i!;ii~
or-{

N~{!i~~

~ql

(c)

is a vector-valued column vector of Fourier transforms of the bases. Thus the element excitation vector
corresponding to (258) is
[{~e<AT;Einc>] ={~eE0"[AT(-12inc,] ,

(279,
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where

Figure 23 Current (a) in x - z plane and (b) in the
c o n d u c t i n g sphere illuminated by a plane wave.

plane on

y-z

( 80'
2.3

is a column vector of Fourier transforms of the local
bases on element e. Elements of the column vector
may be evaluated either analytically (Lee and Mittra,
1983) or by numerical quadrature, and assembled
into the system transform column vector. Note that
factoring the incident field amplitude from the system excitation vector in (277) enables us to use the
Fourier transform algorithm both in the construction
of the excitation vector and in the computation of far
fields below.
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Evaluation of Far Fields

2.4

The scattered far electric field at a distance r and angle
(0, ~) is given by (17) and (20):

2.2
de

2

Hinc 1.8

jo~p
e_Jkr ({){)+~)'IS J(rp)ejk~'r'dSp" (281)
-4-~r

ESc -

1.6

~

i
...... i ........ i ......... i ....

1.4

Substituting in the approximation (246) for the surface current J yields
ESC=-Jt~

(00 + ~ ) "

~

InIs An(r')ejk~'r'dS'

1.2

4nr

(283)

and the superscript t denotes the transpose. Note that
we use the column vector of Fourier transforms of the
bases defined in (278), but with the transform variable
now as the observation angle rather than the incident
angle.

" "~" " "
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/ i
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of the MFIE, the surface S of the conducting scatterer
must be closed. The scattered magnetic field is related
to the induced surface current J via
HSc _ _1V x A,
P

(284)

where the magnetic vector potential is given by (240)
and (242). The total magnetic field must vanish just
inside the conductor surface:
fix H sc(J) + fix H inc = 0,

r ~ limS.
rTS

Figure 23 shows the current induced on a conducting
sphere illuminated by a linearly polarised plane wave
incident from 0 inc = 180 ~ The cut for J0 is taken in the
plane containing the incident electric field vector; that
for J, is in the plane containing the incident magnetic
field. Note that the mesh density at low frequencies
must be sufficient to adequately model the curvature
and surface area; at higher frequencies, it must also
provide sufficient sampling density per wavelength.
Also shown in the figure for comparison are results
from the MFIE approach of the following section.

Using (37) and (39), this becomes

w

where

An alternative to the electric field integral equation for
three-dimensional problems is the MFIE. In the case

I

O[deg.]
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......

1

(282)

where the unit vector in the observation direction is
= ~cosr sin 0 + ]~sin(~sin 0 + ~.cos0

! .......

0.8

n=l

-jO~lUe-jkr(o{)+~$).[f~n(~)]t[ln]

.......

J(r)
--~ + fi x I J(r') x VG(r, r')dS' = fix Hinc, r e
S

(285)

S, (286)

where G(r,r') is given by (242).
We may use the same triangular element representation and data structure for S as in ~ 10, except that
S must now be a closed surface. We also approximate J using (246), substitute it into (286) and test
the resulting equation with Am, yielding

[~mn][In] = [iinc],

~mn = ~

< Am;An > +

s s
9(An(r')x VG(r, r'))

(287)

(Am(r) x 1])

dS'dS.

(288)
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Elements of the excitation column vector in (287) are
given by
iinc
=< Am;fi x H inc >
m

(289)

Solving (287) yields the current coefficients, and
hence, from (246), the surface current density J.
Evaluation of Element Matrices

The element matrix corresponding to (288) is given
by
/o~o[ ,- A.e.A.e -~
2

e=f

-. ~.t,~..7 .- ,

~;f= (~e~fsefsf (Ae(r) x fi)

(290)

9(A{(r~)xVG(r,r~))dS'dS, eCf,
where the reference direction factors rse merely generalise to triangles the definition (172).
From (253), which relates divergence- and curlconforming bases on a surface, and the similarity of
the symmetric product in (290) to that of (223), one
easily verifies that the case e = f in (290) reduces to
(ye_e~e
~eif=

(291)

i ~ ~q
2ee
'

where C~j is given in (235) and following. We note
that in the double surface integral (290),
VG(r, r') = _(1 + kR)e-jkR~,,,
R2

(292)

and M - E x fi, respectively, where fi is the outward
unit surface normal. The total fields, i.e., the sum of
fields E inc, H inc incident from the exterior and the corresponding scattered electric and magnetic fields radiated by the equivalent currents, vanish in ~-. Hence,
in the exterior region field representation, the exterior medium parameters may be extended into the
interior without disturbing the fields. Similarly, a representation of the fields in ~ - is obtained by placing
currents - J and - M on S; since the incident field is
assumed incident from the exterior, its sources and
corresponding fields are not included in the interior
representation. The currents - J and - M radiate a null
field in ~+, and hence the interior medium parameters
may be extended to the exterior. With the extension
of medium parameters into the complementary null
field regions, the equivalent currents of both interior
and exterior representations reside finally in homogeneous media, and hence the homogeneous medium
Green's function (14) may be employed in potential
representations for the corresponding fields.
The null field conditions described above can be
written in terms of the incident fields and scattered
fields produced by the equivalent currents as (Mautz
and Harrington, 1979)
Esc(j,M) +Einc = 0,
H sc(J, M ) + H inc = 0,

e, inc

e
Hinc
=(Yi < A i ; f i •

>.

(293)

Both (290) and (293) may be evaluated by numerical
quadrature methods described in ~ 10. Since the geometry and current representations are the same as in
~10, we can evaluate the far field using (282).
Numerical results comparing the MFIE and EFIE
solutions for scattering by a conducting sphere are
presented in Fig. 23.

w

Dielectric Bodies: PMCHW Formulation, 3D

In this section, we consider a homogeneous dielectric
scatterer with closed boundary S. The region exterior
to S is denoted F+ and its interior is F-. The medium
parameters in F+ are/1 +, e+, respectively, and may
be complex-valued with negative imaginary parts for
lossy media. A triangular surface patch model of S
is assumed using the data structure described in ~ 10.
To represent the exterior region fields using the equivalence principle, the scatterer is replaced by equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents J = fix H

r ~ ~-,
r 6 F-,

(294)
(295)

r ~ V+,
r ~ •+,

(296)
(297)

and
ESC(-J, -M) - 0,
HSC(-J, -M) = 0,

where 1~- r_~Z. The element excitation column vector
corresponding to (289) is given by
Ii

349

or in equivalent weak forms using tangential vector
testing functions Am,
< Am;ESC(J,M) > + < Am;Einc > = 0, r 6 limS, (298)
rTS

< Am;HSC(J,M) > + < A m ; H inc > = 0, r 6 l i m S , (299)
rTS

and
< Am;ESC(-J,-M)

> = 0,

r ~ limS,

(300)

< Am;HSC(-J, -M)

> = 0,

r 6 limS.

(301)

rkS
rkS

Equations (294)-(301) implicitly assume potential
representations for the scattered fields employing the
medium parameters of the region complementary to
that for which the null field condition holds.
Any pair of equations formed as linearly independent combinations of (298)-(301) constitutes a possible formulation for a coupled system of integral
equations for the unknown surface currents J and M.
Not all formulations have unique solutions, however.
One choice that does is the PMCHW formulation,
named from the initials of the five researchers who,
in three separate articles, first applied it (Mautz and
Harrington, 1979). It is obtained by equating (298) to
(300) and (299)to (301), and is equivalent to requiring
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that both electric and magnetic fields be continuous across S. With this choice, we expand both the electric
and magnetic currents in the basis functions of ~ 1 O,

and
F=

s
_ ~ e-Jk+r[~n(~)]t[Vn],

N
J

M

= fi x

=

E

x

H

= ~_,

fi =

n=l
N
~_,

n=]

(302)

InAn(r),

[ gimnc]
L- m

- / l inc " (304)

Elements of the impedance submatrices in (304) are
defined as
1 +

Zmn+ = jo)L~mn+ ~ S m n ,

(305)

where
Lmn =

< Am; G +;An >,

(306)

S~ n = ~T
1 < V-Am, G+ , V. An >,

(307)

and the media Green's functions are

e-Jk+R
G+(r'r')- 4nR '

(312)

4nr

(303)

VnAn(r),

[[ z+n+zfnn] [--~nn--~mn]] [ In ]
[~3+n+ ~mn] [Y+n + Y+n]
Vn

p+

dS'

where

and substitute the result into the P M C H W equations,
using (37)-(42) to obtain the coupled system of equations (Umashankar et al., 1986)

+

M(r') e jk§

e -jk§

~

R=lr-r'l,

(308)

with k § and k- the wavenumbers of the exterior and
interior media, respectively. The corresponding element impedance matrices are given by (255), (256)
and ( 2 5 7 ) w i t h the Green's function G replaced by
G § or G-, as appropriate.
The admittance matrices in (304) are dual to the
impedance matrices, and are simply related to one another as

+
Zmn
Y~mn- (rl•

(309)

=

An(r) = [J An(r)eJk+~'r'dS,
s

Evaluation of Far Fields

(314)

is the Fourier transform of the vector basis functions.
Equation (314) can either be integrated numerically
or in closed form (Lee and Mittra, 1983). In terms of
the potentials, the far fields are given by (20) and (21).
Numerical Results

Figure 24 shows the two components of the total magnetic field on the surface of a dielectric sphere. The illumination is by a plane wave incident from 0 = 180~
the relative permittivity of the sphere is ~r = 6.0 and
its radius is a = 0.125~0, where X0 is the wavelength
in free space. The fields along the two cuts are in
good agreement with those of an analytical solution
for sphere scattering. The results are also compared
with those obtained from a hybrid approach using
Figure 24
sphere.

Total magnetic fields on the surface of a dielectric
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,,i

r'))dS'dS, (310)

for which the corresponding element matrices can be
evaluated by the methods of ~ 10, and where VG e is
the same as (292) with G replaced by G § or G-, as
appropriate.

(313)

is the radial unit vector in the observation direction
(0, ~)) in spherical coordinates, and

where 11§ and 1"1- are the intrinsic impedances of the
exterior and interior media, respectively.
The matrix elements 13~mnin (304) are given by

~ n = IS I8 Am(r)" (An(r')x VG•

~cos~)sin0 + 9sin~)sin0 + ~cos 0
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both integral and wave equations and which is discussed in ~ 14. The radar cross section of the sphere
is shown in Fig. 25.

w

Inhomogeneous Bodies- Electric Field Wave Equation, 3D

The finite element approach in three dimensions follows closely that of two dimensions for the TE polarisation (g9). We assume a volumetric region 12
with a closed, conducting boundary S forming a cavity. We also assume that 12 is subdivided into a number of tetrahedrons chosen to provide an approximation ~ to the region. That is, if the eth tetrahedron is 12e, then 12 ~ # _ Ue=IE12e. A tetrahedral
mesh is defined by the position vectors of the vertices of the tetrahedrons plus a description of the
connectivity between vertices to form tetrahedrons.
Each vertex of a tetrahedron has both a global index and local index i = 1,2, 3 or 4. Each face has
the same local index as its vertex opposite. As in
Fig. 26, local vertices are assumed numbered such
that the orientation induced for face 4 when its vertices are traversed in the order 1, 2, 3 produces, using
the right-hand rule, an outward normal to the face.
Figure 25

R a d a r c r o s s s e c t i o n of a d i e l e c t r i c s p h e r e .
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Figure 26

To label edges it is convenient to employ a doubleindexing scheme in which the index merely lists the
two vertices bounding the edge. Thus the edges of
the tetrahedron of Fig. 26 are locally indexed 12, 13,
14, 23, 24 and 34. As in g9, the unknowns are taken
as the tangential components of E at the edge midpoints, with a local reference direction assumed from
the lowest to the highest local vertex index, as shown
in the figure. The complete meshing data structure
thus comprises the following tables:
9 A table similar to Table 5 listing the coordinates
corresponding to each of the global indices.
9 A table similar to Table 6 giving the global vertex index corresponding to each of the four local vertices, and listing the number of degrees of freedom
and the global degree of freedom index for each of
the six edges of the tetrahedron in the order 12, 13,
14, 23, 24, 34.
If there is no degree of freedom associated with an
edge (e.g., it corresponds to an edge lying on the conducting boundary S where the tangential electric field
is zero), then the latter table lists both the number of
degrees of freedom and the index as zero. Otherwise,
a sign is included with the degree of freedom index
to indicate if the local reference direction is the same
as (positive sign) or opposite (negative sign) that of a
global reference direction chosen for the edge.
The initial development for obtaining the system
matrices is identical to that described in g9 and is
given by Eqs. (207)-(218), without the specialisation
to two dimensions. Modifications needed to accommodate a tetrahedral mesh and bases are given in the
following.
Volume Coordinates

................ i ........ i ............... // .........

-30

351

Local v e r t e x i n d i c e s a n d r e f e r e n c e d i r e c t i o n s for a

tetrahedron.

Similar to the use of normalised area coordinates on
triangles, we introduce a set of normalised volume
coordinates for parameterising integrals over tetrahedrons. Let the position vector r designate a point
within a tetrahedron.
As Fig. 27 shows, the point defines a subdivision
of the tetrahedron into four tetrahedral subvolumes.
If the volume of the subvolume opposite vertex i is Vi,
then normalised volume coordinates are defined as
~i =

Vi
-V-7' i= 1,2,3,4,

(315)

where V e is the volume of the original tetrahedral element e. The volumes of the subregions must sum to
V e, and hence the coordinates satisfy

4
3

~23

~1 +~2 +~3 +~4 = 1;

(316)

i.e., only three of the coordinates are independent.
Clearly,
~i = 0 at face i and is unity at vertex i
of the tetrahedron. Constant coordinate surfaces of
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Figure 27

Subdivisionof a tetrahedron into four tetrahedrons.

and hence an integral over a tetrahedral element may
be expressed in terms of an integral over a parent
element as

I v ef(r)d])=6ve Ii j0rl-~kiI-~/-~kf(r)d~id~jd~k,o

i~j ~k

K

6ve E wkf(r~P,~k) + r ~ 2(k) + r~P,~k) + r,~(4k)),
k=l

2

v,

a normalised coordinate are parallel to the face
representing its zero coordinate. This parameterisation defines a mapping from each tetrahedron onto a
standard parent tetrahedron. Since the coordinate ~i
varies linearly from zero at face i to unity at vertex i,
it is also a local linear interpolation function. Points
within a tetrahedron thus may be parameterised as a
linear interpolation of its vertex coordinates as

where the last line is a K-point rule for numerical integration over a tetrahedron. Sample points
and weighting coefficients for K = 1, 4 are given in
Table 13 (Hammer et al., 1956). Note that to obtain numerically exact results for such integrals, one
should choose quadrature schemes whose error order is higher than the highest order of the coordinate
products appearing in the integrand.
Basis Functions

An edge-based basis function associated with edge ij
of the eth tetrahedron is given by
~ = ~j

r = r~P,1+ r~8,2+ r~~3 + r,~~4,

(319)

(~v~j -

~jv~),

(3 2 o)

(317)
with curl given by

where r ei is the position vector of the ith vertex of element e.
Table 12 summarises the computation of an element tetrahedron's volume V e, edge vectors ei, height
vectors hi and coordinate gradients V~i. These quantities are also depicted in Fig. 26, and are used in evaluating elements matrices for tetrahedral elements.
The differential element of volume in volume coordinates is given by
dl; = .13r
~_T (3r3_~_2_~2x ~-3~3{}r)d~ld~2'd~ 3
= le14" (r
=

Table 12
ments

Xe34)l d~l d~2, d~3

6Ved~id~j,d~k, jed~id~jd~k, i#j#k,

,
(318)

;~ee,

(321 )

Equation (320) follows directly from (230) if the following geometrical identification is made. First we
note that a tetrahedron may be embedded in an infinite cylinder of triangular cross section such that faces
i and j of the tetrahedron lie in two sides of the cylinder. The edge formed by the intersection of faces i
and j lies along an edge of the cylinder, and edge ~j
connecting vertices i and j lies in the third side of the
cylinder. The right-hand side of (230) is a basis function defined on the cylinder cross section that may be
restricted to the tetrahedron and renormalised such
that its tangential component along edge r is unity.
This construction leads directly to (320).

Geometrical Quantities Defined on Tetrahedral Ele-

Edge vectors

eij=r~-re; ~,j = lCJ/I;
eij = ~ , i #j e {1,2, 3, 4}

Volume

V e

= le14(~64xl~34)l---

= -44~,

Coordinate gradients,
^
=

- ~,

Table 13 Sample Points and Weighting Coefficients for K-Point
Quadrature on Tetrahedrons

Sample points, (~k), ~{k)2 , ~{k)3 )
p(k)

~(kl= l_~,

~.(k)

-,,2

Weights, wk

~.(k)~

-~a

)

K=I, error O(P,2)

Ai = area of face i,
hi = height of vertex i

V~j

VI~ = 2r V~i x V~j = ~2eq e0 =

VP~I = t24xt~
6V e
,

(0.25000000,0.25000000,0.25000000 )
K=4, error 0(~ 3)
(0.58541020, 0.13819660, 0.13819660)

VP,2 = e~,•
6V e

,

(0.13819660, 0.58541020,

6V e

,

(0.13819660, O.13819660,

V~4 = --V~I--V~2 V~3

0.16666667

(0.13819660, 0.13819660, 0.13819660)

0.041666667

0.041666667
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radiation conditions applied at the termination.
When a bounded, inhomogeneous scatterer is embedded in an unbounded homogeneous region, a hybrid
~3/j~3~eFe
e e e
finite
element method/integral equation (FEM/IE)
Y~,k~a- j--~ ,7,k~a+/fO(~ij(Sk~aCij,k~a'
(322)
approach may be used to terminate the mesh. The
with element reciprocal inductance matrix
equivalence theorem (~ 1) can be used to formulate the
1
approach by setting up equivalent electric and mage
Fij,e k e _ Hope < V X l').ije ',V x l'~ke>
,
(323)
netic currents on a surface containing the inhomogeneity and separating the bounded and unbounded
and element capacitance matrix
regions. The equivalent currents may be used with
e
e
e. e
Cij, k ~ = EOEr < l~ij,~kS> .
(324)
potentials to represent the fields exterior to the inThe term c~, incorporates a sign accounting for the homogeneity, and serve to isolate the exterior and
reference direction associated with the edge ij and is interior regions. An integral equation involving the
equivalent currents is set up at the boundary between
defined as
the regions. The integral equation then couples the in1, referencedirection for edge ij,
terior and exterior regions by relating the equivalent
e
element e, is parallel to r
currents to boundary fields that appear in the wave
(SiJ = -1, referencedirection for edge ij, (325) equation describing the interior fields. The radiation
condition is thus implicitly enforced through the use
element e, is antiparallel to r
of Green's functions in the potential representations
The volume integrals implied by the symmetric prod- of the exterior fields.
ucts in (323) and (324) can be evaluated numerically
We assume that the inhomogeneous region is conusing the four-point formula of Table 13 or analytitained inside a bounded volume F with boundary S
cally as follows.
and unit outward normal ft. The region exterior to 12
is assumed to be free space.
Evaluation of Element Matrices
Inside 12, we combine (208) and (209) to obtain the
weak
form of the wave equation,
From (321) and (323), the elements of the matrix
e
[Fii, ke] are easily evaluated as
< ~TX~m;~rl'V•
-k 2< ~m;~r'E>

With bases now defined, the element matrices corresponding to (214), (217) and (218) are
9

F q,e k~a= r

e.ij" eke.

(326)

By repeated use of the identity
i

6veod~!7!8 !

Ve~?~733 ~84d v = ((X+~+V+~+3) !'

we may similarly evaluate
C~, k~a = Ee~ij~k~aI Ve (~iV~j

(327)

C~,ke as

~ ~jV~i

) e

(~k V ~ e - ~eV~k )dV

ee~jekeve

2------0~[( 1 + ~)ik)V~j. V ~ a - ( 1 + ~i8)V~j- V~k

=

-(1

+Sjk)V{i.V{e+(1 +~)je)V~i'V~k],

(328)

where 8ij is the Kronecker delta defined in (274).
The determination of interior eigenvalues of a
three-dimensional conducting cavity follows the same
procedure discussed in ~3 and ~9. In the following
section, we combine the wave equation of this section
with an integral equation on the boundary to obtain
a hybrid approach to scattering problems.

w

Inhomogeneous Bodies in Open
Regions: Hybrid FEM/IE, 3D

-jo~po[ ~m.(fixH)dS =-j~Po < D,m;Jv > .(329)

Js
Note the appearance of the tangential magnetic field
fi x H at the surface. In the hybrid formulation, this
field is not known a priori. Furthermore, we cannot
assume that fix ~-~m vanishes there since the electric
field does not and therefore, its basis functions tim
do not. An integral equation provides the missing information for relating the unknown electric and magnetic fields on S.
To represent the total fields in the region outside
S, we set up equivalent electric and magnetic surface
currents,

J=fixH,

M=Exfi,

(330)

where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields on
S, respectively. We obtain the required integral equation by recognising that the total fields inside F must
vanish. Thus, in particular, E = E sc + E inc - 0 just inside
S, where E inc is the incident field and E sc is the field
scattered by the inhomogeneity. Testing this equation
with tangential basis functions Am on S, we obtain a
weak form of the equality,
< Am; ESC(J, M) > + < Am;Einc >= 0, r 6 limS. (331)

The principal difficulty in applying the finite element
method to the wave equation in unbounded regions
is that the mesh must somehow be terminated and

rl"S

When E sc is expressed in terms of potential integrals using (9) and (12), Eq. (331) yields the desired
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integral equation. With the definitions (330), we wish
to solve the coupled pair of equations (329) and (331).
We now assume that F is approximated as a mesh
of tetrahedral elements Fe. The boundary S of the
mesh is the set of triangular faces of tetrahedrons
making up the boundary of F. A data structure for
representing the mesh combines that for triangular
meshes in ~9 with that for tetrahedral meshes in ~ 13.
Curl-conforming basis/testing functions l-~n(r) are
used to represent the electric field,
E= ~ Vns

(332)

n=l

in F and on S. As in ~13, ~ n has a unit tangential
component at the centre of the edge with DoF index
n of the mesh; the tangential component of E there is
Vn. However in contrast to the cavity problem of ~ 13,
E does not generally vanish on S. Nevertheless it is
convenient to partition the degrees of freedom Vn into
a list with the first N v unknowns Vnv all interior to F
and the remaining N s unknowns Vns on the boundary
S, so that we write the total field interior to F and on
S as
Ns

E= ~ VnVl~n(r)+ ~ VSnl~Nv+n(r),
n=l
n=l

r9

(333)

In view of (330) and (333), we thus have
Ns

Ns

M = ~[~ V 2 [ n N v + n ( r ) x fi] = E V2An(r), r 9 S, (334)
n=l
n=l

where the easily verified identity l~Nv+n x fi = An on S
has been used.
Finally, we express the equivalent electric current
in terms of divergence-conforming bases An defined
on the set of triangles (i.e., the boundary faces of the
tetrahedrons) comprising the boundary S of F as
Ns

J = ~[[ ISAn(r),

r 9 S.

(335)

n=l

=

1

- - < V X ~'~Nv+m;p-lv X l'~n >

(339)

+ jO) < ~"~Nv+m;E~-~n > ,

and
ymSS= -1- < V x ~-~Nv+m; H- 1 V x l'~Nv+n >

(340)

Equations (337)-(340) all give rise to element admittance matrices of the same form. Assuming constant
medium parameters within each element, these matrices are given by (322)-(324).
The impedance matrix [Zmn
ss ] in (336)represents
the electric field produced by the equivalent electric
surface current. Assuming the external medium is free
space, the impedance matrix is a full matrix with elements
ss
1
Zmn = jo)p0 < Am; G, Am > + - - -

16or

< V. ~m, G, An > , (341)

for which the corresponding element matrices are
given by (255)-(257) with p = p0 and r e0.
The matrix []3SmSn]is the same as that relating electric currents to magnetic fields and is given in ~11,
Eq. (288), as
~3mn= - ~ < Am;fi x An > +

s s

Am(r)"(An(r')

xVG(r, r')) dS'dS.

(342)

However, here we want the dual operator that relates
source magnetic currents to electric fields; these operators differ only by a sign, which accounts for the negative sign appearing with ]3SmSnin (336). The element
matrix corresponding to (342) is defined in (290).
Finally, we have
SS

Substituting (333), (334) and (335)into (329)and
(331), and assuming the source current Jv is zero in
for scattering problems, we thus obtain the partitioned matrix system

[01
SS
[Y S~n] [Ymn]

[0] [_ mn]
ss

(338)

+/co < D,Xv+m; d~Xv+n > 9

N

Nv

vs
1
Wmn = -- < V x ~'~m;p-lv X ~Nv+n >

[InS ]

--

[01

= - < fix Am; An >,

(343)

for which the associated element matrix,
7/i = _{yecy/e< fi • Ae;A[ >,

[01
[Vn

[Zmn]

7ran = -- < ~Nv+m; A n >

, (336)

[Vimnc]

which must be solved for the unknowns V~, Vs and
The admittance matrices in (336) arise from the
wave equation; they are sparse matrices whose elements, assuming an isotropic medium, are defined as
vv = -1- < V x ~~m ;P- 1V X ~~n > +jm< ~ m ; e ~ - ~ n > , (337)
Ymn
lto

(344)

may be evaluated either numerically or analytically
following the procedure used for (223). The excitation matrix [Vim
nc] is given by the right-hand side
of (251) and has the corresponding element matrix
(258).
As an alternative formulation, we can enforce the
condition that the magnetic field vanish just inside the
surface S containing the equivalent currents:
< Am;HSC(J,M) > + < Am;Hinc > = 0, r 9 limS. (345)
rTS
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Replacing (331 ) with (345 ) and (333 ) with
N~v
Ns
H = Z Inv ~n(r)+ E Ins l]Nv+n(r), r ~ ~ , s ,
n=l

(346)

n=l

respectively, and again carrying out the above procedure yields
s~

~S
Yr~n]
[0]
sS [ymSn
Y~nn]
S]

[o]

z~ ]

I''l I'~1
[Vn

[InS ]

To

=

[01

, (347)

t-m[/inc]l

with

iinc
m

= < Am; Hinc > .

(348)

There exist resonant frequencies for which these formulations do not have unique solutions (Pearson
et al., 1992), and a number of remedies for
this nonuniqueness problem have been proposed
(Silvester and Pelosi, 1994). The far fields are those
radiated by the equivalent currents J and M, and are
given by (311 )-( 314). Total magnetic fields computed
on the surface of a sphere by the hybrid method are
compared to those obtained from the integral equation formulation and analytical solution in Fig. 24.

w 15.

Extending the Methods

Composite Geometries

By employing them as basic building blocks, we
may extend the numerical techniques discussed so
far to more complex situations. To illustrate, consider a composite scatterer comprising a collection
of different homogeneous materials and conductors
(Medgyesi-Mitshang and Putnam, 1984). A key concept in setting up these problems is use of the equivalence principle to replace each bounded homogeneous
region by an unbounded homogeneous region with
equivalent sources on the original boundary. That is,
the (closed) boundary of a homogeneous material region is taken as the support for equivalent surface
currents J and M that, together with the independent sources in the region, reproduce the original
fields within the region and produce null fields outside. The homogeneous material parameters within
the region may thus be extended into the null field region without disturbing the original fields, and hence
potential integrals with homogeneous media Green's
functions may be used to represent fields in the region.
This field equivalence may be constructed for each
separate homogeneous region. The equivalent currents on opposite sides of the region boundaries are
simply negatives of one another wherever the original
tangential fields were continuous. Thus an unknown
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pair of equivalent electric and magnetic currents exists
at every material interface. Conductors, on the other
hand, are replaced by their surface equivalent electric currents, with separate electric currents on opposite sides for conductors at an interface between
different homogeneous media. For conductors lying entirely within a homogeneous region, the net
sum of these currents may be taken as the equivalent current. Coupled integral equations are obtained
for the equivalent surface current(s) at each boundary by (1) enforcing the continuity of tangential fields
across each material interface and (2) forcing the electric field to vanish on conductors. Inhomogeneous or
composite groups of piecewise homogeneous regions
may also be included in this scheme if one requires
that fields in such regions satisfy the vector wave
equation. The wave equation relates interior fields
throughout a volume to its boundary fields, which in
turn couples to an integral equation at the boundary
(Volakis et al., 1997, 1998). Other useful but less
straightforward representations for these composite
problems also exist (Glisson, 1984; Yeung, 1999), but
they are not described here.
Apertures

Planar Screens Apertures in planar ground screens
may be treated by slightly extending the methods of
earlier sections. Consider an aperture A located in
an infinite conducting ground plane at z = 0. The homogeneous half-spaces above and below the ground
plane may be filled with different materials. An incident magnetic field H inc, defined as the field that
would exist without the screen and with the upper
medium filling all space, is incident from above the
aperture. The tangential components of the unknown
aperture electric and magnetic fields are (E~t, HA). We
form an equivalent problem by first shorting the aperture and placing on the shorted conductor a magnetic current M - E• x ~ just above the ground screen
(z = 0 § as illustrated in Fig. 28a. A magnetic current
- M is placed just below the ground screen (z - 0-).
Note that the shorted ground screen isolates the
upper and lower half-spaces, ~+ and ~-, respectively.
The ~,cound plane also shorts the electric field in the
aperture, but the magnetic currents at z = 0 + and z = 0are chosen to restore the original electric field just
above and below the currents, respectively. For determining fields in the upper half-space, all quantities~
the upper magnetic current, the material media and
the sources of the incident fieldmare imaged in the
ground screen. This results in the equivalent system
shown in Fig. 28b whose sources reside in an unbounded homogeneous medium. Thus potentials employing homogeneous medium Green's functions can
be used to represent the fields in the upper half-space.
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Figure 28 Aperture (a) replaced by equivalent magnetic currents; images in ground plane form (b) upper half-space and (c)
lower half-space equivalences.
~, H inc

where An is defined as in ~ 10, Eqs. (349)-(355) can
be combined to yield the system matrix equation

[Y+n+Ymn][Vn]=[Im].

(356)

One readily determines the element matrices corresponding to system matrix (356) to be

M=EAxfi
rr

-M

yi:ef

(a)

f~•
~176177
= lo)• i G) t~ij + l~-_ii ,
9

e

(357)

where
/

H inc

2M
.a=a

e G • , A~ > ,
Cij• = ~• < Ai;

(358)

•
Fij

(359)

1
e
p• < V- Ai, G • V. A >.

-2M
\

The element excitation column vector is

Hinc

e

(b)

(c)

Similarly, imaging the lower half-space problem resuits in the equivalent system of Fig. 28c.
Although M is unknown, the use of equal but oppositely directed magnetic currents on opposing sides
of the screen guarantees that the electric field is continuous through the aperture; an integral equation for
M is obtained by weak enforcement of continuity of
the tangential magnetic field through the aperture,

(349)

< Am, H~ >=< Am, H~t > ,

where the tangential magnetic field in the aperture in
the upper half-space is
91._linc
H~t = -2[joF +(M)+ Vq~+(M)]tan +""tan,

(350)

and in the lower half-space is
(351)

H~t = 2[jo)F-(M)+ V~-(M)]tan.
The potentials in (350) and (351) are
F•

= e[ M(r')G•

',

T•

1 f A V.M(r,)G•
= -]-~-fi~

JA

(352)

'

(353)

and the Green's function is

e-Jk~R
(354)
4xR '
where k + and k- are wavenumbers in the original
upper and lower half-spaces, respectively. Note the
various factors of 2 arising from imaging (1) the magnetic current and (2) the magnetic incident field in
the ground plane. Also note the negative sign in the
relation between fields and potentials in (351) that
arises because - M is the source in the lower half-space
equivalence. If the aperture is triangulated and magnetic surface current is represented as
G•

r ') _

N

M(r)- ~ VnAn(r),
n=l

r~A,

(355)

oe

e Hinc

= -~- < Ai,

>.

(360)

In the special case of half-spaces with the same material parameters, the problem is the electromagnetic
dual of the problem of scattering by a planar conductor of cross section .4 embedded in the same medium
(Butler et al., 1970).
Nonplanar Screens If a conductor containing an
aperture is nonplanar, then imaging cannot be used
to replace the conductor; one must also model the
conductor numerically. One approach is to model the
entire conductor by the methods of ~10, the aperture
boundary becoming simply the conductor's boundary, but if the aperture is small so that the conductor is almost a closed cavity, field penetration into the
c a v i t y region may be weak. The low field levels result from near-cancellation of incident and scattered
fields, and the computation of the small differences
between these field quantities may result in partial or
complete loss of significant figures. This difficulty is
circumvented by using a modified form of the magnetic current formulation above. First, the aperture
,4 is replaced by a conducting surface so as to form a
closed conductor S. Separate equivalent electric surface currents J• are then placed on the exterior and
interior walls, respectively, of S, and, as in the planar screen caseabove, magnetic currents of opposite
signs are placed on opposite sides of A to reproduce
the original electric field in the aperture. These equivalent currents are determined by requiring continuity
of the tangential magnetic field across A and vanishing of the electric field on both sides of S. The weak
form of the resulting coupled system of equations is
< Am,H~t(J+,M +) > + < Am, H inc >
= < Am,Hjt(J-,M- ) > ,

r ~ A,

(361)

< Am, EA(M+,J +) > + < Am, Einc > = 0, r ~ S, (362)
< Am,EA(M-,J-) > - 0,

r ~ S.

(363)

In (361)-(363), the dependence of the fields on the
currents producing them is shown explicitly. The +
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superscripts on the magnetic field indicate that the
quantity is evaluated just exterior or interior to A,
respectively, and + superscripts on the current quantities indicate that the surface current M + = +M on
the exterior or interior of S is used, respectively. The
potential representations (9)-(16) play the role of operators relating current and field quantities.
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changes are effected in expressions there by merely
replacing the local two-dimensional node vectors pe
by three-dimensional vectors r ei . With these generalisations, the surface current density at a wire segment
cross section with axis at r is modelled a s
1

m

J(r)- 2=a(r) ~

InAn(r),

(364)

n - 1

Wires

Piecewise Linear Wire Segment Modelling Wire
scatterers may be treated using the electric field integral equation. We assume that a wire's radius is
small compared to the wavelength, and its length is
large compared to its radius. Under these conditions,
a number of further assumptions are justified:
9 The surface current has only a component parallel to the wire axis, and is invariant about the circumference of the wire. This implies that if r is a point
on the wire axis, the wire surface current at that cross
section is modelled as J ( r ) - I(r) ~, where I(r) is the
total current, a(r) is the cross-sectional radius, and
is the unit vector parallel to the wire axis at r.
9 Both the scattered and incident electric field components do not vary significantly about the wire circumference.
9 The surface area and hence the charge contained
on any wire ends or junction surfaces are negligible.
We loosely define a junction surface as wire surfaces
inside a spherical ball of radius no more than a few
wire radii and containing two or more intersecting
wires (possibly with dissimilar radii). From the continuity equation, neglecting charge accumulation at
wire junctions and end surfaces implies, respectively,
that (1) Kirchhoff's current law applies to total currents at junctions and that (2) the total current vanishes at wire ends.
The numerical modelling of wires via the EFIE under
these assumptions incorporates features of both the
three-dimensional EFIE and its two-dimensional TE
counterpart. We model the wire geometry as a piecewise linear approximation to a three-dimensional
curve representing the wire axis, with a (constant)
wire radius associated with each segment. The data
structure for the model segment coordinates is thus
identical to that of Table 1, except that a third column
is added to store the z coordinates of segment endpoints. The data structure of Table 10 may be used
to store the element, node connection, DoF and current reference data; an additional entry containing the
radius of the segment (element) completes the table.
Wire segments and currents are parameterised by generalising to three dimensions the nodal coordinates,
the edge vector definitions and the bases of ~7. The

where An is defined in (165), (171) and (177), and In
is the total current at the cross section of a segment
end node with degree of freedom index n. Wire-towire junctions are handled by overlapping bases at a
junction just as described for strip junctions in ~7.
Am as testSystem matrices are obtained by using 2=a(r)
ing functions and substituting (364) into (245). The
corresponding element matrices have the same form
as ( 173 ), (179) and (182), but with potential integrals
now given by

ef = 69%0fI i I i K(r,r')d~'ld~l ,
141ij

(365)

where, for e #f,
K(r, r') -

e-jkR
4~R

(366)

with
R2 = Ir~l + r ~ 2 - r ( ~ ] - r2~
f 'l2 2 +(ae) 2.

(367)

In the above, we have approximated R = I r - r ' l by
restricting r and r' to the axes of tube segments representing source and observation elements, thereby reducing the surface integration to an integration along
the wire axes; the correction term involving the radius
of the observation segment added in (367) improves
the accuracy of this potential calculation when source
and observation segments are close and the assumption of circumferential invariance of fields and currents
no longer strictly holds. The integrals in (365) may be
performed using Gauss-Legendre rules, Table 3.
For e = f, we have

1l~= e-jkRl d(~+~lC(~),
4~~

K(r, r')- ~-~

(368)

with

R= V/i.Qe(~l-~l, )]z +4(a[)2sin2 -~,
,
1

=

~/1 (~?e)2
+

~aaf

(~1 -~1)2.

(369)

The integration on q~in the first term of (368) can be
performed using Gauss-Legendre rules, as can its successive integration along the wire axis in (365). The
singularity originally at R = 0 in the integral has been
removed and added back in the second term (Wilton
and Butler, 1981), which is expressed in terms of/C(I]),
a complete elliptic integral of the first kind, defined as
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~c(13)

-

(Xe

do

V/]

_ ~2

(370)
sin2 0

Wire-to-Surface Junctions Special basis functions
must be used to attach wires to surfaces. Without
loss of generality, we assume that a wire is attached
to a surface at the vertex of a triangle(s). For the wire
model segment that attaches to the surface, a DoF exists at the attachment point to account for the current
from the surface into the wire. The same DoF index
also applies to the common vertex of the triangles surrounding the attachment point. Let one of these triangles be element e with the wire attached at its ith
vertex. Then a junction basis on element e has the
form

1[

]e

Ai(r),

AJ(r),

(372)

~ n = l (Xn

The elliptic integral has a logarithmic singularity at
13 = 1, i.e., when ~1- ~1. Hence the inner integral
in (365) on this term should be performed using the
quadrature rules of Table 4; Gauss-Legendre rules
may be used on the outer integral. In obtaining (368),
we observed that the field on the segment produced
by a circumferentially invariant basis is also circumferentially invariant, and hence the observation point
integral over the circumference becomes trivial. The
longitudinal integrals are performed using normalised
coordinates to parameterise points along the tube
axes of both the source and observation segments.

AJ(r) = ~// 1-(hi7/)i)2

~

(371)

where ~, hi and l~liare the triangle parameters defined
in Table 8, Pi is the vector to r from vertex i of the
triangle and A e is the usual surface basis function associated with edge i (opposite vertex i) of triangular
element e and defined in ~ 10. Several properties make
the basis function in (371) useful for modelling the
surface current associated with the wire junction:
9 Thetotal flux of current into the attachment vertex is unity.
9 The current density has the correct 1/If)i] dependence near the vertex.
9 The normal component of current vanishes along
the three edges of the triangle where DoFs for the
usual surface bases are defined.
pt It should be assumed that the wire surface current distributes itself uniformly on the surface at the
base of its attachment point; any angular nonuniformities in the surface current distribution near the
base of the junction are modelled by the usual surface
bases. The first of the above properties allows us to
assign to each triangle a fraction of the total current
entering the wire proportional to the triangle's vertex
interior angle at the attachment point. Thus, if the interior angle of vertex i of triangle n at the attachment
point is a n, the junction basis function on triangle e is

where the sum is over the angles of all the Nj triangles
attached to the junction. When used in the EFIE, we
also need the divergence of the basis function,
1
1
~7. AJ(r) = ~//V. Ae(r) - Ae.

(373)

In the magnetic vector potential, the junction basis
produces an integrand singularity at the junction vertex for every observation point; the integral may be
handled by the singularity analyses of ~ 10.
Point and Surface Loading, Thin Materials

Using coatings of special materials or placing lumped
loads at strategic points on conducting scatterers are
often used to control scattering characteristics. Also
the materials of some scatterers are composed of
thin, anisotropic dielectrics, or have surface roughness, corrugations or other surface modifications.
Point or lumped loads on conductors are easily
modelled using the EFIE. Suppose a point load with
terminal impedance ZL is connected between two elements sharing a node with global degree of freedom
index p. This is equivalent to placing a (dependent)
point voltage source Vp - -IpZL between elements at
the node, where Ip is the total current associated with
the DoE The equivalent voltage source adds a term
-ZLIp ~CpAp(r). fidC to the pth row of the excitation
vector, where C/, is the element's edge and the integral is the basis function's flux across the edge. When
taken to the left-hand side of the equation, the load
impedance and flux integral product is merely added
to the pth diagonal element of the system matrix. If
the coefficient I/, represents a surface density rather
than a total current quantity, then a multiplicative
edge length factor also appears.
Good conductors, even when very thin, can be
modelled as satisfying a surface impedance boundary
condition,
[ESC(j) + E inc]

tan

-

ZsJ,

(374)

where the left-hand side represents the total field.
This equation is simply a modified form of the EFIE in
which the net effect of expanding the current and testing the right-hand side is to add terms < Am;ZsAn >
to the EFIE system matrix.
Although most problems can, in principle, be modelled via the methods presented to this point, some
would require excessive computational resources or
become unnecessarily complex. A number of approximate boundary conditions have therefore been developed to reduce the complexity of such problems
(Richmond and Newman, 1976; Volakis et al., 1998).
Thin material sheets, conductor-backed dielectrics,
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corrugations and rough surfaces, for example, can often be modelled using the Leontovitch boundary condition (Senior and Volakis, 1995),

fixE=Zfix (fixH),

(375)

for which an efficient three-dimensional numerical
treatment is available (Bendali et al., 1999). Leontovitch boundary conditions are approximate relations between field quantities at a point. More
accurate, higher-order boundary conditions involve
not only the fields, but also their derivatives at a
point. Higher-order boundary conditions have been
used, for example, to model curvature in dielectrics
and coated conductors, multilayered materials and tapered dielectric-filled grooves (Hoppe and RahmatSamii, 1995; Senior and Volakis, 1995).

Green's Functions and Geometrical Symmetries

Layered Media Green's Functions The integral
equation approach becomes particularly powerful
when combined with Green's functions to represent
fields or potentials of point sources radiating in a complex medium. The principal advantage of the approach is that the required number of degrees of freedom can be much less than that of the wave equation and finite element approach (Newman, 1988).
One commonly appearing three-dimensional Green's
function is that for a layered medium. A mixed
potential formulation due to Michalski and Zheng
(1990) is particularly well suited for problems involving scatterers near, penetrating or immersed in a layered medium. The scatterer is replaced by a set of
boundary equivalent currents; the equivalence theorem then guarantees that the interior fields vanish,
and that the layered medium may be extended into the
region occupied by the scatterer so as to complete a
region of uniform layers. Fields radiated by the equivalent currents can then be calculated using the Green's
function for the layered medium. If the interior of
the scatterer is homogeneous, the interior fields may
be represented using equivalent currents and an integral equation can be used as in ~12. If, instead, the
scatterer interior is inhomogeneous, a finite element
formulation can be used as in ~14. The exterior region integral equation is formulated as in ~10, ~12
and ~14. The needed potential integrals generalise
the forms of (10)-(13), respectively, as (Michalski and
Zheng, 1990)

A-ID~;A(r,r').JD(r')dD',
F=ID Gf(r,r').MD(r')dD ',
O=ID qD(r')KO(r'r')dD' +ID ~.JD(r')Pz(r,r')dD',
~=ID mD(r')K'V(r'r')dD'+ ID ~. MD(r')Qz(r,r')dD', (376)

359

where GA, Gr are dyadic vector potentials and
KO),K~P, Pz, Qz are scalar partial potentials for a
medium with layer axis ~. These Green's potentials
are, in turn, expressed as spectral integrals over transmission line Green's functions representing the layers. Asymptotic spectral forms of the latter are simply
contributions of direct and first-bounce plane wave
reflections from adjacent layers, and their spectral integrals represent direct and quasi-static image point
source contributions, respectively, in the spatial domain (Michalski and Mosig, 1997). Explicit removal
of these terms from spectral representations significantly improves their convergence. Reinstating the removed terms in spatial domain form allows their contributions, which include singularities, to be treated
by the methods developed in earlier sections (Bunger
and Arendt, 1997).
Periodic Structures The Green's functions of the
previous section can also be adapted to treat periodic structures involving layered media. Periodic media Green's functions are doubly infinite series whose
terms are simply sampled values of the spectral integrands for nonperiodic layered media. The sampling
period in the spectral domain controls the periodicity
properties of the Green's function in the spatial domain. As in the nonperiodic case, asymptotic forms
of the spectral Green's function can be identified, but
they now comprise infinite arrays of point sources
representing direct and quasi-image contributions in
homogeneous media. The direct summation of contributions from these infinite arrays is slowly converging, but may be greatly accelerated by means of
the Ewald method (Jordan et al., 1986). By isolating the individual point sources that represent direct
and quasi-image contributions from the array, singular integrals may be treated by the methods discussed
for homogeneous media.
A rectangular waveguide with longitudinal inhomogeneities may be treated as a special case of a layered periodic structure obtained by alternately imaging the guide geometry in the waveguide walls (Harrington, 1961 ).
Reflection Symmetries Green's functions may usually be found only for regions whose boundaries have
certain symmetries. Conversely, problems with geometrical symmetries can be efficiently modelled using appropriate transformations of the background
medium Green's function. As a simple example, consider reflection symmetries. Unfortunately, vector
fields and sources do not have the familiar "even"
and "odd" reflection symmetries of scalar fields and
sources. The appropriate generalisation, however, is
obtained by considering images in perfect electric or
perfect magnetic ground planes (Harrington, 1961)
(PEC or PMC, respectively), assumed to be in the
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plane z = 0. We also assume the primary currents of
interest are in a homogeneous region z > 0 and the
image currents are in z < 0. Taking into account the
sign changes of the various image components associated with electric and magnetic currents and charge,
the Green's potentials, in the notation of (376), are
found to be
6;A(r, r ') = (ii + ~ + ii)pG(r, r')

~: ('~,~+~ - ii)pG(r,r' - 2z'~)
~F(r, r') = (~:~+ ~ + ~:~:)eG(r,r')
+ (:~:~+ ~ - ~)eG(r, r' - 2z'~)
K~(r,r ') = 1 [G(r,r')~G(r,r'-2z'~)], Pz(r,r')=O
KW(r,r,) = 1 [G(r,r'):t:G(r,r'-2z'~)] ,Qz(r,r')- 0, (377)
p
where G(r,r') is the homogeneous medium Green's
function. The upper sign in (377) applies to reflection in a PEC plane, the lower, to a PMC plane. The
form of symmetry used depends on whether a PEC or
PMC ground plane is actually present, or, if modelling
a body with a geometrical reflection symmetry plane,
what boundary conditions are satisfied by the total
fields on the symmetry plane with the body symmetrically illuminated. For objects having a symmetry
plane, the excitation must be decomposed into symmetrical components, each of which excites currents
with the same symmetries as those imaged in PEC or
PMC ground screens. Because almost half the surface currents (i.e., all those not touching or passing
through the ground plane) are related by symmetry,
the number of unknowns can be reduced by nearly
a factor of 2 for every plane of symmetry present in
a problem's geometry. The approach can be applied
successively for up to three orthogonal object symmetry planes (Tsai et al., 1974).

Bodies of Revolution

A body of revolution (BOR) is
an object with continuous rotational symmetry; i.e.,
it is formed by rotating a curve in the x-z plane-the so-called generating curve--about the z axis. If
the original curve is modelled by piecewise linear segments, a model made up of conical annular segments
results from the rotation. A point on the BOR surface
may be parameterised by its position along the generating curve and its rotation angle (~measured from the
x-z plane. A key feature of the BOR is that the fields
and equivalent currents are periodic in (~ and hence
can be expanded in Fourier series in ~). For example,
the electric surface current has the form
J-

~

E

m IIP,'aAn(r) IP'r

E

~

P

+n

n(r)

] eJP*,

(378)

p=-oo n=l

where An and Fin are triangle and pulse functions
modelling, respectively, current components parallel
to and perpendicular to the generating curve. The
quantity p is the distance from a point on the surface

of the BOR to its axis. Each Fourier angular harmonic
couples only to a like harmonic of the incident field.
Thus the associated EFIE, for example, reduces to the
system
[ mn

rz
L mn

]
]

L mn ]

[Znp'*]

L mn 1

= [V~' ]

[VnP,,] , (379)

which may be solved for the pth harmonic current
distribution independently of the other harmonics
(Govind et al., 1984). In practice, one obtains sufficient accuracy with approximately P ,~ kpmax harmonics, where [:)max is the largest value of p on the
BOR. For each of the P problems, current coefficients
associated with just the two orthogonal current components along the generating arc are determined, in
contrast to the usual approach in which current over
the entire scatterer surface must be found.
A related problem is one in which a body has Pfold rotational symmetry. A body is said to be a discrete body of revolution (DBOR) if it reproduces itself when rotated through a slice angle of ~ radians
or any multiple thereof. In this case, a generating slice
exists such that, when it is rotated through the slice
angle P times, it generates the entire geometry. The
generating slice may be subdivided into a triangular
mesh with N degrees of freedom per slice. If the degree of freedom index within a slice is n and the slice
index is k, the current is represented as the discrete
Fourier series
J= E E Inp
p=O n=l

Akn(r)d-~

,

(380)

k, k=O

where Akn is a basis function associated with the nth
DoF on the kth slice. The currents in (380) have been
decomposed via the discrete Fourier transform into
symmetrical components with harmonic index p such
that components at corresponding element locations
in adjacent slices differ only by a common progressive
92px

phase factor, d-v-. When the excitation is similarly
decomposed, it is found that only the Fourier components of like harmonics are coupled. The equivalent current may then be separately determined for
each harmonic, using as unknowns only the currents
within a single slice. As P ~ oo, the DBOR becomes
a BOR, and one may readily identify terms of (380)
that approach those of (378).
Higher-Order Modelling

Higher-Order Geometrical Modelling

Piecewise
linear models have been used to model all the problems considered up to this point. For problems involving curves or curved surfaces, higher-order models that include curvature can be applied to obtain
improved accuracy due to the improved geometrical
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fidelity. Models of almost any order are possible, but
quadratic curve and surface approximations (Champagne et al., 1992; Brown and Wilton, 1999) are
found to be relatively simple to apply and sufficiently
accurate for many purposes.
Higher-Order Field and Source Modelling Higherorder bases can be used to improve surface current and field representations in both integral and
differential equation formulations. Usually the required bases must be divergence- or curl-conforming,
respectively (Graglia et al., 1997). It is also desirable that they be defined on curved surfaces so
that they may be used in higher-order geometry
modelling schemes, and interpolatory so they yield
well-conditioned system matrices. In dealing with
higher-order bases it is important to maintain accuracy in the evaluation of element matrices; otherwise,
the potential for higher-order bases to reduce the error may not be realised.
Solvers and Fast Methods

For very large systems of equations, the matrix solution time can dominate the overall computation time.
For such problems, it may be necessary to give careful consideration to the solution procedure. So-called
"direct solvers", which use classical Gaussian elimination methods, are often used for solving the full matrices that arise from integral equation formulations,
but they become expensive to use for large problems.
One then turns to "iterative methods" in which an
updated solution column vector at a given stage is estimated from previous trial solution vectors and a residual errormthe difference between right- and left-hand
sides of the matrix equation when the most recent trial
solution is substituted for the unknown vector. The
methods terminate when the residual or other error
measure falls below a specified tolerance; the most recent trial vector is then taken as the approximate solution. The stabilised biconjugate gradient (BICGSTAB)
and generalised minimum residual (GMRES) algorithms (Gutknecht, 1993; Saad, 1996) are found to
be among the most effective iterative methods when
applied to the complex-valued, non-Hermitian matrices that typically arise in electromagnetic scattering
calculations.
The more iterations a method requires to reach
convergence, the poorer the method's efficiency, but
slow convergence is likely due to use of a poorly
conditioned equation set. To improve the convergence of iterative methods, one can look for a more
well-conditioned formulation or for a good preconditioner. The latter is equivalent to a matrix that, when
it multiplies both sides of the system equation, improves the conditioning of the resulting system (Saad,
1996). Good preconditioners~even if only crudely~
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approximate the inverse of the system matrix, and
finding them is often an ad hoc excercise that relies
on physical knowledge of the behaviour of or approximations to the solution of the particular problem.
In using iterative procedures, one may save matrix
storage by generating matrix elements only as needed
during an iteration. The matrix-vector product required of the iterative scheme can be computed as
they are generated, and after being used to update
the solution, the elements may be discarded and regenerated on the next iteration. Differential equation
approaches have an inherent advantage in storage reduction schemes because their system matrix is sparse;
it may not even be necessary to discard matrix elements after each iteration, although they are relatively
inexpensive to regenerate. To take advantage of matrix sparsities that arise, a number of sparse matrix
storage schemes have been devised.
Matrix sparsity not only reduces storage requirements, but also speeds up the most time-consuming
task in iterative solution processes~the formation of
matrix-vector products involving the system matrix
and the trial solution vector. One merely skips the
product calculation when a zero element from the system matrix is one of the factors (or, equivalently, the
element is not present in a sparse storage scheme). Accelerating the computation of matrix-vector products
in iterative approaches is at the heart of all so-called
fast methods (Chew et al., 1997). A number of such
schemes have been developed, among which are the
following:
9 Basis functions are used that produce directed
beams interacting with only small portions of a structure (Canning, 1990)
9 Basis functions are projected onto a regular grid
such that the moments to a certain order are preserved; the matrix-vector product on a rectangular
grid is convolutional in form and can be performed
quickly using discrete Fourier transforms.
9 A block of the matrix representing interactions
between a group of spatially adjacent sources and a
group of spatially adjacent testing functions can be diagonalised for fast multiplication by means of plane
wave expansions. Multilevel (Chew et al., 1997)
versions of this scheme appear to yield the fastest
schemes currently available.

w

Other Methods

Frequency Domain Methods

There exist a number of frequency domain approaches that we have not considered, but which are
closely related to the methods of this chapter. The
simplest of these is the finite difference method, in
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which the rectangular coordinate derivatives in the
wave equation are replaced by finite differences. In
principle, this approach could always be used instead
of the finite element method, but in practice it works
best when the boundaries of the region to be modelled
are parallel to the coordinate axes.
The generalised multipole techniques (GMT) may
be used to model closed conductors and homogeneous material regions that are not too thin. They
employ modified forms of the equivalence principle
in which the equivalent surface sources are moved
slightly off the surface and into the null field region,
i.e., the region complementary to the equivalence region. Instead of surface density sources, the sources
are point sources or collections of multipole sources.
While the testing procedure for fields is similar to
that for moment and finite element methods, the field
contributions of equivalent surface sources are replaced by sums over point or multipole sources that
are located just off the surface. An advantage of the
approach is that no singularities arise in enforcing
boundary conditions (Hafner, 1991). As might be expected, some care must be exercised in selecting the
number and locations of sources and in the treatment
of geometrical singularities, such as corners. The
method fails when the null field region is thin.
The T-matrix method (Waterman, 1969) is also
a very efficient method when used to treat homogeneous materials with smooth boundaries. The surface equivalent currents are expanded in terms of
tangential vector components of spherical multipole
sources about a common origin within the scatterer.
The fields radiated by the surface sources must vanish
in the null field regions--the regions complementary
to the equivalence region--and this condition is enforced by testing with spherical harmonics on a spherical surface in the null field region to obtain a system
of equations for the current expansion coefficients.
The system matrix approaches an identity matrix as
the boundary approaches a sphere, but becomes quite
ill-conditioned as the boundary approaches flat or
narrow shapes. Hence the method is most widely
used in modelling nearly spherical scatterers such as
aerosols and hydrometers.
Time Domain Methods

Our concentration here has been on frequency domain methods, not only because many problems of
interest are posed in the frequency domain, but also
because linear dispersive materials are easier to treat,
and most parameters and figures of merit (e.g., surface
impedances, radar cross sections) are defined only in
the frequency domain. Nevertheless, much fruitful insight can be obtained by modelling problems directly
in the time domain, and considerable progress has

been made in this area. Time domain formulations
are often more efficient than corresponding frequency
domain formulations. For example, frequency domain parameters can often be determined over a wide
band from a single simulation by Fourier transforming the time domain response to a narrow pulse simulating an impulse. To obtain the same result, a
frequency domain computation would require solution at many different frequencies. It is also often
necessary to solve nonlinear problems directly in the
time domain. Most frequency domain integral and
partial differential formulations have time domain
counterparts that may be found by inverse Fourier
transforming the corresponding frequency domain
equations. The process simply employs the frequency
multiplication-time derivative correspondence, jm-+
a , and the exponential shift theorem, J(r, m)e-ikR _+
J ( r , t - R / c ) . Usually a finite difference or linear interpo!ation scheme is used for discretising the time
variable.
The finite difference time domain (FDTD) approach is quite widely used (Kunz and Luebbers,
1993; Taflove, 1995), both to simulate time domain
excitations directly and to obtain wideband responses
by Fourier transforming the time domain response. It
employs a pair of separate, staggered rectangular grids
for modelling the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, which enables all derivatives with respect to
rectangular coordinate quantities in Maxwell's equations to be replaced by central finite difference approximations. When the time derivatives are also replaced
by central differences, one obtains a very simple yet
efficient explicit scheme for alternately updating the
electric and magnetic fields at successive time steps.
For geometries that do not conform well to a rectangular mesh, some efficiency is lost in finite difference methods due to the need for a fine mesh to avoid
so-called stair-stepping error in approximating object
and material boundaries. Also, if the time interval
of interest is sufficiently long that the scattered field
can reach the outer mesh boundary, reflect and return to corrupt the field at the point of interest, then
some scheme must be employed to absorb the scattered fields incident to the mesh boundary. This consideration is not confined to the FDTD approach, but
is common to all partial differential equations approaches and is discussed in ~ 17.
Closely related to the finite difference approach
is the transmission line modelling (TLM) approach
(Hafner, 1990; Trenkic et al., 1997), in which points
in space represent junctions between short transmission line sections whose parameters depend on the local material properties. The transmission lines communicate propagation and polarisation information
between adjacent nodes, and scattering matrices
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describe the interactions of the lines with one another
at the junctions.
To enable the use of unstructured grids for modelling object boundaries, a time domain finite element
formulation of the wave equation can, in principle, be developed. This approach has the potential
to eliminate the stair-stepping errors associated with
rectangular meshes, but is still in the early stages
of development for three-dimensional problems (Lee
et al., 1997). In two dimensions, hybrid methods
using time-domain integral equations to truncate a finite element mesh have been developed (Rao, 1999).
As in the frequency domain, time domain integral
equations offer the potential for modelling just the
fields on the boundaries of piecewise homogeneous
objects. Stabilised methods for treating time domain
integral equations usually employ so-called implicit
schemes, for which at least a banded matrix must be
inverted (Rao, 1999). Often the banded matrix can
be solved efficiently using iterative methods at each
time step, or can be inverted once at the initial time
step and the result used for all subsequent time steps.
Time domain integral equations are likely to begin to
see increased usage as mesh terminators for time domain partial differential equation approaches such as
FDTD or FEM methods. Fast methods for time domain integral equations are also under development.

w

Mesh Truncation:
Absorbing
Boundary Conditions

When discrete methods are used to solve time or frequency domain wave equations in open regions, we
must consider mesh truncation conditions. Scattered
fields must satisfy the radiation conditions (24) at infinity, but one cannot generally afford to extend a
mesh to regions where these conditions hold even approximately. Hence conditions that apply on mesh
boundaries of finite extent are needed. One rigorous
approach is to use the hybrid integral equation approach of ~14 to provide a radiation condition via
a boundary integral equation, but the hybrid integral approach couples all boundary elements together,
leading to a full matrix in the frequency domain. Often one would prefer an approximate but simpler approach, with local coupling only, that preserves the
sparsity of the finite element or finite difference equations. Consequently, considerable effort has gone
towards the development of local so-called absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) (Silvester and Pelosi,
1994). Early approaches focussed primarily on obtaining conditions that reproduced the leading asymptotic terms of various outgoing wave expansions.
More recent methods have concentrated on synthesising lossy artificial materials and profiles that, when

discretised by finite techniques, absorb incident fields
over wide incidence angles and bandwidths (Berenger,
1994; Kuzuoglu and Mittra, 1997). A number of
such ABCs with very good performance have been developed for both frequency and time domain applications.

Notes
1. Though the representation theorem applies only to bounded
functionals, some unbounded functionals may also be similarly
represented if g is suitably extended to distributional functions.
For example, if g =-8(x-x')8(y-y')8(z-z'), we have I[u] =
u(r'), the value of the field at r', but u(r') may be unbounded,
for example, at geometrical singularities.
2. If one attempts to apply the MFIE to an open curve C with
normal fi, one must treat the currents on opposite sides as existing on two limiting surfaces: Jz on c +, the side with normal
fi, and Jz on c-, the opposite side. With observation points
on C between the two limiting surfaces, the resulting MFIE for
the TM case, for example, is
Jz(p)-Jg(p)
2

-

I c r.+(
" 1 7 1 aG(p,p' ) dC'
[ J z P J+_~(P)~
an

_ t4inc
In the EFIE case we combined the net equivalent current Jz =
Jz +Jz into a single unknown. In the MFIE case, however, the
appearance of both a sum and difference current in the above
equation does not allow this. The equation above, while a
valid identity, does not contain sufficient information to determine either the sum or the individual currents Jz and J;.
3. Sincebases are generally defined only piecewise over the mesh,
strictly speaking the integration by parts can only be performed
over individual elements, with boundary terms like that in
(209) arising from the element boundaries. Adding results
for adjacent elements, however, one finds that the element
boundary terms cancel since tangential components of both
the magnetic field and the basis functions are continuous across
element boundaries.
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The geometrical optics (GO) ray field consists of direct, reflected and refracted rays. GO ray paths obey
Fermat’s principle, and describe reflection and refraction of HF EM waves, but not the diffraction of
waves around edges and smooth objects, etc. Consequently, GO predicts a zero EM field within shadow
regions of impenetrable obstacles illuminated by an incident GO ray field. Early attempts by Young to
predict edge diffraction via rays, and by Huygen, Fresnel and Kirchhoff to predict diffraction using wave
theory will be briefly reviewed. Unlike GO, the wave based physical optics (PO) approach developed
later requires an integration of the induced currents on the surface of an impenetrable obstacle
illuminated by an external EM source in order to find the scattered field. The induced currents in PO are
approximated by those which would exist on a locally flat tangent surface, and are set to zero in the GO
shadow region. If the incident field behaves locally as a plane wave at every point on the obstacle, then
it can be represented as a GO ray field; the resulting PO calculation constitutes a HF wave optical
approach. PO contains diffraction effects due to the truncation of the currents at the GO shadow
boundary; these effects may be spurious if there is no physical edge at the GO shadow boundary on the
obstacle, whereas it is incomplete even if an edge is present at the GO shadow boundary. In the 1950s,
Ufimtsev introduced an asymptotic correction to PO; his formulation is called the physical theory of
diffraction (PTD). PTD = PO + , where is available primarily for edged bodies. In its original form, PTD
is not accurate near and in shadow zones of smooth objects without edges, nor in shadow zones for
bodies containing edges that are not completely illuminated or visible. At about the same time as PTD, a
ray theory of diffraction was introduced by Keller; it is referred to as the geometrical theory of
diffraction (GTD). GTD was systematically formulated by generalizing Fermat’s principle to include a new
class of diffracted rays. Such diffracted rays arise at geometrical and/or electrical discontinuities on the
obstacle, and they exist in addition to GO rays. GTD = GO + Diffraction. Away from points of diffraction,
the diffracted rays propagate like GO rays. Just as the initial values of reflected and refracted rays are
characterized by reflection and transmission coefficients, the diffracted rays are characterized by
diffraction coefficients. These GTD coefficients may be found from the asymptotic HF solutions to
appropriate simpler canonical problems via the local properties of ray fields. Most importantly, the GTD
overcomes the failure of GO in the shadow region, it does not require integration over currents, and it
provides a vivid physical picture for the mechanisms of radiation and scattering. In its original form, GTD
exhibits singularities at GO ray shadow boundaries and ray caustics. Uniform asymptotic methods were
developed to patch up GTD in such regions. These uniform theories are referred to as UTD, UAT, spectral
synthesis methods, and the equivalent current method (ECM). The pros and cons of w ave optical
methods (PO, PTD, ECM) and ray optical methods (GO, GTD, UTD, UAT) will be discussed along with
some recent advances in PO and UTD. A UTD for edges excited by complex source beams (CSBs) and
Gaussian beams (GBs) will also be briefly described; the latter may be viewed as constituting beam
optical methods. A hybridization of HF and numerical methods will be briefly discussed as well.
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High-Frequency Techniques for
Antenna Analysis
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Invited Paper

incident and reflected rays obey Fermat’s principle, and are
associated with the usual geometrical optics (GO) incident
and reflected fields. In the case of penetrable objects,
there also exist GO transmitted rays. On the other hand,
the diffracted rays are generally found to originate from
geometrical and electrical discontinuities, and from points
of grazing incidence on smooth convex portions of the
radiating object. The existence of these types of diffracted
rays has been postulated by Keller, via an extension of
Fermat’s principle, in his development of the geometrical
theory of diffraction (GTD) [l];this ray method will be
summarized later in more detail. Such a rather simplified
and physically appealing picture for the transport of highfrequency EM energy, locally along incident, reflected, and
diffracted rays, is in sharp contrast to the description of EM
wave radiation at low frequencies that is generally given
in terms of the radiation integral on the currents induced
globally over the antenna and its entire host structure
by the primary antenna excitation. At lower frequencies,
one can either employ numerical methods (e.g., moment
method, conjugate gradient method, etc.) to solve integral
equations for these induced currents, or numerically solve
(using finite element or finite difference schemes) the partial
differential equations governing the total field behavior.
One could also employ a numerical modal (eigenfunction)
matching technique for obtaining the relevant field solutions. However, at moderate to high frequencies all of these
numerical techniques [64] become very poorly convergent
and inefficient because numerical solutions are generally
based on exact formulations that must satisfy field selfconsistency in a global sense, i.e., over the entire radiating
object, rather than requiring a knowledge of the fields in a
local sense as done in the high-frequency approximations.
It therefore becomes necessary to employ high-frequency
techniques for analyzing electrically large radiating objects
in a tractable fashion.
One could demonstrate the local nature of high-frequency
radiation if one begins by considering the radiation integral
over the spatial current distribution induced on a radiating
object by the primary excitation. At high frequencies, the

A summary of various high-frequency techniques is presented
for analyzing the electromagnetic (EM) radiation from antennas
in the presence of their host environment. These techniques not
only provide physical insight into antenna radiation mechanisms,
but they are found to be highly eflicient and accurate for treating
a variety of practical antenna configurations. Examples to which
these techniques have been applied include open-ended waveguide
antennas, horn and reflector antennas, antennas on aircraft and
spacecrafi, etc. The accuracy of these techniques is established via
numerical results which are compared with those based on other
independent methods or with measurements. Furthermore, these
high-frequency methods can be combined with other techniques,
through a hybrid scheme, to solve an even greater class ofproblems
than those which can be solved in an efJicientand tractable manner
by any one technique alone.

I. INTRODUCTION
A summary of some high-frequency techniques is presented for efficiently and accurately analyzing the electromagnetic (EM) radiation from antennas in the presence
of their host environment. Such high-frequency techniques
also provide a physical insight into the antenna radiation
mechanisms involved; this property is useful for both
analysis and design purposes.
At sufficiently high frequencies (or short wavelengths),
EM wave radiation, propagation, scattering and diffraction,
exhibit a highly localized behavior. Such a local description
of high-frequency EM waves is given in terms of rays
and their associated fields. Thus the total high-frequency
field at an observation point is given by the superposition
of the fields of all the rays that arrive there, such as
via a direct (incident) ray path from the primary antenna
excitation (source), and via rays which experience reflection
and diffraction from generally different but highly localized
regions or “flashpoints” on the antenna and its host structure, as shown for example in Fig. 1. In particular, the
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Fig. 1. Rays launched from an infinitesimal antenna element on
an aircraft.

phase of the corresponding integrand oscillates rapidly
and produces a destructive interference, or cancellation,
between the various spherical wave contributions which
arrive to a given observation point from the region of integration over the radiating object that excludes any stationary
phase points in the integrand. The dominant contribution
to the radiation integral then arises from the constructive
interference between the spherical waves which emanate
from the local neighborhood of any stationary phase points
in the region of integration, and also from the end or
boundary points of the integral, etc. A similar situation
occurs when employing a spectral rather than the spatial
representation of the radiation integral; in this case the
dominant contribution to the spectral integral for the highfrequency case again arises from the local neighborhood
of certain critical points in the spectral integrand, such as
saddle points, poles, etc., while a destructive interference
generally exists between contributions from the remaining
portion of the spectrum. The critical points within the
spatial representation of the radiation integral physically
correspond to the “flashpoints” or points of reflection, transmission and diffraction on the radiating object. On the other
hand, the critical points within the spectral representation
for the radiation integral correspond to specific directions,
or rays, along which the high-frequency field propagates
to the observer. Furthermore, these rays originate from
the flashpoints alluded to earlier; consequently, both the
spatial and spectral forms of the radiation integral yield
the same local picture for the radiation of high-frequency
fields. Indeed, a critical point within the radiation integrand
PATHAK: TECHNIQUES FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS

of either the spatial or the spectral type leads to the description of a particular ray mechanism (e.g., ray reflection,
ray diffraction, etc.) thereby analytically demonstrating the
principal of localization of high-frequency fields. Such
an evaluation of the radiation integrals in terms of a
superposition of the contributions from just the isolated
critical points in the integrand constitutes an asymptotic
high-frequency approximation for the integrals. Typically,
the asymptotic evaluation is performed with respect to a
large parameter, e.g., the product of the wavenumber (2n/X,
where X = wavelength) and some characteristic distance,
and the asymptotic approximation becomes increasingly
accurate with increase in the large parameter.
It can be verified from an asymptotic evaluation of the
radiation integrals, as discussed above, that the ray fields
exhibit a “local plane wave” behavior; i.e., the rays are
perpendicular to the wavefront (or equiphase) surface in
an isotropic medium as shown in Fig. 2; in particular, the
wavefront is locally plane in this high-frequency approximation, and the ray field is polarized transverse to the ray.
The rays are straight lines in a homogeneous medium. The
concept of wavefronts and rays is not new; indeed, it has
been central to the development of classical geometrical
optics (GO). One recalls that GO includes only the incident,
reflected and transmitted ray fields. Limiting the present
discussion for the sake of convenience to antennas and
their host structures that are impenetrable, it then follows
that on!y the GO incident (or direct) ray from the primary
excitation and the GO reflected rays can exist in this case.
An example of this situation is shown in Fig. 3 where
the line source excites an impenetrable structure; the GO
incident and reflected rays exist only in certain portions
of the space surrounding this structure. The incident rays
(directly radiated from the line source) do not exist beyond
the edge induced incident shadow boundary (ISB) and the
smooth surface induced surface shadow boundary (SSB),
respectively. Also, the reflected rays disappear beyond the
edge induced reflection shadow boundary (RSB). Therefore,
GO fails to predict a nonzero field within the shadow
regions of the incident and reflected rays where such
rays cease to exist, and consequently GO cannot describe
the diffraction effects behind an impenetrable structure;
this may be visualized in Fig. 3. The failure of GO
in geometric shadow regions, where the source and its
image are not directly visible, was overcome by Keller’s
GTD [l].The existence of these diffracted rays in the
GTD can be readily verified via the asymptotic reduction
of the radiation integrals pertaining to various canonical
diffraction problems. Thus according to GTD, the field at
the edge Q E , which is incident from the line source at Q’,
gives rise to edge diffracted rays emanating from Q E as
in Fig. 4. Likewise the incident ray from Q‘ which grazes
the surface at Q S launches a surface ray which propagates
around the smooth convex boundary transporting energy
into the shadow region. Surface diffracted rays are shed
along the forward tangent to the surface rays as shown in
Fig. 4. The field at PI in Fig. 3 consists of simply the GO
incident and reflected fields, whereas according to GTD
45
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Fig. 2. Wavefront surface and associated family of rays
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Fig. 3. Geometrical optics (GO) incident and reflected rays produced by a line source radiating in the presence of an impenetrable

structure.
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SSB

Fig. 4. Edge diffracted rays originating from the edge Q E and

rays diffracted tangentially from the surface ray excited at the point
of grazing incidence Qs.

the field at PI in Fig. 4 also contains the additional edge
diffracted ray field. The field at P3 in Fig. 3 is due only to
the GO incident field, but GTD again requires that the edge
diffracted field be included at P3 as in Fig. 4. The field at
P4 in Fig. 3 vanishes as predicted by GO; in contrast, the
GTD predicts a nonzero field at P4 which is a superposition
of the edge and surface diffracted ray fields as in Fig. 4.
The GTD @ld is clearly a superposition of GO and
diffracted ray fields. Just as the initial amplitudes of the
GO reflected and transmitted ray fields are given in terms
of the reflection and transmission coefficients, the initial
value of a diffracted ray field is likewise given in terms
of a diffraction coefficient. The relevant diffraction co46

efficients may be deduced from asymptotic solutions to
simpler canonical problems that model the geometrical and
electrical properties of the original problem in the local
neighborhood of the point of diffraction. As a result of
the extended Fermat's principle, the rays diffracted by an
edge lie on a cone about the edge with the cone half angle
equal to the angle that the incident ray makes with the edge
tangent at the point of diffraction as in Fig. 9. In the case
of a two-dimensional problem, the cone of diffracted rays
collapses to a disk as in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the surface
ray initiated at QS in Fig. 4 follows a geodesic path on the
convex boundary; also once launched, the surface ray field
attenuates as it propagates, because energy is continually
shed via rays diffracted tangentially from the surface ray.
Away from the point of diffraction, the GTD diffracted
ray field behaves just like a GO ray field. However,
such a purely ray optical field description of the GTD
fails within the transition regions adjacent to the shadow
boundaries (e.g., ISB, RSB, and SSB in Fig. 3) where
the GTD diffracted fields generally become singular. The
angular extent of the transition region varies inversely
with frequency and it also depends on some characteristic
distances as will be discussed briefly in Section 11. Such a
transition region may be viewed as one through which the
GTD field changes its ray optical behavior, e.g., as from
an incident ray optical type to a diffracted ray optical type
across an ISB. This failure of the GTD within the shadow
boundary transition regions can be patched up via uniform
versions of the GTD such as the uniform geometrical theory
of diffraction (UTD) [2]-[4] and the uniform asymptotic
theory (UAT) [ 5 ] . Additional references dealing with the
GTD/UTD/UAT may be found in [6]-[ll]. The UTD will
be used in this paper as it has been developed for a variety
of canonical shapes, whereas the UAT has been developed
only for an edge at the present time.
It was indicated earlier that the asymptotic evaluation of
radiation integrals gives rise to a total high-frequency field
in terms of a superposition of the contributions from certain
isolated or critical points in the integrand (which can be
seen to correspond to the field of GTD rays). Some of these
critical points can come close together when the observation
point lies within the shadow boundary transition regions,
and even coalesce for an observer on the shadow boundary
itself. This leads to a "coupling between the critical points"
and the asymptotics must then be modified; i.e., it must
be performed via a uniform procedure which accounts
for this coupling and thus forms the basis of the UTD.
In the UTD, the GTD solution is modified through the
use of uniform asymptotic procedures which systematically
introduce additional factors, referred to as the UTD transition functions. These UTD transition functions compensate
the GTD singularities at shadow boundaries and keep
the total high-frequency field bounded, and continuous,
across these boundaries, thus keeping the field valid within
the transition regions. Furthermore, outside the shadow
boundary transition layers, the UTD automatically reduces
to the GTD. These transition functions are special functions
characteristic of the diffraction process; e.g., in the case of
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edge diffraction they involve Fresnel integrals, whereas in
the case of convex surface diffraction they involve Fock
functions [12] which contain integrals of Airy functions.
The latter functions are named after V. A. Fock who
contributed significantly to the analysis of wave diffraction
by smooth convex boundaries.
It thus follows from the preceding paragraph that it is
the UTD and not the GTD which must be used in practical
applications to obtain continuous total (high-frequency)
fields (around the radiating object). Besides the singularities
of the GTD at the GO shadow boundaries discussed above,
the GTD and its uniform versions such as the UTD,
UAT, etc., exhibit singularities at the caustics of GO and
diffracted rays. Ray caustics occur whenever a family of
rays (i.e., ray congruences) merge or intersect; examples of
ray caustics are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In particular, the
diffracted ray caustic at P in Fig. 5 is produced on the axis
of a symmetric parabolic reflector illuminated by a feed at
the focus. The smooth caustic of reflected rays in Fig. 6
is produced by a shaped subreflector which is a surface of
revolution; it is illuminated by a feed antenna located on
the subreflector axis. This subreflector surface exhibits an
inflection point along its generator giving rise to the caustic.
Such a smooth caustic can also be produced by a concave
reflector surface. A curved edge can likewise generate a
smooth caustic of diffracted rays. Ray caustics can become
problematic in the GTD/UTD/UAT computations only if
they occur in real space (exterior to the antenna and its host
structure); otherwise, they are of little concern whenever
they occur in virtual space e.g., within the scatterer or the
antenna host structure, unless the transition region adjacent
to the virtual caustic emerges into external space where a
field or observation point may be located. The failure of
the GTDAJTD at GO or diffracted ray caustics and their
associated transition regions can be patched up through
a uniformizing procedure which again introduces special
functions (or caustic transition functions) to correct the
pure ray solution. For a smooth caustic as in Fig. 6,
the special transition function involves the Airy function
and its derivative [13], [14]; if the caustic curve has a
cusp then one obtains Pearcey functions (related to the
parabolic cylinder functions) [15]. If either the smooth
or the cusped caustic terminates, as might happen when
the reflecting surface terminates at an edge, then one
requires incomplete Airy functions or incomplete Pearcey
functions, respectively [ 151, to evaluate fields near the
caustic termination. These special functions (or transition
functions) reflect the coupling of the pertinent critical points
in the asymptotic evaluation of the radiation integral as
discussed earlier.
A procedure which can treat more general diffracted ray
caustic effects is based on the equivalent current method
(ECM) [16], [17]. The ECM while primarily useful for
handling caustics of diffracted rays can in some special
cases also be employed to handle caustics of reflected rays.
In general, the ECM, which corrects for the singularities
of the fields at diffracted ray caustics that lie outside
the ISB, RSB and SSB transition regions (where UTD
PATHAK: TECHNIQUES FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS
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Fig. 5. Point caustic of edge diffracted rays on the axis of a
symmetrically fed parabolic reflector.

reduces to GTD) describes the fields within such caustic
transition regions in terms of a radiation integral over a
set of equivalent line currents that replace the original
geometry and its illumination; these equivalent currents
are found from the GTD diffraction coefficients which are
not singular in caustic directions even though the actual
GTD ray field is singular there [4]. The fields in the
diffracted ray caustic region of Fig. 5 can be treated by
ECM. This ECM procedure, if formulated properly, is a
uniform procedure in that away from the caustic transition
region, the ECM radiation integral reduces asymptotically
to the GTD. In a few cases, the ECM radiation integral
reduces to a closed form result, or it can be expressed in
terms of special functions (e.g., Airy or Pearcey functions)
alluded to above; however, in general the integral must be
evaluated numerically.
The diffraction effects within the GO shadow boundary
transition regions are generally not localized to just the
edges or points of diffraction because they are then coupled
to the GO effects on the reflecting surface, and in order
47
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Fig. 6. Ray caustic generated by a shaped subreflector illuminated
by a feed antenna.

to correct for the singularities of GTD ray caustics in
directions where the associated caustic transition regions
overlap with the GO shadow boundary transition regions,
one must therefore resort to a surface integral representation
and not the line integral approximations of ECM. The
physical optics (PO) surface integral approach [ 181 and
its modifications based on Ufimtsev’s physical theory of
diffraction (PTD) [19], [20] for edged bodies as discussed
in Section 11-C, and Fock’s theory for curved bodies [12],
become useful for treating the fields within the overlap
of diffracted and/or GO ray caustic and GO ray shadow
boundary transition regions. A n example of the overlap of
the caustic and GO shadow boundary transition regions is
again provided by Fig. 5, where the RSB coincides with the
forward axial caustic of the edge diffracted rays in the far
zone of the reflector. Furthermore, there are also an infinite
number of rays reflected from the parabolic surface which
contribute to the far field in this forward axial direction.
The forward axial direction of the parabolic reflector is
therefore also a caustic of reflected rays in the far zone,
in addition to being a caustic of the edge diffracted rays.
While the PO method in itself gives quite accurate results
for caustic fields in the region of the overlap of the GO
shadow boundary and caustic transition regions, the PTD
which provides a correction to PO can yield more accurate
results outside the caustic region. It is noted that the PTD is
a superposition of PO and the correction to PO as specified
by Ufimtsev.
In general, the integrals in the PTD approach must be
evaluated numerically; only in special cases can they be
evaluated in closed form. In situations where the integrals
48

in the PTD can be evaluated asymptotically, they recover
the leading terms of the GTD fields. Furthermore, if these
PTD integrals can be evaluated asymptotically in a uniform
fashion, then PTD can be shown to recover the UTD. The
intimate connection between the PTD and the GTD/UTD
indicated above allows one to view PTD as an integral
version of the GTDNTD which is valid even in regions of
ray caustics, and also in regions of overlap of caustic and
GO shadow boundary transition regions where GTD/UTD
fails. However, PTD requires an integration whereas UTD
does not. Therefore, it appears to be far more efficient to
employ UTD everywhere except at ray caustics, and in
the overlap of caustic and GO shadow boundary transition
regions, where the more general PTD integrals may be used
to patch up the UTD. While the PTD is a high-frequency
technique in its own right like the GTD/UTD, it has been
developed only for edges as indicated previously, whereas
the UTD can also handle surface diffraction and other types
of diffraction mechanisms. Furthermore, the PTD cannot
account for multiple diffraction effects as easily as the
GTD/UTD; such higher order multiple wave interactions
can become important if the scatterinddiffraction centers
come close together on a radiating object (e.g., if a pair
of interacting edges come close together). Nevertheless,
the PTD has been often used for predicting the dominant
contribution to the radar cross section (RCS) of complex
targets (e.g., aircraft, missiles, etc.).
The above-mentioned high-frequency techniques based
on the GTDIUTD, ECM, and PTD will be applied to some
illustrative antenna examples in the next section. An e + j d t
time convention for the sources and fields will be assumed
and suppressed in the following work. Also, k is assumed to
be the wavenumber in the isotropic homogeneous medium
external to the antenna and its host structure ( k = 27r/X; X
= wavelength in the external medium).
11. SUMMARY OF HIGHFREQUENCY
TECHNIQUES
WITH SPECIFIC ANTENNA
APPLICATIONS

The high-frequency techniques such as the GTD/UTD,
ECM, and PTD, which have been briefly discussed above in
Section I, are reviewed in slightly more detail in this section
and results based on these techniques are illustrated for
dealing with some antenna geometries of interest. The main
focus will be on GTD/UTD-based applications; these will
be discussed first. The applications based on the ECM and
the PTD will be illustrated next only from the perspective
of patching up GTDAJTD in those few special situations
where the latter fails as discussed previously, such as in
regions of ray caustics, and where there is a confluence of
caustic and GO shadow boundary transition regions.
A . GTD and Its Uniform Version, UTD

As discussed in Section I, the GTDAJTD is a ray technique. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to firstly develop
a general expression for the ray optical field. While there
are several procedures, involving either the relevant asymptotic approximations of radiation integrals pertaining to
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certain canonical radiation problems, or the asymptotic
(Luneberg-Kline) series expansion of the wave equation,
to arrive at a ray optical field expression, the simpler
and less rigorous approach based on geometrical considerations is employed here. In particular, since energy in
the high-frequency EM field is assumed to be transported
along rays, it follows from geometrical considerations that
power must be conserved in each narrow tube of rays
(or a ray pencil) in a lossless medium. Thus consider
any given (central or axial) ray 0 P in a ray tube as
shown in Fig. 7. Let the principal wavefront radii of
curvature at 0 be p 1 and p2, respectively; the corresponding
principal wavefront radii of curvature of that ray at P
are ( p 1
s) and ( p 2
s), where
= s. Let the
electric field intensity at 0 and P be F ( 0 ) and F ( P ) ,
respectively; thus, the power crossing the area dA, is given
by ( 1 / Z o ) F ( 0 ) I 2 ~ &where d - 4
I(pid+1)(~2d$2)(
and where 2, is the plane wave impedance in the medium;
likewise, the power crossing dA, is ( 1 / Z , ) ( E ( P ) ( 2 d A ,
where dA,
[[(PI s)d.~,bl][(p~
s)d$2]1. Conservation
of power in the ray tube requires ( l / Z o ) ~ ~ ( P ) ~ 2=d A ,
( l / Z , ) ~ ~ ( 0 ) ( 2 d i.e.,
Ao;

+

+

+

+

Incorporating the local plane wave polarization and phase
heuristically into (la) yields the rule for continuation of the
field E ( 0 )at 0 to the field F ( P )at P along the ray
as

Fig. 7. Ray tube (ray pencil).

where Y, = l/Zo, and Zo as before is the local plane wave
impedance of the medium in which the ray propagates.
The quantity E ( P ) in (lb) may represent a field which
is associated with either an incident ray, or with rays that
are reflected or transmitted at an interface between two
media, or with diffracted rays. The initial ray amplitudes
at the points of reflection and transmission can be found
by enforcing the EM boundary conditions at the interface;
these conditions also lead to Snell’s laws of reflection and
transmission which are consistent with Fermat’s principle
and which could in fact have been derived from it. The
initial value of the diffracted ray field is given in terms of
the diffraction coefficient and the diffracted ray path obeys
the extended Fermat’s principle. Thus in general, (lb) can
be written as

with p
The field in (lb), which is referred to as an arbitrary ray
optical field (where p 1 and p 2 are arbitrary), can be shown
to reduce to a plane wave (if [ p l , p 2 ] 4 oo), cylindrical or
conical wave (if p1 or p 2
CO), and a spherical wave (if
p 1 = p 2 = finite value), respectively. Thus the latter more
familiar wave types are all special cases of a ray optical
field whose general form is (lb). One notes that the ray
congruences at 1-2 and 3-4 form a ray caustic (or centers of
radii of curvature p 1 and p 2 , respectively of the wavefront)
in Fig. 7. The p 1 and p 2 are positive if the ray caustics
at 1-2 and 3 4 occur before reaching the reference point
0 along the ray direction 2 in Fig. 7; otherwise, they are
negative. The positive branch of the square root is chosen in
(lb); hence, if p1,2 < 0 and s > - I p 2 ( or s > -(p1J,then a
caustic is crossed at 1-2 or 3-4, respectively, and ( p 2 s )
or ( p 1 s) changes sign so that a phase jump of 7r/2 due
to caustic traversal needs to be included in (lb), because

-

+ i ,r

or d

(3b)

where the superscript or subscript, p , refers to the incident
(i), reflected ( r ) or diffracted ( d ) ray fields.
I ) Incident GO Ray Field: Letting p = i in (3a) and (3b)
allows one to write the GO incident ray field as

where U, is unity in the region where the GO incident ray
field exists and is zero otherwise. The incident principal
wavefront radii of curvature p: and p i are measured from
the reference point 0, along the incident ray to P . It
is noted that sa =
In the two-dimensional case
p i oo and (4a) becomes

(m1.

----f

+

+

J- = l
pi + s

2) Reflected GO Ray Field: An expression for the reflected ray field can be obtained by letting p = r in (3a)
and (3b), and by letting the point 0, = 0, move to the
point of reflection QR, then (3a) and (3b) become

+

/ Pi
- l es M 2 ,

if pi = --(pi1 and s

> - J p ; I , for i

= 1,2.

Furthermore, the magnetic field p ( P ) at P is found from
E ( P ) in (lb) via the local plane wave condition along a
ray; namely,
-

H ( P ) = Yo>x Z ( P )

PATHAK. TECHNIQUES FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS

(2)

where the step function U, is unity in the region where the
reflected ray field exists and is zero otherwise. The reflected
49
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field z(QR)
at the point of reflection Q R can be related
to the incident field ~-( Q Rat) Q R by the dyadic surface
reflection coefficient X as foIlows:

E ( Q ~=) F

--T

( Q ~77.) .

(5b)

Incorporating (5b) into (5a) yields the required expression
for the reflected field at P due to the field incident on the
surface at the point of reflection Q R as

The reflected wavefront radii of curvature p;,* are shown
in Fig. 8 and they may be calculated via the expressions
given in [2]. The dyadic reflection coefficient
may be
found by approximating the original surface locally by
a plane tangent to that surface at the point of reflection
Q R when it is illuminated by an EM plane wave, and
by enforcing the EM boundary conditions at QR. It is
convenient to express the incident and reflected fields in
terms of the unit vectors fixed in the incident and reflected
rays as in Fig. 8. Let Ell and 2; be unit vectors fixed in the
plane of incidence containing the unit normal vector ii to the
surface at Q R and the incident ray direction ii at QR, and
let these vectors also be perpendicular to the incident and
reflected ray directions di and dr, respectively. Likewise, let
6 1 be a unit vector perpendicular to the-plane of incidence
at QR. In these ray fixed unit vectors, becomes

For a perfectly conducting surface, Rs = -1 and Rh = 1.
If the reflecting boundary and illumination becomes twodimensional, then & 3 03 and (5a) becomes

Fig. 8. Reflected wavefront curvatures and unit vectors associated
with the reflection problem.

(8b) into (sa) with p$

-+

QE

gives

&

bo
,&(&,.~)+$'($'.Ez)
and Ed = ,bo(bO.e)+$($.$)
De is

given by [2]:

(7)

3) Edge Diffracted Ray Field: Consider an edge diffracted ray field produced by an incident wave which strikes
a wedge at Q E as in Fig. 9. One can obtain the general
expression for the edge diffracted ray field once again from
(3a) and (3b) by letting p = d so that

It is useful to move the reference point Od along the edge
diffracted ray at P to the point Q E at the point of diffraction
on the edge; thus pf .+ 0 as can be seen from Fig. 9. Even
though p f .+ 0 in (sa) one can show that:

where E i ( Q ~is) the field of the ray incident at Q E and
De is the dyadic edge diffraction coefficient. Incorporating

50

pd as o d

It is convenient to express the incident field ~ ( Q Eand
)
the diffracted field F d ( P )in terms of unit vectors fixed in
the incident and diffracted rays as shown in Fig. 9. The
edge tangent E at Q E and the incident ray direction il form
the edge fixed plane of incidence. The unit vectors p: and
q5' are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the edge
fixed plane of incidence. Likewise Po and q5 are parallel
and perpendicular, respectively, to the edge fixed plane of
diffraction formed by E and the diffracted ray direction,id.
Furthermore,
= 2' x $' and
= idx $. Thus E' =
so that

(two-dimensional case)

-+

The scalar UTD edge diffraction coefficients De,and Deh
contained in the dyadic UTD edge diffraction coefficient
-

De are obtained from a uniform asymptotic solution to
the canonical problem of the diffraction of plane, cylindrical, conical and spherical incident waves by a perfectly
conducting wedge [2] and they contain a sum of four
simple terms, each of which is a product of a cotangent
function (involving 4, q5', and Po) and a transition function
F containing a Fresnel integral, where

The argument of the F functions depend on the incident,
reflected and diffracted wavefront curvatures, and they are
defined in [2]; the F function which is well tabulated, is
responsible for keeping the Ed bounded at the GO shadow
boundaries where GTD predicts a singularity. Outside the
GO shadow boundary transition regions, the F function
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 80, NO. 1, JANUARY 1992
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Fig. 10. Rays contributing to the near field of a symmetric

parabolic reflector antenna.

principle; these will be described in (16). Next, the field
E(Po2) at Po2 also in the near zone behind the reflector is:

-

E(Po2)

becomes unity and the UTD result then reduces automatically to GTD. In the two-dimensional case, pd + 00 in
(8c) so that E d ( P )= F 2 ( Q ~ ) . E e d m e - j l C for
s d twodimensional edge configurations. Some examples which can
be analyzed using these UTD edge diffraction concepts are
indicated below.
Consider the symmetric parabolic reflector antenna with
a feed whose phase center is at the focus of the parabola as
shown in Fig. 10. The UTD electric field at Pol in the near
zone of this reflector as shown in Fig. 10 is then given by
-

E(Po1)

Ei(Pod+ F b l ) + E;(Pod

(11)

where the field E2 directly radiated by the feed to Pol has
the form
4

-

+ Ei(P02)

.

(13)

Likewise, the field Z(Po3) at Po3 in the near zone becomes

Fig. 9. Wedge diffraction geometry

-

&Pod

-

e--jks'

E (pol) cf(B,#))_;--i

with,
within the region containing the z-axis
and bounded by R SB l and RSB2
otherwise.

-

Also, z i ( Q ~ ) c~(19,,#),)(e-j"~/so)in (15) where
(O0,&,) are the values of (e,#))along the direction Po =
( O Q R ) / ( ( O Q R (Finally,
).
the two edge diffracted ray fields
-d
E , and E; in ( l l ) , (13), and (14) have the general form:

(12)

with
1, in region where the feed is directly visible,

i

Vi = 0, behind the reflector (within I S B l and ISB2)
where the feed is shadowed.
- quantity c in (12) is a known complex constant, and
The
f ( 0 , #)) is the vector radiation pattern of the feed with I9
measured with respect to the z axis while 4 is the azimuthal
angle about this axis of symmetry of the paraboloidal
is also assumed to be
reflector antenna; the quantity
known. The field in (12) constitutes a spherical wave from
the feed. The fields 3;and E; are diffracted from two
distinct points on the edge of the reflector, where the plane
containing Pol and the reflector axis intersects the edge
at Q1 and Q 2 in accordance with the extended Fermat's

7
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with j = 1 , 2 corresponding to Q1 and Q2. While the
term involving E 2 ( Q ~. ) in (16) has been introduced
in the discussion on the UTD for edge diffraction leading

Ee

=z,r

to (8c), the term containing de in (16) is an additional
contribution to the UTD edge diffracted field, and it is
termed as the slope diffraction contribution [3], [4]. The
51
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slope diffraction contribution becomes important if the incident field E' andlor the reflected field 3 exhibits a rapid
spatial variation near the point of diffraction QE on the
edge. For example, if the field E vanishes at the point of
diffraction QE,then the field diffracted from QE calculated
) would also vanish; however, if E Z ( Q ~ )
via ~ ( Q E. De
tends to vanish rapidly at Q E so that its spatial derivative
symbolized here by aE/ana may be significant, then it
could give rise to the slope edge diffraction contribution
which must therefore be included for accuracy. In the
present application, if the feed pattern
is rapidly
varying at the edges Q I , ~
then the slope diffraction term
in (20) will be important; otherwise, the slope effects are
generally negligible. The results in (11)-(16) have been
employed in [21] to obtain the near field radiation from
f
a parabolic reflector antenna in the plane 2 = z,
in Fig. 11. However, the results in (11) and (13) can
also be used in the far zone of the reflector outside the
paraxial region. The numerical results in Fig. 11 based
on the UTD as obtained in [21] are compared with those
based on GO (= E'
in the forward direction
since (Ei
I << 1 for the feed employed in this example),
and with the commonly used but far less efficient aperture
i n t e g r e (AI) technique. It is noted that the GO reflected
field E is discontinuous in Fig. 11 as required by U, in
(15). Also, the agreement between UTD and the reference
solution based on AI is quite good in that figure. Finally,
it is noted that, for a small range of angles near the plane
of the reflector, one of the edges is always shadowed by
the reflector geometry, and this shadow zone is filled by
surface rays which are excited on the back (convex) side
of the reflector surface via edge diffraction, and these rays
then shed energy tangentially as surface diffracted rays. A
whispering gallery type field can also be excited on the
concave front side of the reflector via edge diffraction.
Such edge excited surface diffracted rays [22]-[25], and
the diffraction of whispering gallery fields [26] occur in a
small angular region and may generally be neglected to first
order without incurring serious errors.

+E

4) UTD Corner (Vertex) D i f i a c t e d Field: Corners or ver-

tices can occur if an edge is truncated, e.g., as in the case of
a plane angular sector, or a finite plate structure for which
the edge tangent is discontinuous (to form the corner), or
as in the case of a pyramidal structure with planar facets
whose edges converge to a point; these specific examples
are illustrated in Figs. 12(a) and (b). In addition, corners
or tips can also occur in a smooth conical geometry, as
shown in Fig. 12(c). When a corner in an impenetrable
surface is illuminated by a source, then the incident ray
is diffracted in all radial directions from the corner as
shown in Fig. 12. The UTD field of these corner diffracted
rays illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and (b) keeps the total highfrequency field bounded and continuous across the corner
induced shadow boundaries of rays diffracted by the edges,
just as the UTD edge diffracted fields keep the total highfrequency field bounded and continuous across the edge
induced shadow boundaries of the GO incident and reflected
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Fig. 11. Near field radiation patterns of a parabolic reflector
antenna (from [21]).

rays. The corner induced shadow boundaries of the edge
diffracted rays of course occur because such rays cease
to exist whenever the edges terminate (at the corner). The
general UTD form of the corner diffracted field is given by

-d

H,(P)

= Yo$ x

Et(P).
-

nc

Recently, an approximate but useful UTD result for
has
been obtained for the case of the diffraction by a corner
in a perfectly conducting plane angular sector as shown
in Fig. 12(a). The UTD transition function present in Dc,
which compensates for the comer induced discontinuity in
the edge diffracted fields may be viewed as an integral of a
Fresnel integral that can be calculated quite efficiently. The
present more rigorously obtained UTD corner diffraction
coefficient in [27], [28] constitutes an improvement over
a previous one which was constructed heuristically [29].
Figure 13 indicates the far zone radiation pattern of a dipole
antenna located near a perfectly conducting rectangular
plate, which has been calculated via the new 0, in [27],
[28]; this pattern is seen to compare very well with an
independent moment method (MM) solution of an integral
equation for the problem.
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QC

Qc

radius of curvature (except along the cone generator) as
the tip is approached. The UTD cone tip diffracted field
must then contain information on this change in the nature
of the surface ray field near the tip; such a general UTD
solution has not yet been developed although some initial
attempts have been made [30]. On the other hand, an
approximate UTD-type diffraction coefficient based on the
PO approximation has been developed €or the problem of
EM plane wave diffraction by a fully illuminated semiinfinite perfectly conducting cone [31], as illustrated in
Fig. 14(a); thus, the incident angle 0 measured from the
axial direction must remain less than the half cone angle
0, (see Fig. 14(a)). This plane wave diffraction solution
also provides the tip diffracted ray field which propagates
along the generator of the cone to any point Q on the
surface. Let an electric current point source &S(T--Tp) at a
distant point P produce this locally plane wave set of fields
which are incident at QC and Q. For convenience,
Ft is directed perpendicular to the ',ay (or loca! plane wave)
incident at an angle 0; i.e., p t = 8 or lit = 4, where 19 is
shown
_ _ in Fig. 14(a). Also, let I;, produce the total field
( E t , H t )at Q,where in the UTD sense,

(zi,zt)

(c)

Fig. 12. Examples of corner diffracted rays.

EdQ)= FkQ)

+

+as)

H t ( Q ) = pi(Q)
+gr(Q) +$(Q)
-d

(19)
(20)

-d

with ( E , , H , ) representing the cone tip diffracted fields
as given in [31]. The ( E t ( Q ) , z t ( Q )at) Q also directly
provides, via the reciprocity theorem, a knowledge of the
fields ( z ( P ) ; H ( P )radiated
)
to the far-zone point P by a
point current source $6(7 - F Q ) at Q as in Fig. 14@); thus,

Fig. 13. Radiation pattern of a dipole near a perfectly conducting
rectangular plate. (UTD ; - - - MM ; - - - UTD without
corner diffraction term). Note: @ = 47.5'.

For the case in Fig. 12(c), there.are no edge diffracted
rays because the cone geometry is smooth (except at the tip)
and contains no edges; however, there are surface diffracted
rays that are launched from the smooth portion of the
conical surface. The nature of the surface diffracted rays
changes rapidly as the surface rays on the cone approach
the cone tip because of the rapid decrease in the surface
PAWAK: TECHNIQUES FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS

3

if @ = where is the
strength of an electric
current point source at Q
fit . Z ( P ) =
- m . H,(Q), if 1; = m where m is the
strength of a magnetic
current point source at Q.
(21)
Generally, the contribution from the cone tip diffraction
to the far field radiation by antennas on cones becomes
negligible outside the paraxial region; this point will be
clarified later when dealing with radiation from antennas
on a smooth convex surface.
5) UTD Ray Fields Associated with the Diffraction by
Smooth Convex Surfaces: UTD solutions for the problems of diffraction by smooth, perfectly conducting convex
surfaces are useful, for example, for predicting the EM
scattering from aircraft fuselage shapes or ship masts when
they are illuminated by airborne or shipboard antennas,
respectively, and also for predicting the EM radiation and
mutual coupling associated with antennas placed conformally on smooth convex portions of an aircraft, missile or
spacecraft, etc. Three separate cases are considered below.
a) Source and observation points off the smooth convex
surface: The UTD solution for the case when the source
(antenna) and observation points are both off the convex
surface is obtained from a uniform asymptotic solution to

I

e*( DEGREES)

3 .zt(Q),
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function Z,,h(<l) which is well tabulated [34],in which

c1 = -2m(QR) cos 8. Here 19 represents the incident angle
defined in Fig. 8, and m ( Q R ) contains p g ( Q ~ )which is
the surface radius of curvature in the plane of incidence at
QR. It is noted that Ps,h contains an integral of the Airy
functions [32],namely:

where

2 j V ( T ) = W l ( T )- W2(')

Wi ( T ) =

Fig. 14. Cone tip diffraction within the paraxial region ('3

<

E ( P s ) N E d ( P s ) [ l- U ]

N

(28b)

-

QC).

the problem of EM scattering by a circular conducting
cylinder [32], and it is given separately for the lit and
the shadow regions. The field at PL in the lit region is
associated with the incident and reflected ray paths as
shown in Fig. 15(b) and it is given by

E(PL)

[ert-"/Q]dt.
me+~2-/3

Next, the field at Ps in the shadow region is given by [32],
[331

(b)

-

fi

(284

E2(PL)U+Z"(PL)U

(22)

where E is the GO incident field and Zgris the generalized
reflected field which contains surface diffraction effects (in
addition to the GO reflected field T U ) . The latter effects
become significant only within the transition region near the
SSB shown in Fig. 3. The step function U in (22) serves
as an SSB indicator:
in the lit region which lies above the SSB
U = { 1,
0, in the shadow region which lies below the SSB
(23)
The extent of the transition region around the SSB is of
order l / ( m ( Q I ) ) ,where

and p g ( o ) is the radius of curvature at any point ( 0 ) along
the surface ray. The field Fg' is expressed as [32],[33]:

(29)

where

with one of the diffracted ray wavefront surface radii of
curvatures, pd, shown in Fig. 15; likewise, the diffracted
ray distance sd from Q2 to Ps is also shown in that figure.
The dyadic transfer coefficient is given as [32],[33]:

7

in which d q ( 0 ) is the width of the surface ray tube (or strip)
at any point ( 0 ) along the surface ray path, and t equals
the arc length of the surface ray path from Q1 to Q2. It
is noted that the surface rays constitute geodesic paths on
the convex surface. It is seen from (31) that T is expressed
compactly in terms of orthogonal unit vectors (i,f i , b ) fixed
in the surface ray with t^ being a unit tangent to the surface
ray and fi :i a unit normal to the surface along the surface
ray, while b is the binormal vector ( b = t^ x fi),Again, Ds
and v h both contain F as in (10) as well as P,,h(<). The
quantity 6 is sometimes referred to as the shadow Fock
parameter given by

with
-

R

= R,6181

+ Rh6!,6;;

.

(26)

The unit vectors contained in (26), and the quantities p;,2
and sr are the same as those given previously in (5c).
The UTD functions R, and Rh in (26) are defined in
[32],[33]and they contain two transition functions, namely
the F function introduced in (10) as well as the Pekeris
54

The parameters E l , <, XI and X d present in (26) and (31),
which are defined elsewhere in detail [32], [33],ensure
that the total UTD field is continuous across the SSB; i.e.,
E ( P L ) in (22) and ~ ( P sin) (29) are equal at the SSB.
It is noted that in the lit zone outside the SSB transition
region,
EST-+ E which is the usual GO reflected field (i.e.
R + as in (5)). Likewise, in the shadow zone outside the
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A

The electric field E ( P ) radiated by
expressed as

5 at

Q’ can then be

-

in which
is obtained from uniform asymptotic solutions to problems of radiation by p on conducting cylinders
and spheres [36].

+ bjbC + t^iiiD)( e ( - j k s ) / s ) ,

+

( - j k / 4 7 ~ )(bjiiA
for P = PL
(-jk/47r)(piiTlH

.

,-jkt

(d40/da(Q))[pg( Q ) / p g (Q’>1”6

.Jpd/(sd(pd

I
and

(b)

Fig. 15. Ray paths for scattering by a smooth convex surface.

SSB transition region,
as

as,h-+

Ts,h,where Ts,h is defined

(33)

in which D>h(Q) is the Keller’s (or GTD type) diffraction
coefficient for the nth surface ray mode which indicates
how the surface modes are launched at Q1 by the incident
ray which grazes the surface [35]; by reciprocity, D2h at
Q2 indicates how the surface ray modes detach from the
surface into the external medium. Similarly, a$h indicates
the rate of attenuation of the surface ray modes [35] due
to the continual tangential shedding of energy along the
surface ray. Thus the UTD result automatically recovers
the GTD result outside the SSB transition layer.
b) Radiation by sources on a smooth convex surface:
Consider the radiation by a slot or a short thin wire
antenna on a smooth, perfectly conducting surface. A
UTD analysis of the radiation from these antennas can
be constructed in terms of a uniformly asymptotic highfrequency approximation to the dyadic Green’s function,
which provides the radiation from a point electric ( 2 )
or magnetic ( m ) current source j%(?;- FQ’) at Q’ on the
convex boundary.

P = { *

i
m

[

+ 26T2S + PbT3S + i?hT*H)

+

sd))

exp(-jksd),

for P = PS

+

(-jkZ0/47r)(fi’fiM A’bN)(e-jkS/s),
for P = PL
( - j k Z o / 4 ~ ) ( i i ‘ i i T ~ Hn‘bT6S

+

e-jkt

d( / M Q )[ ( p g( Q1/ pg (QO )I

. Jpd / (sd(pd + sd))exp(- j k s d ) ,

for P = Ps.

(37)
The field point P = PL in the lit region (where the source at
Q‘ is directly visible), and P = PS in the shadow region.
Although the fields in (36) and (37) are given separately
for P = PL and P = Ps, respectively, they join smoothly
at the shadow boundary SSB which is defined by a plane
tangent to the surface at Q’. The quantities pd and sd are
shown in Fig. 15; also, da(Q) is the width of the surface ray
strip at Q. The dq was defined earlier in (31); furthermore,
d$, and d$ are the angles subtended by the surface ray
strip at Q’ and at Q, respectiveiy (e.g., d$ is shown in-Fig.
15) [36]. The unit vectors (2,
b’, fi’) at Q’ and (i!, i i , b) at
Q are fixed in the surface ray from Q‘ to Q as in Fig. 16,
and they have the same-meaning as in Fig. 15. Similarly,
the unit vectors ( $ , n , b ; ) are fixed in the ray from Q’
to PL such that
n,
and
n’ all lie in the plane of
incidence (defined by b = (Q’P,)/(lQ’P,J) and fi’) and
fi . b = 0 = @ . b as shown in Fig. 16. The usual angle
of incidence 8 = cos-’(fi’ . b ) defines the radiation angle
measured from the 6,‘ direction.
The quantities A, B , C , D, M and N in (36) and
(37) for P = PL, and the quantities T I through T6 in
those equations for P = PS are all defined in [36]; they
contain the special UTD transition functions g ( o ) and 3(0)
corresponding to the well tabulated radiation Fock functions
[34], [36] that are expressed in terms of an integral of Airy
functions.

6,

for an electric point current source at Q‘
for a magnetic point current source at Q”
(34)
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PL

direct generalization of (21) with
-

E ( P )=

6

= 7jl.):

1la

Fh(PIQ’) . [Ms(Q’)]ds’

(39)

where Ms(Q’) = F,(Q’) x fi’ is the equivalent magnetic
current in terms of the transmitting electric field
(Q’) in
the slot aperture of area Sa;this B s replaces the aperture
Sa which is now short circuited. Likewise, the radiation
from a short thin monopole of height h and transmitting
current I(l’) fed at the base Q‘ on a convex surface can
be found as [36]:

z,

Fig. 16. Unit vectors fixed in rays to PL and Ps from a source
on a convex surface.

The argument S of the Fock functions is given by <I =
-m(Q’)cos 0 for P = PL,while it is given by the shadow
(m(t’)/p,(t’))dt’ when P = PS
Fock parameter E =
as defined previously in (32).
Outside the SSB transition region, where 6 << 0 and
>> 0 the UTD results in (36) and (37) automatically
reduce to the GTD form; namely, A + 2, B + 2cos8,
M -+ 2sinO and ( C , D , N ) -+ 0 in (36) and (37) for
P = PL and <I << 0, and similarly, the results for P = Ps
and for E >> 0 reduce to terms involving

Js

<

In the latter sum, the LZh(Q’) (which is proportional to
D2h(Q’)) is the launching coefficient at Q’ of the nth
surface ray mode, and D2h ( Q ) is the nth surface ray mode
diffraction coefficient introduced earlier in (33). Within the
SSB transition region, the GTD launching and diffraction
mechanisms are no longer distinct; indeed, such a coupling
between the launching and diffraction effects within the
transition region is naturally contained in the UTD results
of (36) and (37) due to the presence of g(S) and 3(6) in
those equations.
The geodesic surface ray path from Q’ t o A Q may be
i.e.,
torsional. A torsional path, is one for which b #
a torsional path is a nonplanar curve. It is noted that the
geodesic surface ray paths are helices on convex cylinders,
and they are great circles on spheres; they can be found
easily for developable surfaces, but they must be found
numerically for more general surfaces such as spheroids,
etc. [36]. Furthermore, for closed surfaces, rays that creep
around or encircle such surfaces can also diffract (shed)
tangentially into the lit region. Generally, for electrically
large closed surfaces the contribution from such encircling
rays is weak because of the continuous tangential shedding
of energy along such rays.
The result in (35) can be readily generalized to deal with
the radiation from a slot antenna on a convex surface [36];
thus, the field radiated by a slot antenna becomes (via a

&‘;

56

E(P)x

{

rZ(PlQ’). fi’ :J I(l’)
. cos(lcl’ cos O)dl’,
rZ(PlQ’). fi’ J
: I(l’)dZ’,

if P = PL (40)
if P = Ps.

Figure 17(a) indicates the far zone radiation pattern of
a short, thin monopole antenna on a spheroid, which is
calculated in the SSB plane (i.e. in the plane tangent to
the spheroid at the base of the monopole) via UTD, and is
shown to compare very well with measurements. Besides
the constant
pattern which is the only component that
would exist in the SSB plane for a monopole on a sphere,
or on a finite or infinite flat ground plane, there is an
additional (cross-polarized) IF+1 component of the pattern
that is present for the spheroid because it has two
-different
principal surface curvatures K1 and K2; i.e., E6 in the
SSB plane of the spheroid results from the “launching”
of torsional surface rays by the monopole since torsion
is proportional to IE(1 - K21. The present UTD solution
thus predicts the complex, surface dependent field and
polarization effects in the SSB transition region through the
explicit presence of torsion factors and the radiation Fock
functions in (36) and (37). It is noted that, even though
Fock functions are utilized here, Fock’s original work did
not contain effects of torsional surface rays. The far zone
UTD radiation pattern of a radial slot on a semi-infinite
cone is seen to compare very well with an exact modal
(eigenfunction) solution in Fig. 17(b). The effect of the tip
is ignored in Fig. 17(b); however, as pointed out earlier, this
effect is generally negligible outside the paraxial region.

e) Mutual coupling between antennas on a convex surface:
The UTD expressions for the EM fields (E(Q),z(Q))
at Q on a convex surface that are produced by a slot
antenna, or a short and thin monopole antenna on the
same surface, respectively, are given in detail in [37]; those
analytical expressions have been obtained from the highfrequency solutions to the same canonical problems as for
the radiation problem in part (b) above, and are presented
only symbolically in (41) and (42), shown on the next
page.Expressions alternative to those in [34] for the slot
case are presented in [38]. The UTD expressions for r e e , e h , h e , h h which occur in
and (42) contain special transition functions 6(<)
and
V ( < )[37], [38]; these transition functions are expressed in
terms of an integral containing a ratio of Airy functions, and
they keep the above solutions valid in their SSB transition

el)
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Fig. 18. Mptual coupling between a pair of slots on a perfectly
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Fig. 17. Radiation patterns of antennas on perfectly conducting
spheroids and cones (cone half angle = loo).

Expressions for the mutual coupling between a pair of
antennas on a convex surface can be found using (43)
and (44) as described in [37], [38]. Figure 18 indicates the
mutual coupling between a pair of slot antennas on a cone
calculated via UTD [37]; it is seen to compare very well
with an exact eigenfunction solution. The pattern in Fig. 18
results from the interference between the dominant surface
rays and the tip diffracted ray. The tip diffracted ray field
is calculated as described in [38].
The UTD edge and convex surface diffraction solutions
discussed above are employed to predict the radiation
patterns of a TACAN monopole antenna mounted behind
the canopy on the top side of an F-16 aircraft fuselage; the

and
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Fig. 19. Radiation pattern of monopole antenna on an F-16 fighter
aircraft (see [39]).

results are shown in Fig. 19 [39]. The UTD model of the
F-16 is built up from connecting spheroidal and flat plate
surfaces. The excellent comparison of these UTD results
with measurements is also shown in that figure.
A n application of the UTD solution for radiation and
mutual coupling associated with antennas on a convex
surface is shown in Fig. 20 for predicting the radiation from
a 9 x 9 element dominant mode rectangular waveguide-fed
axial slot antenna phased array in a perfectly conducting
cylinder; this array exhibits a cosine tapered distribution
along both the axial and circumferential directions. The
cosine taper is realized incorporating the effects of mutual
coupling. Figure 20 shows the radiation pattern of this array
when it is phased to radiate in the 0 = 4 5 O , 4 = 45’
direction [40].
6) Uniform Analysis of Reflection within Caustic Regions: Figure 6 illustrates a concavexonvex surface of
revolution which contains an inflection point along its
generator; such a surface can occur in the design of shaped
subreflectors in dual reflector antenna systems. The feed,
which is a source of a spherical wave, illuminates the
subreflector which is assumed to be in the far zone of the
feed. The rays reflected from the subreflector form a smooth
caustic surface of revolution. It is usually of interest to find
the fields scattered by the subreflector which then illuminate
the main reflector.
One can employ GO to find the rays reflected from the
subreflector as shown in Fig. 6. On the lit side of the caustic
there are two real GO reflected rays that contribute to the
field at PL. However, conventional GO fails to predict a
field at Ps on the shadow side of the caustic where no real
58

reflected rays exist, and it also fails at the caustic where
it predicts a field singularity. Therefore, conventional GO
must be patched up by a uniform GO solution which not
only provides a bounded and smooth variation of the field
across the caustic, but which also automatically recovers the
real ray fields of GO on the lit region outside the caustic
transition layer, and which likewise recovers the “complex”
ray field [41] outside the transition layer on the shadow
side of the caustic (since “real” ray fields cannot exist
there). Such a uniform GO solution for the scattered fields
(ES,
p5)is described in [ 141; it is summarized below:
-

-

E S ( P ~ )27rje-’“I

i-

P~k-~/~Ai(-k~/~<[)

+ j +< l q z k - 2 / 3 A i ’ ( - k C3l ) ]

(45)

where Ai is an Airy function [13]-[15] given by

and Ai’ is its derivative. Furthermore,

I ,

in which
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and

(

field incident at
from the feed
(464
It is noted that E in (46a) is the dyadic reflection
coefficient as in (5). While (45) is given for the lit side,
a similar expression exists for the shadow side, namely,
exp(-jksh,b)

-4

E

(Qa,b)

=z(Qa,b)

‘ %. , b

+ (,- 1/ 2QS

Qa,b

k- 213 A,. ‘ ( + k q .

(47)

In (46d), the Qa and Q b correspond to the two “real” points
of reflection on the surface as in Fig. 6; the parameters
in (46b) and (46c) are defined in terms of Q, and Q b .
The parameters in (47), for the shadow side, are defined in
terms of “complex” points of reflection Q,, and Q b , ; these
complex points are determined by an analytical continuation
of the original surface into complex coordinate space [14],
[41]. In practice, the subreflector in Fig. 6 is bounded by an
edge which then truncates the caustic surface in question.
The results in (45) and (47) are valid for observation points
near the smooth portion of the caustic away from the
caustic truncation and away from the second (or the other)
caustic surface which also exists. Outside the given caustic
transition region, (45) automatically recovers the GO result.
7) Multiple Ray Interactions: A diffracted ray which is
incident on a discontinuity undergoes a second diffraction to
create a doubly diffracted ray. Likewise, doubly diffracted
rays can produce triply and higher order multiply diffracted
rays. The effect of multiply diffracted rays is generally
quite weak and may be ignored in that case. However,
one can easily assess the importance of the latter, because
leaving these out generally creates a discontinuity in the
field (much like GO exhibits discontinuities along GO ray
shadow boundaries); if this discontinuity is significant then
it is clear that the multiple interactions must be included
to some order until the discontinuity becomes sufficiently
small. Finally, rays reflected and then diffracted (or vice
versa) are of the same order as singly diffracted rays; thus
they must be generally included to keep all significant
interactions to the same order of asymptotic approximation
(in terms of inverse powers of IC) [3].Multiple interactions
within ray transition regions need to be treated with care
~31.

from the edge diffracted ray tube illustrated in Fig. 9. The
GTD/UTD expression for the asymptotic high-frequency
ray field is valid away from the edge (i.e., it is valid
outside the so-called edge boundary layer), and the proper
behavior near the edge must be obtained from separate
considerations. On the other hand, if pd < 0 then the
other diffracted ray caustic can occur in the external space
surrounding the wedge whenever the observation point at
P is such that sd = Ipdl, and the expression for E d ( P )of
(8c) thus becomes singular and consequently fails at and
near this caustic; such a caustic can generally occur along
the diffracted ray if the edge is curved or if the incident
wavefront is concave. For smooth caustics of diffracted
rays one could use the expressions in (45) and (47) directly
within the diffracted ray caustic region except that the
reflected ray parameters present in (45) and (47) must now
be replaced by the corresponding diffracted ray parameters.
However, the use of the ECM in this case will yield the
same result as in (45) and (47) if the integrals present in
the ECM, which are defined later on, are evaluated using
a uniform asymptotic procedure. Furthermore, the ECM is
very useful for treating a point caustic of diffracted rays (as
in Fig. 5 for a symmetric parabolic reflector with the feed
at the focus); the uniform approximation of (45) and (47) is
not valid in regions at and near the intersection or proximity
of the two smooth caustic surfaces, nor where these two
caustic surfaces degenerate to form a single point caustic.
The basic idea behind ECM may be understood as
follows. If ICsd >> 1 but sd << Ipdl, then in the near zone
of the edge but sufficiently far from Q E , the expression for
-d
E ( P ) in (8c) becomes:

Clearly the field at P in (48) may be viewed as being
produced by an appropriate equivalent line source tangent
to the curved edge at Q E , because a line source field also
exhibits an symptotic behavior of the type e - j k s d
as in (48) when ksd >> 1, to describe a cylindrical wave
as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). Thus one can find the strengths
of equivalent electric ( I ) and magnetic ( M ) line currents
locally tangent to the edge i.e., along e) at Q E , which
generate the desired fields ( E ( P ) ,?(P)). For a perfectly
conducting edge, the equivalent line currents I and M are
given by [16]

-6

B. ECM

An expression for the GTDLJTD edge diffracted field has
been presented in (8c) above, namely,

This expression reveals that the edge diffracted field has a
singularity at the edge where sd = 0; such a singularity
results from the fact that the edge is a caustic of the
edge diffraction rays, and this caustic at Q E is evident
PATHAK: TECHNIQUES FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS

in which Des,eh have been indicated previously in (9)
and are evaluated in (49) for a diffracted ray which lies
on the Keller cone and in the caustic direction. Only if
the phase of ~ ( Q E in
) (48) is uniform then does (48)
describe a “locally” cylindrical wave emanating from the
59
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edge as in Fig. 5(b). On the other hand, if the incident rays
strike, the edge obliquely (so Po # n / 2 ) then the phase
of ~ ‘ ( Q Eis) not uniform, and neither does the phase of
I and M remain constant but instead contains a traveling
wave factor automatically through the presence of E’ (Q E )
in (49). In the latter case the diffracted field behavior in
(48), and likewise the corresponding asymptotic line source
field behavior, e j k s d(sd)-l/’, now describes a more general
conical rather than a cylindrical wave. In the ECM, these
conical waves thus locally simulate the Keller cones of
edge diffracted rays. Even though (8c) becomes singular
at diffracted ray caustics, the currents in (49) are defined
and well behaved at every point along the curved edge, and
hence they can be incorporated within the radiation inte ral
-$
to yield a bounded result for the total diffracted field Etotal
at and near the caustic. Thus

~ - J K R

R

dl‘

(50)

where E is the vector from Q E to P , and the integration
is around the edge contour which produces the caustic of
diffracted rays.
It is noted that an edge diffracted ray exhibits the local
line source field
- variation of the type e J k s d ( ~ d ) - 1 / 2
in (48)
only when 0, is not range dependent; i.e., only when
one observes the edge diffracted field outside the edge
boundary layer and external to the incident and reflection
boundary (ISB and RSB) transition regions where the
UTD reduces to GTD. This is true because the special
- dependent Fresnel type UTD transition function F
range
in
which is different from unity within the ISB and
RSB transition regions, modifies the eJksd(sd)-’/’ type
cylindrical or conical wave behavior within these transition
layers. Consequently, the GTD-based ECM remains valid
only if the edge diffracted ray caustic transition layer does
not overlap with the ISB and RSB transition layers.
The ECM is an outgrowth of some early work in [42]
which was later formulated in terms of the GTD in [16]
to yield (49). A heuristic modification to extend the use
of D,,.,,, in (49), which are defined only on the Keller
cone, so that they can be approximately generalized to be
defined along radiation directions lying outside the Keller
cone is provided in [17] by splitting the (sinPo)-’ factor
in (49) as well as the one present in the Des,ehof (49),
symmetrically into
where
is the angle
between the incident ray and 2 at Q E , and ,Bo is the angle
between the observation direction and 6 at Q E . If Po = ,BL,
only then does the direction of radiation from I or M at Q E
coincide with the diffracted ray from Q E that lies on the
Keller cone. Such a generalization involving a symmetric
split is useful in that away from the caustic transition layer,
where the GTD is valid, it allows the integral in (50) to
reduce asymptotically (i.e., for large radius of curvature of
the edge) to the expected GTD description [4,17] in terms of
a superposition of isolated edge diffracted ray contributions

ne,

d

60

m

,

C=lz:(P),where each term E:(P) is of the type in
(8c). The effect of truncating the limits of integration to the
portion of the edge which is directly illuminated may create
spurious contributions; this aspect and possible remedies are
discussed in [4]. It is noted that unlike true currents, the I
and M in (49), together with the modification of sinPo
to
depend on the radiation or observation
direction.
The GTD-based ECM discussed above provides the diffracted field contribution without having to find the diffracted ray paths as in the GTD. However, the ECM
requires an integration, which only in some special cases
can be evaluated in closed form, and which in general must
be evaluated numerically. This ECM can be used to find the
fields diffracted within the rear axial caustic region of the
symmetric parabolic reflector of Fig. 5(a) as shown in Fig.
11. A n analogous ECM application is to calculate the fields
in the rear axial caustic direction of a coaxial waveguide
fed aperture in a finite circular ground plane [43]. An ECM
analysis of the radiation by an axial monopole on a circular
ground plane, and on a flat-backed cone may be found in
[9], and [44], respectively.
The GTD-based ECM can also be employed to describe
the fields diffracted by an offset fed parabolic reflector
for those observation directions in which isolated points
of edge diffraction which move on the elliptic rim can
coalesce and thereby create a singularity in the conventional
GTD calculation. In this case, the ECM integral could
asymptotically be expressed in terms of a parabolic cylinder
function, thus providing an analytical result if desired.
In addition, the ECM can be employed in special cases
to evaluate the fields at caustics of reflected rays, and of
surface diffracted rays. Furthermore, it can be extended
to treat the scattering by a class of interior waveguide
discontinuities. The equivalent currents for interior waveguide regions are defined via the concept of modal ray
fields which are found either exactly or asymptotically from
the interior waveguide modes [45], [46]. The equivalent
currents I and M , which “replace” the interior structure,
and asymptotically produce the same interior modal fields
as those created by the discontinuity via not only I and M ,
but also their images due to the effect of the waveguide
walls, have been developed in [46] to find the modal
reflection coefficients and the radiation by an incident
modal field associated with an open-ended semi-infinite
parallel plate waveguide antenna geometry. Other related
work may be found in (471-[49]. A n alternative approach in
which only equivalent magnetic currents A4 are impressed
at the discontinuity and which radiate the desired fields
within interior (or exterior) regions in the “presence” of the
interior waveguide geometry have been developed in [50],
[51]; such an ECM-based approach, which does not require
one to explicitly find the images of the equivalent sources
and their fields, can treat a somewhat more general class
of waveguide discontinuities. Examples of the use of the
latter ECM for interior regions are illustrated for finding
the modal reflection coefficients of a waveguide fed horn
antenna in [50], and for an open-ended circular waveguide

d

m
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consequently, the GO current discontinuity at the geometric
shadow boundary on the smooth portion of a scatterer can
induce a spurious diffraction contribution to the PO integral.
Ways to remove such spurious effects are discussed in
[56]. Nevertheless, the PTD becomes particularly useful
for patching up the GTD/UTD in regions where there
is a confluence of reflected and/or diffracted ray caustic
transition regions with the GO (incident or reflected) ray
shadow boundary transitions regions. It is recalled that
the GTD-ECM-based approach also fails there. The PTD
electric field at an observation point P can be written as

KR
Fig. 21. Application of ECM to find the modal reflection coefficient of open-ended circular waveguide and horn antennas. (Exact
Wiener-Hopf solution in: Weinsten, The Theory ofDifiaction and
the Factorization Method, Golem Press, 1968.)

aperture antenna in [51] as presented in Fig. 21. The ECM
based results in Fig. 21 are seen to compare extremely well
with exact Wiener-Hopf calculations.
More recently, the GTD-based ECM for edged bodies
has been formulated in [52] directly from the asymptotic
treatment of the integral representation for the canonical
wedge diffraction problem, from which a set of slightly
improved equivalent currents I and M can be identified. It
may be remarked that the ECM concept is closely related
to the incremental length diffraction coefficient (ILDC)
concept developed by Mitzner [53];a comparison of ILDC
and ECM is available in [54], [SS].
C . PTD

As indicated in Section I, the PTD was developed by
Ufimtsev [19] at about the same time Keller developed
the GTD. The PTD serves to correct PO, while GTD
provides a correction to GO. Thus the PTD field is a
superposition of the PO field and its correction which is
the so-called “edge wave field.” The PO field is produced
by the GO approximation for the currents induced on the
radiating object, whereas the edge wave field is produced
by the diffracted component of the current on the radiating object. Since GTD/UTD is the sum of the GO and
diffracted ray fields, it is not surprising that if the PTD
radiation integrals (i.e., the PO integral plus the integral
over the diffracted current component) are evaluated using
high-frequency asymptotics then the PTD reduces to the
GTD. Furthermore, when the asymptotics is performed in
a uniform fashion, the PTD can recover the UTD. Clearly,
therefore, the PTD can be employed to patch up GTDAJTD
in regions where GTDAJTD and even the GTD-based
ECM fails. Elsewhere, the GTDAJTD and the GTD-ECM
become applicable and are expected to be far more efficient
than the PTD which generally requires the evaluation of
PO integrals over an electrically large radiating object.
Furthermore, multiple wave interactions can generally be
accounted for in a straightforward fashion using the GTD
ray technique, which is not true for the PTD. Also, the PTD
has been developed only for an edge at the present time;
PATHAK: TECHNIQUES FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS

--s
-s
EPTD= EPO+ E u

--s

where 3 is the classical incident field from the primary
source radiating in the absence of any scattering structure,
and
is the PTD based asymptotic approximation to
the field scattered by the presence of the structure when
excited by the primary source. Unlike the incident ,GO
in
field EiUi which is discontinuous (see (4a)), the
(51a) is continuous everywhere. The FgTD is calculated
and
by superposing the physical optics contribution,
as in (Slb), where
the Ufimtsev correction,

z;,

in which Tzo(F’) is the GO approximation to the current
induced at any point F’ on a perfectly conducting boundary
excited by a primary source (the source of 3).
The
boundary may be a host structure for an antenna which
serves as a primary source, or, the primary source could be
a feed antenna for a reflecting boundary (e.g., a parabolic
-GO reflector). Thus J , (T-’) = ii’ x [z’((r’)Ui fTT(F’)U,]
on the part of the boundary surface Slit which is directly
--GO
illuminated by the primary source, and J , = 0 elsewhere
(i.e., in the shadow region) on the boundary. Here, E’(F’)Ui
and r ( F ’ ) U , are the incident and reflected GO components of the magnetic field at F’. The position vector to the
observation point is F , and fi’ is the unit outward normal
vector to the boundary at F’. It appears that Ufimtsev found
--s
E , indirectly in his original work [19]. If the PTD integrals
in (51), (52) are approximated asymptotically, then

+

-s
E,,

--I

- E’(1- Vi)+ E T U ,

+p(QE)
(53)

and E E ( P ) can be expressed as
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=PO

where De

is identified as a PO based edge diffraction co4

efficient, and De is a Ufimtsev edge diffraction coefficient.
Actually, there can be several edge diffraction contributions
to (51) and (52); however, only a single such contribution is
indicated in (53) for convenience. It is interesting to observe
that [17], [57]

P

/

(55)

as one might expect. Equation (55) essentially illustrates
the connection between PTD and GTDAJTD; Following
9

(9), one can also express De

0

=U

and De as

(4,4'; P o )
De = -&fioDE(4, 4'; P o )
- i' iD,",(d, 4'; PO).
- i'iDFf

(564

=U

(56b)

5:

The
essentially describes Ufimtsev's edge (fringe)
wave diffraction pattern. While Ufimtsev found E; via
indirect considerations in [19], one could in retrospect
employ an approximate procedure following the GTDbased ECM ideas contained in (49) and 5 0 , as well as
in the discussion below (50), to obtain E,; thus

A

&P)

25-

.ikZO
4a

f [k x R x IUe^+ YoRx M"&]

e-jkR

R

dl'

(57)

where the Ufimtsev type equivalent currents I'
in (57) are given by

and M u

1
:
'

I

d'

Fig. 22.

Integration coordinates on the wedge

where the coordinate a is along the Keller cone of diffracted
rays on the surface. The coordinates r , a and 77 are shown
in Fig. 22; it is noted that -i = 2 = unit edge tangent
vector, and 9 1 6 . The integral in (59) together with (60)
may be evaluated asymptotically in closed form along the
a coordinate, thereby leaving a line integral along the T
variable (i.e., along the edge contour as in (57)) that yields
a PTD based ECM interpretation (analogous to (57)) from
which a more refined set of equivalent currents I u and M u
than those in (58) can be identified. It is noted that only the
dominant range dependent terms may be retained in (52)
and (59) which result from the VV operation therein; the
remaining higher order range terms may be neglected as
usual for klF - F'I >> 1.
The PTD can also be employed to deal with apertures. In
this case, the PO concepts may be extended so that the PO
type contribution can be found from the GO fields in the
aperture; such a PO integral over the aperture is commonly
referred to as the aperture integral (AI) when it is applied
to horn and reflector antennas. An appropriate Ufimtsev
correction
may then be added to E:I (corresponding
to the AI contribution which acts like the PO contribution).
It is noted that
or
for aperture problems, is
generally far more significant than the Ufimtsev correction
-s
E , in the region corresponding to the main beam, as for
example in the case of horn and reflector antennas.
Figure 23 illustrates the far zone E plane radiation pattern
of a symmetric parabolic reflector fed at the focus, with four
symmetric struts holding the feed; this pattern has been
calculated in [58] using AI up to 6' away from the main
beam axis and switching to UTD beyond 6' (except for the
use of GTD-based ECM to patch up GTD in the rear axial
caustic direction at 6 = lSOO). The Ufimtsev correction to
AI is negligible in Fig. 23 which shows that the AI alone
compares very well with measurements. The diameter of the
conducting struts is 0.84 in and the scattering from these
struts is found by using a wire diffraction coefficient in conjunction with ECM as described in [58]. Figure 24 shows
the far zone E plane radiation pattern of a pyramidal horn
calculated in [59] using the AI technique to 30' away from
the main beam axis, and the GTD-based ECM beyond 30'.
Measured results are also shown for comparison in Fig. 24
from which it can be again seen that the Ufimtsev correction
to AI is negligible in this case. The Ufimtsev correction to

z;o,

2 ( Q ~ ) D z ( 4';
4 ,d
H (QE)Dyh(4,4';

-i-

d
)

m

)
(58)

Recently, a new formulation of the PTD was presented in
[20] for directly calculating the fringe wave contribution
pertaining to the scalar (acoustic) case. Those ideas in 1201
- can be directly extended here to find E; for the vector EM
case; thus

(59)
since
is radiated by the component of the current which
is produced by the edge diffracted field on the surface of
the scatterer; this diffracted component of the current is
denoted by Td(F')in (59). According to [20],
ds' =

62

drda
-
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Fig. 23 Measured and calculated E plane patterns of a symmetric
parabolic reflector antenna at 11 GHz. (a) Measured. (b) Calculated
(see [%I).
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simple as well as versatile in being able to predict the
radiation patterns, mutual coupling and other effects associated with a large variety of practical antenna configurations.
However, as also seen from Section 11, the use of GTDAJTD
technique requires a knowledge of the relevant diffraction
coefficients; therefore, while several diffraction mechanisms can presently be characterized by UTD coefficients,
more UTD coefficients need to be developed to solve a
greater variety of antenna problems which are relevant to
present and future EM technology. Some UTD coefficients
which are known only approximately at present need to be
refined in some cases; others need to be found for additional
perfectly conducting as well as nonconducting (and even
penetrable) canonical structures. Some work in the latter
case which is available in [60],[61] needs to be developed
further; such work would be useful, for example, to predict
the reduction in coupling between antennas on a metal
surface by introducing a lossy (absorbing) material patch
placed between the pair of antennas, or to predict the effects
of the canopy of private aircraft, or helicopters, on the
antennas located on such structures, etc. The PTD likewise
needs to be formally extended to deal with nonconducting
surfaces and to smooth surfaces without edges, etc. Not
discussed in this paper are spectral techniques which can be
used in conjunction with high-frequency approximations to
deal with complex (nonray optical) illumination of the host
structure by the primary source (antenna) [62], [63].Finally,
hybrid procedures which combine high and low frequency
techniques 1661, and the Gaussian beam techniques have
also not been discussed here due to space limitations.
Different aspects of ray and Gaussian beam methods have
appeared previously as a collection of papers in [65];the
latter also contains a paper by Borovikov and Kinber, which
in turn provides a large bibliography of Soviet papers on
high-frequency techniques. The hybrid procedures as well
as the Gaussian beam techniques appear to hold promise
to solve some high-frequency EM antenna and scattering
problems which may otherwise become intractable.
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